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“In another moment down went Alice after it, never once 
considering how in the world she was to get out again.”  
 

~ Lewis Carroll 
 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 1 

 
I was wearing purple footie pajamas the night I met Alfie 
Evans for the first time.  

I was wandering the house, this sprawling 
monstrosity of a mansion in the hills above Hollywood 
in Los Angeles where I grew up, discreetly checking out 
the night’s party situation.  

My mother, beloved rock and roll star Sara Adams, 
despised two things equally though neither more than 
me: silence and the word no. Her house was constantly 
crammed with sycophants in varying degrees of 
insobriety. These people listened to records and played 
their instruments and vacuumed up the mounds of 
cocaine offered to them by their teetering hostess.  

This night was no different until the doorbell rang. 
When I heard it, I scooted back through the cavernous 
foyer on the pads of my pajamas and shot up the giant 
marble staircase and out of sight.  

Sara didn’t like it much when she found me roaming 
the house when I was supposed to be asleep. Stumbling 
upon the living embodiment of your biggest mistake 
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while actively trying to obliterate it from your mind is a 
real buzz kill, I imagine. 

With my face lodged between the rails of the 
banister upstairs, I watched over the foyer as a random 
party-goer answered the beckoning ring of the front 
door. I heard the muffled voice of a man on the other 
side of the threshold ask for Jett. 

Jett had moved out that week, but Party Guy was 
apparently not in the know because he wandered off in 
search of my soon-to-be-former stepfather, leaving the 
visitor alone at the door.  

That was the moment I caught my first-ever look at 
Alfie Evans in the flesh. His messy black hair and those 
tortured black eyes that woman around the world have 
swooned over for more than three decades now.  

This moment always comes to me in slow motion 
when recalled by my mind, watching him step up and 
into the foyer. He had dipped his chin and flicked his 
head to free his eyes of the curtain of messy bangs 
invading them as the door closed behind him. Or maybe 
that’s just how he walked back in those days so everyone 
had a chance to catch a good glimpse of him. Arrogant 
prick. 

I hadn’t known then who the hell Alfie was in the 
context of my mother’s life, but I did recognize him. He 
was the man on the cover of my favorite album. The 
album had been a gift from Jett that previous Christmas, 
our last together as a family, if it could ever have been 
called that. 
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It was two decades ago now that the music world 
was stunned by the news that legendary rock band 
Wonderland was disbanding at the height of their fame. 
This tragedy came after a now infamous brawl backstage 
after what ended up being their last show together. 
During this fight, in a fit of drunken rage, their bassist, 
Stephen Moriarty, had let slip his affair with Sara, the 
band’s singer and the love of Alfie’s life, and that she was 
pregnant with his child. 

I am that child.  
My mother has hated me since the day Alfie left her 

and their band because of me. 
About a year after Alfie quit Wonderland, beating 

Sara to the charts as a solo artist by one month, he 
released an album called Little One.  

The first single off this album, its title track, is a 
broodingly sweet ballad about a mysterious child that he 
refers to only as the Little One. Throughout the song, 
Alfie espouses life advice to this child and expresses 
vague regrets about vague events that may or may not 
have had something to do with that child. Think Hey Jude 
meets The Cure.  

Everyone in the world, at least everyone familiar 
with Wonderland’s story, assumed the song was about 
me. Women rallied in droves around their guitar god and 
his wounded soul after it hit the airways. For them, it was 
a heartbreaking glance at the pain the affair had caused 
their hero. For Sara, it was a passive aggressive slap in 
the face from her ex-lover. In large part because of the 
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song, she ended up taking the brunt of the blame for 
Wonderland’s split.  

It is quite possibly the most beautiful ‘fuck you’ song 
ever written. 

 Alfie has never bothered to confirm or deny the 
song is about me. Over time, the legend has grown to 
ridiculous heights. I’ve been saddled with the nickname 
“Little One” for as far back as I can remember and 
sometimes it feels like I can remember every goddamn 
moment of this life I was born into.  

Jett had played the song for me on that Christmas 
morning and I had liked it. I liked the pretty man on the 
cover of the album. Jett explained that I could listen to 
the song whenever I was feeling sad and it would make 
me feel better.  

He left out the part about how it might have been 
written about me by my mother’s pissed off ex-
boyfriend, but the pieces fell into place eventually. I’ve 
always been like a pet to those in Sara’s circle and the 
song was a big reason for that.  

Jett, I should say here, is the Jett Andrews, the 
longtime road manager for Wonderland and its 
individual members after the split. He and Sara married 
not long after I was born and were divorced by my sixth 
birthday.  

If you're wondering why Sara married Jett and not 
the father of her child, the answer is one of the less 
complicated ones in Wonderland’s world: Stephen never 
asked her.  
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Their affair destroyed a lifelong friendship, broke up 
rock’s most beloved couple, and effectively ended the 
greatest rock band in the world up until that point, but 
the idea of settling down was apparently taking it a bit 
too far for my father. 

Why she married anybody at all, I don’t know. I 
know Jett asked her to marry him after Alfie left, and she 
said yes, but I have no idea why. Jett’s a good man, far 
too good, especially considering his choice of career, so 
I guess maybe he wanted to make sure somebody who 
was responsible was around for the incoming child.  

I suppose the prospect of Jett being around to take 
the responsibility of having that child off her shoulders 
was appealing to Sara. Sara’s made a lot of decisions that 
I disagree with but her choice to marry Jett is one I’ll 
always be grateful for. To this day, that man loves me like 
I was his own child and pays more attention to me than 
Stephen ever has or likely ever will. 

Don’t get me wrong. Stephen isn’t a bad guy but 
he’s never been much of a father. He’s a rock star, 
through and through. He prefers to live his life that way, 
and I’ve never felt the need to get in the way of that. He’s 
good at it. Even I can see it’s what he was meant to do. 
Through the years we’ve become pretty good buddies 
but when I hear the word “father” it’s Jett that my mind 
sees. 

When I saw it was Alfie at the door that night, I 
skipped off to my room to get the Little One album so I 
could show it to him. I don’t know why I wanted to show 
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it to him. I was five. Why the hell does a five-year-old do 
anything? Your guess is as good as mine. 

I think probably I had a crush on him and wanted 
to impress him. Okay, I know I had a crush on him and 
wanted to impress him, but I will never, ever admit that 
to anybody, least of all him. 

When I got back to the stairs with the album, Sara 
was just wandering into the foyer. She was in her favorite 
white silk robe and was swaying a bit. Her fragile hand 
was barely grasping a flute of champagne as she froze at 
the sight of him. She had that look on her face. 

That look. 
It’s not something you can get used to: the look of 

surprise on your own mother’s face every time she sees 
you. Like she thought you were part of some horrible 
dream she’d had and that you should have been gone by 
morning. A look that says: you shouldn’t be here. 

She was looking at him like that and I’d never seen 
her look at anyone else but me that way. I think that’s 
probably the moment I realized there was a correlation 
between me and him in her mind. I was too young then 
to recognize it but, looking back, that’s probably when 
my obsession with that man began. 

 Alfie reacted as if he’d happened on a bear in the 
woods, his arms freezing in mid-air as she shuffled into 
the room. 

This would have been a great time for me to back 
away slowly without being spotted, and retire to my 
bedroom, but I hadn’t realized then the historical 
significance of the moment. I learned later that it was the 
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first time Alfie had returned to that house since 
Wonderland disbanded.  

Apart from a handful of industry events they were 
forced to co-attend in the immediate wake of the break 
up, due to contractual obligations, it was the first time 
the two of them had seen each other in over five years. 
This fact had clearly not been lost on the voyeur partiers 
who were slowly gathering in the archway of the Great 
Room in my peripheral vision. 

Alfie cut the awkward silence first that night in the 
foyer. “Jett needed some paperwork,” he offered with a 
slight shrug of his shoulders.  

She blinked, and her voice was barely a whisper. 
“Jett left.” 

“What?” 
“He left,” she said, still swaying, but her voice was a 

bit stronger this time as a sneer pulled at the corner of 
her mouth. “They always leave me, baby. You know that 
better than anyone.” 

In hindsight, the bitterness in her voice was 
palpable. I hear it now, looking back. Knowing what I 
know now, it must have hit him like a slap in the face 
but, at the time, it didn’t even faze me. I was too excited 
to show him that damn album. 

“Jett tell you he left?” Sara continued. 
“No.” 
“You here to rub it in?” 
“No.” 
“To torment me for old times’ sake?” 
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“Stop!” Alfie pleaded, and those eyes of his were 
even more tortured than when he’d first stepped into the 
house. He folded his arms across his chest and took a 
step back as if trying to fold into himself. 

And do you know what she did? She stopped. Sara 
never listened to anyone, especially when she was that far 
gone into the substances, but she stopped when he asked 
it of her. Just like that. 

As I made my way down the steps, unknowingly 
steering myself into the wake of a storm of my creation, 
they faced off against each other again. He relented first 
and spun around for the door. She hurried after him and 
reached him as he reached it, stopping him with her hand 
on his shoulder. 

“You can stay,” she said. 
He hesitated, his hand was on the door handle. “I 

can’t.”  
“You can.” 
She turned him to her and he allowed it, releasing 

the door. His eyes transformed from pain to warmth as 
he looked down at her. Kindness.  

In the movies, this would have been the moment 
they kissed passionately to the crescendo of the ending 
credits and, presumably, lived happily ever after. 

But this was no fairytale, so this was the moment he 
spotted me. Little chump me wandering up to him with 
his album held up, grinning like a goddamn idiot. 

Hi there! I’m the thing that ruined your life. Nice to meet 
you. I think you’re swell.  

I even grabbed one of his fingers. Ugh.  
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He jerked his finger away from me so hard that he 
almost fell over. 

“You’re supposed to be in bed!” shouted Sara, 
grabbing me by the arm. 

She dragged me across the foyer and deposited me 
on the steps. I’m sure she looked pissed off but I couldn’t 
look away from Alfie. I don’t think I’ll ever forget those 
horrified eyes unblinkingly boring a hole right through 
me. 

“I never should have come here,” he said. 
He tripped over himself turning back for the door 

and Sara launched herself across the foyer to reach him 
before he did.  

She grabbed at him, clutching on to him, but he 
pried her fingers off and slipped out the door. As it 
slammed behind him, she threw herself against it. 

"Come back!" she cried, pounding the door with her 
open hand. "Please come back." 

She shoved away from the door and hurled her glass 
at it with a scream. I clamped my hands over my ears as 
it shattered and she collapsed onto her haunches, putting 
her face in her hands.  

I was frozen in fear and confusion and so not 
digging that damn album anymore. 

I don’t know how long we stayed there like that. I 
felt like I shouldn’t move until she did and when she 
finally pulled herself to her feet, she turned to me. 

“Happy now?” she asked, her voice low. 
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She shuffled past me without waiting for an answer 
and disappeared up the stairs. I looked down at the 
album in my hands.  

Moments later, I was stomping into the Great Room 
and shoving my way through a sea of unsteady legs to 
the fireplace. I yanked the gate open and shoved Alfie’s 
stupid album into the flames.  

“Yeah! Burn it up, Little One!” 
Perched on the corner of the stoop in front of the 

fireplace was record producer, Chuck Wall. Chuck was 
one of Sara’s newer regular party guests and he was 
cutting cocaine with a razor blade on the glass of a 
picture frame. It would have been a perfectly fucked up 
moment if it had been a picture of me inside the frame 
but there were no pictures of me in that house. Sara 
didn’t keep any photos of me around. 

He wasn’t Sara’s boyfriend yet, but it wouldn’t have 
been long before he sunk his claws into her. He became 
a mainstay in that house not long after that night, and he 
lasted there much longer than I did.  

Sometimes I think if only Jett hadn’t left… but the 
thought isn’t fair to him. She was driving him crazy. She 
drove everybody crazy, most of all herself. He would 
have lost himself eventually if he’d stayed, trying to keep 
her out of her own way. And then where would I be 
now?  

There at the mantle, Chuck arranged some of the 
powder in a neat row on the glass and put his face to it. 
A quick sniff and the line disappeared up his nostril like 
in the movies. Most kids learned about life by watching 
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movies. I learned about what was in the movies by 
watching my life. 

He watched me watching him as he arranged 
another line and then stood up, holding out the frame. 

"Want some?" 
In a flash of movement, I was plucked from the 

floor and hoisted into someone’s arms. Stuart held me 
close to his chest with one long arm, and his free arm 
lashed out to slap the frame from Chuck’s hand. The 
glass broke on the floor and the cocaine cascaded off of 
it, leaving a tiny white plume in its wake. 

Stuart is Wonderland’s drummer, Stuart Townsend, 
an unabashed admirer of inappropriately-aged groupies 
who enjoys just about every other rock star cliché even 
now, into his fifties, but he’s a good man. He claims to 
be my godfather but nobody has ever found any 
evidence that this is true. It’s charming though, and so is 
he.  

He’s always tried to protect me, along with Jett, 
when my parents were too busy with other things. He 
would have been my second choice in the dad 
department, second to Jett, if I was given the choice, but 
apparently Sara and Stuart were never close in that way. 
At least not that he can remember, which isn’t saying a 
whole lot. 

Stuart growled at Chuck through clenched teeth. 
“She's only five.”  

"Looks like she could use it too," said Chuck, 
seemingly unconcerned about his fallen drug. He surely 
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had more nearby. "Thirty seconds with Evans will do 
that to anyone." 

A few people within ear shot chuckled. Stuart did 
not. My face so close to his, I could see the bunched-up 
muscle rippling at the apex of his stubbled jaw. He 
continued to shield me from Chuck and stared the 
producer down until Chuck put his hands up in a show 
of surrender. 

"Come on," said Stuart readjusting me in his arms 
as Chuck had staggered away. "Let's get you back up to 
bed." 

He carried me upstairs to my room and told me the 
oh-so-tragic tale of Sara and Alfie as he tucked me into 
bed. 

And that ended the night I met Alfie Evans for the 
first time. It would be a decade before I saw him again. 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 2 
 

Chuck Wall had been Sara’s live-in boyfriend for years 
by the time I saw Alfie again. It was the night before my 
15th birthday, which I shall refer to from now on as “That 
Night,” and things weren’t going so well with me and 
Sara.  

I blame Chuck for this and I’ll always blame Chuck 
for this. Once he moved in, that was the end of whatever 
maternal instincts Sara had once possessed. Minimal as 
those were, they were missed once they were gone. 
Bitterness is better than absolute apathy. 

I don’t remember when those two officially started 
dating or when exactly he moved in but, in my mind, 
Chuck arrived the night I met Alfie and never left. This 
isn’t accurate because I know from the magazines that 
she dated other men after her divorce from Jett and 
before Chuck got his hooks into her, but this is how my 
brain has deciphered things.  

Chuck has long had a reputation in rock circles as 
being a scumbag. His specialty was and is taking young 
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female musicians from their homes and parents and 
placing them under his wing to groom—sorry, mentor.  

He’s a brilliant producer. I’ll give him that and only 
that. He was responsible for much of Wonderland’s 
success and most of Sara’s success as a solo artist. I think 
he tinkered on some of Alfie’s albums too. “The man 
behind the music,” they called him.  

His blatant sexual deviancy was consistently ignored 
because who would dare arrest, let alone convict, a man 
capable of generating so much money? What is rape 
compared to hundreds of millions of dollars? In this 
town, a man will be forgiven anything with that much 
money at stake. 

Sara didn’t care about his reputation or maybe didn’t 
even know about it. He managed to gain control over her 
meds not long after moving in and kept her so doped up 
on her pills, prescribed to her for all the things that ailed 
her, real and imaginary, that she was often incapable of 
comprehending much of anything at all.  

Growing up, I split my time between Jett’s house 
and hers, with a few evenings at Stephen’s sprinkled in 
here and there for good measure. But when I was 
around, Sara felt no need to make me a priority in her 
life, so it wasn’t necessary for Chuck to suck up to me to 
stay close to her. He just ignored me for the first few 
years and that was fine with me. 

It wasn’t until he realized I had musical talent that 
he started taking notice and, conveniently enough, I had 
reached a certain age by then. As if puberty isn’t 
horrifying enough, and he was good at the attention he 
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lavished on me. Had Stuart not reacted so negatively to 
Chuck that first night, had Jett not existed as a father 
figure, I might have fallen for Chuck’s bullshit and 
latched on to him.  

I didn’t though and that irked him. His disbelief at 
my gall to deny his efforts grew with every rebuff, and 
the more I turned him away, the harder he tried. I could 
barely keep away from him for the entire year leading up 
to my 15th birthday. 

The night before That Night, he appeared at my 
bedroom door. I was sitting on my bed, tuning my guitar 
on my bed, and did my best to ignore him. I could see in 
my peripheral vision that he was only partially dressed in 
tuxedo slacks and an opened button-down shirt, and he 
was twirling a bowtie around his finger as he watched 
me. 

“You excited for your party?” he asked. 
I stopped tuning and looked at him. “My party?” 
“Your birthday party tomorrow night.” 
I returned to tuning without responding. His 

charade was ridiculous. If he had really wanted to do 
something nice for my birthday, he would have told 
everyone to stay home and let me get some sleep for a 
change. 

No, the celebration would be for whatever 
accolades Sara’s new album won at whatever event they 
were off to that evening. I don’t remember which one it 
was. One of the big ones. Jett had stopped by earlier that 
day on his way to the dry cleaners to pick up his “monkey 
suit” and had bellyached to me about having to attend it.  
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“Fifteen already..." said Chuck. “Where does the 
time go?” 

“Up your nose with everything else?” 
I looked at him again as I said it and he had 

apparently taken my response as flirting because he 
smiled. I averted my eyes so I didn’t accidentally return 
it, setting my guitar down long enough to grab and light 
a cigarette.  

With it jammed between my lips, I started playing 
and waited for him to give up and leave. 

“You’re very talented,” he said for what must have 
been the tenth time that month. “You and I should do 
an album together. I’m a hit maker, Alice.” 

I clamped down on the strings and the guitar was 
silenced. I looked at him sidelong, careful not to make 
eye contact this time.  

But before more words could be exchanged, Sara 
appeared in a whirlwind of designer satin and lace, with 
her hair and makeup people running alongside her 
making last minute touch ups. One of them bent in front 
of her and helped her into a pair of heels that likely cost 
more than the average person makes in a month, not that 
she’d had to pay for any of it. When you’re as famous 
and, more importantly, as influential as Sara, designers 
trip over themselves to get their clothing on you free of 
charge. 

She began to say something to Chuck but froze 
when she saw me. It was my bedroom and had been for 
almost fifteen years but there she was surprised to find 
me in it. She was always so fucking surprised to see me. 
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"What are you doing?" she asked him. 
Chuck dug into his pocket and pulled out a bottle of 

pills and handed it to her. She dumped what I thought 
must have been more than the prescribed dose into her 
hand and swallowed them back with the champagne in 
the flute that appeared in her hand from seemingly out 
of nowhere. 

"Just having a chat with the birthday girl.” 
Her eyes drifted to me again and settled there. I held 

her gaze and silently implored her, for not the first time 
in my life, to say what she was thinking. Whatever it was 
had to be easier to take (I thought) than the silence, but 
the glance lasted only as long as the period between 
blinks and her eyes returned to Chuck.  

She took in his state of dress. "The limo will be here 
in ten minutes.” 

"I'll be ready.” 
She left as quickly as she arrived and her heels off 

the hallway walls as she retreated.  
Chuck waited a few seconds and then crossed the 

room. He put his arms on either side of me as he 
crouched down, and my heart started hammering against 
my ribcage. I stared hard at my bedspread.  

Had I thought about it in the moment, I would have 
thrown up on him instead of in my bathroom after he 
left.  

Getting no reaction from me, he released an 
exasperated sigh and stood up. “You need to loosen up, 
kid.” He patted my bare leg. "Come find me if you want 
to try something stronger than that cigarette tomorrow.” 
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The next afternoon, I had made my way down into 
the main kitchen searching for something to eat. The 
dynamic duo rarely got out of bed before afternoon and 
given they’d been out all night, it would likely be dark 
outside before they were up.  

A house the size of Sara’s demanded a staff to keep 
up with it, and she had one, but Sara often fired anyone 
who told her no or voiced concern over her lifestyle. 
Chuck fired the rest, if only to prove he could. The most 
recent casualty must have been the person in charge of 
grocery shopping because I was met with an empty 
pantry and a nearly empty refrigerator.  

Giving up my dream of a birthday breakfast feast, I 
sought out the bar in the Great Room. This was fully 
stocked, of course, and so I fixed myself a birthday drink 
instead. 

Before drinking it, I lit a cigarette and held the 
burning match aloft as a makeshift birthday candle. As I 
considered what to wish for, there came a shuffling 
behind me. Assuming it was just a party straggler, I 
ignored it, but then came the sound of Sara’s voice. 

“Happy birthday.” 
My head whipped around and I saw her standing in 

the archway watching me. Distracted, I let the match 
burned too low and it singed my fingertips. 

“Ow, fuck,” I muttered, waving the flame out and 
sticking my fingers in my mouth to soothe them as she 
entered the room. 

Without the designer dress and perfectly coiffed hair 
and makeup from the night before, her appearance was 
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alarming. Her hair was limp and lifeless, and the circles 
under her eyes were puffy and dark. Her collarbone 
jutted out of her skin at the opening of the silk robe tied 
loosely around her minuscule waist. She was wasting 
away. 

“You don’t have to hide that,” she said, gesturing to 
the bottle that I’d unceremoniously tucked behind me 
when she walked in. “We know you drink.” 

She had become incapable of referring to herself in 
the singular by that point. Everything was “we” or “us” 
when it came to Chuck. 

In the early days of Wonderland, Sara had been 
fiercely independent. She was only seventeen when she 
joined up and had already been living on her own for 
quite a while. I never knew my grandparents, either set, 
but from what I’ve read, Sara’s parents weren’t at all 
supportive of her musical aspirations, so she left the 
house at sixteen and never looked back.  

Thirty plus years later, she couldn’t make it through 
a day without a pill or a man to prop her up.  

I set the bottle on the bar which was near her black 
Steinway piano, a gift, rumor has it, from the Piano Man 
himself, and poured myself a drink. 

She sat on the bench behind the keys and brushed 
her fingers up and down them. “Pour me one too?” 

“Shouldn’t you have breakfast?” 
“Shouldn’t you?” 
“I did,” I lied. 
“I’m not hungry.” 
“You should eat something.” 
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“I said I’m not hungry.” 
It was the most words she’d spoken to me in 

months. If only out of curiosity where this was headed, I 
grabbed another glass and poured her one. 

We sipped the drinks—Sara on one side of the 
piano and me on the other. It might as well have been 
an island between us for all the distance I felt; a stretch 
of abandoned beach scattered with decaying sea life. 
In another life, I'd call her mom and she'd call me 
daughter, but in this one we were unsimply strangers. 

“Thank you,” I said finally. 
“For?” 
“The happy birthday.” 
She nodded. “Sure.”  
She set her drink down and her fingers sprinkled 

over the keys. She stopped before long though, a frown 
at her lips. The drugs squashed her creative spark. The 
only time Chuck paid attention to how many she was 
taking was when it was time for a new album. The latest 
record was done and the millions it was making for him 
were steadily pouring in now, so she had carte blanche 
with the meds again. 

She picked up her drink. “Can I ask you 
something?"  

“Sure.” 
“Why do you live here?” 
“What do you mean?” 
“This isn’t the best place in the world for a kid.” 
Her moment of self-awareness was stunning, and 

memories of the day Jett left the house for good floated 
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through my mind. When he’d begged her to let him take 
me with him and she had refused. 

“Well, I’m not really a kid anymore.” 
“You know what I mean.” 
“I'm not sure I do.” 
She swirled the liquid around in the glass. 
"Where else would I live?” I prompted. 
“Stephen would take you.” 
Stephen would take you. 
Stephen lived in a cozy mansion about a mile down 

the winding road. It was a fraction of the size of Sara’s 
but there was plenty of room for me.  

I’d often wondered why Sara had been saddled with 
raising me and not him. They’d given me his last name, 
after all. Why had I lived with her?  

I came to the eventual conclusion that it was 
because he didn’t want me there. Not full time, anyhow. 
Live-in daughters and long-term groupies don’t mix so 
well sometimes. 

“He doesn’t want me,” I said. 
“We’re all doing things we don’t want, aren’t we?” 
I’d just taken a sip and swirled the burning liquid 

around my mouth as I studied her. “Are you asking me 
to leave?” 

“No, I just…I don’t know. Forget it.” 
Not likely.  
Sara had never been thrilled to have me around, but 

she’d tolerated me well enough for fifteen years, and by 
that time there were only a few years left before she could 
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legally throw me out and be done with me forever. Her 
broaching the subject then made no sense to me.  

Part of me wondered if she’d finally caught on to 
Chuck’s lewd behavior around me and was, in her own 
way, attempting to protect me from it. 

By kicking me out of the house. 
Yes, I know. I said in her own way, didn’t I? 
I was gathering up the courage to ask her when he 

wandered into the room, ruining the moment like he 
managed to ruin everything. 

“Good morning, ladies.” 
I kept my eyes on Sara. “It’s afternoon.” 
He leaned over between us to kiss Sara and then 

turned to me, gripping my chin. “Happy birthday, Little 
One.” 

“Don’t touch me,” I snapped, slapping his hand 
away. 

He slapped the piano top. “Woo, you’ve got some 
fire in you, girl.” 

“I don’t like being touched.” 
“Maybe that because nobody’s ever touched you 

right.” 
The whiskey in my empty stomach churned and I 

fought the urge to puke. I waited for Sara to say 
something, anything, to him about his comment. I don’t 
know why. She never had before.  

Instead, she asked about her real babies. “My pills?” 
“On your nightstand,” he replied, and she got up 

and shuffled away like a goddamn zombie leaving me 
alone with him. 
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That was the moment when I finally realized she 
would always say nothing to him where I was concerned. 
That, if I wanted him gone, I would have to take care of 
it myself. 

Tipsy mind made up, I stepped around him and 
swallowed the rest of my drink and, with it, the bile 
creeping up my throat. 

I leaned against the piano and looked up at him in a 
way I hoped came across as something resembling sexy.  

“What are in those pills, anyway?” 
Surprise registered on his face. It was the first time 

I had willingly engaged him in conversation. “Just what 
she needs.” 

“You know what she needs?” 
“Oh yes.”  
“What about me?” 
“What about you?” 
“Do you know what I need?” 
His eyes narrowed as he looked me over. “What’s 

this about, Alice?” 
I let his question hang in the space between us 

before responding. “I think maybe you’re right.” 
His features shifted into a mixture of surprise and 

amusement. “Oh?” 
“I’m miserable every day and you’re both always 

having a great time. Maybe it is time I loosened up a bit,” 
I said. “Your offer still good?” 

He fought hard to hide his smile and leaned in closer 
to me. His breath reeked of stale cigarettes, booze, and 
something rotten. “Which offer is that?” 
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“The something stronger.” 
“That offer’s always good, Little One,” he said as he 

tapped my nose. “It’ll cost you though.” 
It was clear to me that he didn’t mean money, and I 

could see the knife block on the wet bar behind him. I 
fantasized about ripping one of the blades out and 
jamming it into his stomach over and over again until he 
stopped moving.  

Perhaps he misinterpreted my grinning at that 
thought as approval of his statement because he smiled 
too. 

It was a charged moment ripe for mistakes, and, 
unfortunately, whiskey makes me ballsy. 

“That won’t be a problem,” I replied, and I pressed 
up on my tiptoes and touched my lips to his. 

He drew in a quick breath and reeled back, putting 
his hands on my shoulders. His eyes were wide as he 
looked down at me, presumably trying to decipher my 
intentions.  

I stayed on my toes and my gaze drifted between his 
lips and his eyes. It was something I’d seen Sara do with 
Jett when she wanted something when he was cranky, 
and it almost always worked. 

When I brushed my lips to his again, he dropped his 
hands and allowed me to continue. 

That’s when I knew I had him. 
Mercifully, someone made a commotion out in the 

foyer. Maybe Sara. Maybe a party straggler. Chuck leapt 
back and his eyes were trained on the entrance to the 
room.  
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“Tonight?” I asked. “Something stronger?” 
He scuttled from room without responding, without 

taking his eyes off of me, and he stumbled over an end 
table on his way out. It was the first time I’d ever seen 
him unnerved. 

I liked it. 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 3 
 

Hours later in that same room, which was now crawling 
with drunken party-goers, Chuck was taunting Sara with 
one of her pills, dangling it over her head like a carrot. 
He instructed her to “do a little twirl for us” and, after 
appeasing him, she bowed for the audience he’d 
amassed.  

My eyes darted over to Stephen who had shown up 
at the party with his bimbo-du-jour clinging to his side 
like a barnacle. He was slumped back on the couch and 
she was perched on his lap, laughing and clapping along 
with everyone else. He wasn’t laughing or clapping but 
he didn’t stand up and say anything either.  

He did nothing to help Sara.  
He did nothing to help me. 
Satisfied with her performance, Chuck put the pill 

on Sara’s tongue and everybody slowly dispersed. End 
scene. 

I watched as Chuck worked the room and gnawed 
at the inside of my lip. I’d been drinking pretty much all 
day at that point and I could feel my temper festering in 
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my chest, like a tiny creature was in there preparing to 
claw its way out of my flesh. Blue eyes and rage are my 
genetic gifts from my father. 

Chuck noticed me watching him and made his way 
slowly over, stopping to schmooze this person and that 
person along the way.  

He poured me a drink when he arrived and handed 
it to me.  

There was no sign here of the rattled Chuck from 
earlier in the day. That Chuck had been fresh out of bed 
and sober. This Chuck was brazened by half a day’s 
worth of substances. 

Clutching the glass so tightly, I thought for sure it 
would crush in my hand, I took a sip and tried to ignore 
how comforting the burn was as it scorched down my 
throat. 

 As his eyes raked over me, I managed a smile. “I 
thought maybe you forgot about me.”  

“How could I forget about you, Alice?” 
Everybody else manages it easily enough. 
Off the horizon of Chuck’s shoulder, Stephen was 

still lounging on the couch with his girlfriend. He seemed 
to be completely unaware of my existence, let alone that 
Chuck was loitering in my personal space. In a mega-
mansion full of people that included my mother and my 
father, I was alone.  

“I think I’m gonna need that something stronger,” 
I told him, and part of me meant it. Everybody else was 
always so fucked up and seemed much happier for it. 
Why was I the only one wandering around life sober? 
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“All my good stuff is upstairs.” 
“And?” 
“Does that work for you?” 
“Why wouldn’t it?” 
He smiled. “Wait five minutes and then meet me up 

there.” 
Five minutes later, the faint sound of an acoustic 

guitar greeted me as I reached the top of the stairs. I 
recognized the song as a poorly performed version of 
Little One.  

Like my own personal soundtrack, the song grew 
louder as I walked down the hall and the noise from the 
party downstairs dissipated.  

I found him sitting on my bed with my guitar. My 
guitar.  

I’m not sure what was more infuriating: that he was 
on my bed or that he was playing my guitar. That guitar 
was a gift from Jett and Chuck had no right to touch it. 
Nobody did. If I hadn’t loved the damn thing so much, 
I might have snatched it from him and beat him to death 
with it. 

He ignored me at first and continued playing as if he 
thought it was impressive to me. It wasn’t. He’s a fine 
producer but he’s a shitty musician.  

When he finally looked up, he smiled as his gaze 
reached me. I had a fleeting thought that it was nice to 
see a smile instead of the usual oh-shit-you’re-still-here-
huh look that I got from Sara.  

He held out his hand. “Come here.” 
Yeah right.  
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I stayed put and he stood up, making his way across 
the room. Stopping just short of me, he folded his arms 
and frowned down at me. He had seemed much bigger 
now that we were alone. 

“You don’t like me very much, do you?” he asked. 
“I don’t really know you.” 
The room shifted then. It tilted. Just a bit, but it was 

enough to throw me off.  
I squeezed my eyes shut and shook my head around, 

but the shifting got progressively worse. 
“And whose fault is that?” Chuck asked. 
“What?” 
“I want us to be friends, Alice,” he was saying but 

I’d lost my focus. I clutched the door frame in an effort 
to stop the room from spinning. He continued on as if 
he hadn’t noticed. “Do you think we can be friends?” 

He moved so quickly, I wouldn’t have been able to 
dodge him even without the vertigo attack. He grabbed 
my shoulders and crushed his lips to mine.  

“Get off me!” I shouted and shoved him away.  
“Ah, I’m on to you, Little One,” he said, laughing, 

He wiped his mouth with the back of his hand as he fell 
back. 

My vision became peppered with black dots and my 
legs became weak. I reached out for something to catch 
myself before I fell but unfortunately the only thing 
within reach was Chuck. I found myself clinging to him 
just as he’d always wanted. 

“All right, love?” 
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From the way he said it, I knew he knew I was not 
all right. 

“What did you do to me?” I asked. 
He put his arm around my shoulder and patted his 

breast pocket. “You said you wanted to loosen up.” 
I understood then. “You roofied me?” Panic set in 

at the realization that I was at his mercy. I tried to wrestle 
free of him but he latched on to my wrists. His hands 
were like vices. “You fucking roofied me…”  

 “I gave you a head start, is all,” he said, and then, 
with his lips against my ear, he whispered. “Be careful 
what you wish for, Alice.” 

My legs gave out and he hoisted me into his arms. 
He carried me to my bed and set me down on it gently. 
It would have been romantic if he wasn’t my mother’s 
boyfriend and if he hadn’t just drugged me.  

I remember a pin prick at the apex of my elbow. I 
tried jerking my arm away but he held it still. 

His voice was an echo. “Do you think I’m stupid, 
Alice?” 

Yes. 
“What was your plan? Use me for drugs and then 

tattle on me?” He held my face in his hands and forced 
me to look at him. He was little more than a black hole 
in stardust at that point. “Are you under the impression 
anybody would care?” 

I was aware of a pressure near the pin prick and 
then…relief. Absolute relief, and it was immediate.  

 “That’s it,” he said. His breath was warm in my ear 
as a warmth I’d never felt before spread through my 
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veins. He cradled my head to his chest and I let him. 
“You need to understand, Alice. If you make her choose 
between us, she’ll choose me.” 

I was vaguely aware of his hands in my hair, his lips 
against the side of my head, the feel of his clumsy fingers 
as he stripped away the clothing he needed to, to 
accomplish what he did next, but his voice and his 
movements were moving farther away. Everything was 
so far away, and so warm. It was as if nothing would ever 
be wrong again.  

But in what seemed like the next moment, I woke 
up alone and shivering. My lips were swollen, and my 
thighs were bruised and there weren’t enough blankets 
in the world to take away the cold.  

I heard them all downstairs.  
Laughing.  
Celebrating.  
Happy birthday to me.  
Fifteen should be too young for the world to break 

you.  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 4 
 

The hours that followed were a blur. To this day, it’s like 
I’m recalling some other girl’s memories, a girl who looks 
like me but who is completely removed from my reality. 
I remember that girl locking herself in my bathroom. I 
remember her taking the pills. I remember her slashing 
her wrist.  

It’s me again, though, when I think about the foyer, 
where I came to, sprawled out on the marble floor, 
surrounded by paramedics and party-goers alike, gagging 
on the tube they’d just pulled from my throat after 
pumping out the contents of my stomach.  

“You’re all right, Alice,” a strange man’s voice 
assured me and I realized it was a paramedic. “You’re all 
right.” 

Yeah, right. 
My sight was blurry, at best, like seeing underwater, 

but Stephen was crouching against the wall nearby with 
his head in his hands. Beside him, at the foot of the stairs, 
Sara clutching on to the front of Jett’s jacket and wailing. 
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“I don’t understand. I don’t know what’s going on,” she 
choked through tears. 

Her tears were real but I found it hard to believe 
they were for me. No, more than likely she was worried 
how this would look, for her, in the papers.  

Jett ignored Sara’s pleas but held her to keep her 
from falling over, which she was known to do during 
times of stress. Very dramatic, my mother. She would 
have made a great silent film actress, minus the silent 
part. Sometimes, during one of her fits, watching her run 
around in a tizzy, screaming and throwing things, I’d 
invent subtitles to go along it. “Angered by the tour 
schedule, she explodes!” “Appalled by her reflection, she 
wails!” The subtitles often came with a crescendo of 
vaudeville horns, heard only in my mind, until she was 
finished. This might seem kind of insensitive, but a kid 
can only watch her mother come unhinged so many 
times before defense mechanisms kicked in.  

Looking up at him from the floor, Jett’s pale face 
and neck was wet and streaked with crimson. His hands 
were also red. I remember feeling panicked, thinking that 
he’d hurt himself, and that the paramedics should have 
been helping him instead of fussing over me.  

A wave of gasps rolled through the foyer and my 
attention was pulled back to Stephen, whose head had 
snapped up. As I watched, the tears in his eyes were 
replaced with rage and he shot up, stalking past the point 
where I was being tended to and I could no longer see 
what was happening. 

“What are you doing here?” he growled. 
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I tried to follow his movements, to see what had 
angered him, but the paramedic put his hand on my 
shoulder and I had no energy to struggle.  

“He was with me when Jett called,” somebody 
answered and it took me a second to recognize the voice 
as Stuart’s. 

Jett released Sara and shot over to where Stephen 
had gone. Sara’s wailing stopped and she crouched down 
on the bottom step, holding the railing with both hands, 
and her wide eyes seemed…hopeful? 

There came the sound of a skirmish and then Stuart 
appeared in my line of sight, pulling Stephen back with 
the drummer’s arm locked around his neck. Stephen 
tried to break free, so Stuart yanked him back hard 
enough that Stephen lost his footing. Stuart took 
advantage of it and shoved him to the ground, standing 
over him, fists clenched. 

“Your daughter’s over here dying and all you care 
about is him?” 

Stuart can be pretty dramatic too. I was hardly dying. 
I might have if Jett hadn’t shown up when he did, I 
learned later, but he had. He’d gotten into my bathroom 
as I’d cut myself and had gotten pressure on the wound 
right away.  

Stephen scrambled to his feet and thrust his finger 
over Stuart’s shoulder. “I don’t want him anywhere near 
her.” 

“Which her, mate?” asked a voice I recognized but 
couldn’t place.  
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The paramedics hoisted me onto a gurney and 
secured me with straps as Stephen had another fit of 
rage. Stuart two-hand shoved him against the wall, hard, 
and Stephen crumbled to the floor in a heap with a 
groan. 

“Anyone riding in the ambulance with her?” asked 
the second paramedic as she leapt out of the way of 
Stephen’s falling body. 

They wheeled me around and when Alfie came into 
view, just inside the open door, looking at me over Jett’s 
shoulder with an indecipherable expression on his face, 
Stephen’s anger made sense.  

I took in the whole picture then, the four of them 
together with Jett, and then I put my head back. The 
gurney began to quake as they wheeled me out of the 
house. 

“Is she…is she laughing?” asked one of the 
paramedics as they maneuvered me down the front steps 
and into the waiting ambulance. 

“I think she is,” said the other. 
“What the hell?” muttered the first. 
They clearly didn’t see the humor in it, but I did: 

Fifteen years after breaking them up, I was the one that 
finally got the band back together.  

 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 5 
 

I realize I’m probably coming off as kind of flip about 
everything but the humor has come only through the gift 
of hindsight. There were so many days back then when I 
wondered when I’d wake up from the nightmare, and 
those were the good days. It was the days when I knew 
for sure that this was my life, my family…those were the 
bad days. 

As penance for trying to off myself, despite my 
insistence that was not the case, I was shipped off to 
rehab after I was released from a mandatory hold in the 
psych ward at the hospital. I spent three nights there 
lying next to a man who kept trying to gnaw his own 
fingers off, like an animal caught in a trap.  

At rehab, I was forced to participate in group 
therapy sessions and, boy, was that a treat. Everybody 
there knew who I was and what had allegedly happened, 
thanks to the tabloids, and every single one of them 
looked at me with this expression that suggested I had 
no right to be there.  

Oh, is the poor, rich girl having a hard time?  
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And their expressions had a point. Yeah, I’d had a 
shitty night but I was so much better off than the rest of 
them. I wasn’t a fucking addict, for one. I admit to the 
drinking but not the drug taking beyond that night. Of 
all the people in my life, I was the one who partook the 
least of substances, save probably Jett.  

But the heroin Chuck injected into me had showed 
up on the tox screen at the hospital that night. As did the 
cocaine and the pills I’d taken. They’d managed to pump 
my stomach out before too many of the pills ended up 
in my system, but there were still trace amounts. 

Everyone just assumed I was a drug addict, I guess. 
Nobody really told me anything or seemed to want to 
hear my side of things. They just deemed me an addict 
and whisked me off to the rehab. That’s the price you 
pay when you’re the spawn of two notorious hedonists. 

Not even Jett questioned the decision to send me to 
rehab. I wasn’t surprised my parents didn’t. Especially 
Sara, but that Jett didn’t object surprised me. He spent 
more time with me than anyone. He would’ve noticed if 
I was strung out, but he didn’t say anything. He just let 
them send me away. 

That pissed me off, frankly, and I refused to talk to 
anyone while I was there. If not even Jett could see what 
had happened…what was the point of telling strangers? 
I just wanted to forget about the whole thing and move 
on.  

But to this day, I maintain that I didn’t try to kill 
myself that night. I don’t deny taking the pills or that I 
cut my wrist, but I deny wanting to die. 
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Because here’s the thing: Not wanting to live and 
wanting to die are two completely different things. I 
didn’t want to die. I just didn’t want to be alive for just a 
few minutes. The real problem is lack of options. 

After about a week of group therapy judgement at 
Second Fucking Chances rehabilitation facility, or 
whatever the hell it was called, I petitioned the court to 
become emancipated. I wanted out of my so-called 
family and I wanted it to be legal. 

To this, Jett objected.  
“You’re only fifteen, Alice,” he told me. 
Yeah, no shit. I would have loved to have parents 

who took care of me. Is that so much to ask? I didn’t 
need for them to love me but giving a tiny shit whether 
I was alive or dead would’ve been nice.  

I knew Sara wouldn’t care about the petition. I’d 
been an Albatross around her neck for 15 years. Me 
becoming emancipated would free her from any further 
parental duties.  I’m sure Chuck had his objections but 
what was he going to say? “Let’s fight this petition so I 
can rape her some more!”?  

Stephen is a closed book when it comes to 
emotional stuff, but it’s not like I’d ever really lived with 
him. Me being emancipated wouldn’t change much of 
anything in his world.  

I didn’t expect he’d feel much either way about it so 
the conversation he had with Jett outside my room at the 
rehab when he came to visit me (yeah he actually visited 
me!) surprised me. 
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“Do you know what emancipation means?” asked 
Jett. 

“I know what it means,” said Stephen.  
“And you’re going to let her do it? You’re going to 

let her move out on her own?”  
Stephen hesitated. “It’s what she wants. Who am I 

to stand in her way?”  
Jett released that exasperated noise from his throat 

he makes whenever he’s aggravated. “You're her father!” 
Jett is an exceedingly calm man. He rarely loses 

control of his emotions, and I’m not sure how 
considering he babysits spoiled rock stars for a living. 
But that day, from the doorway of my room, I could hear 
the stubble on his face scraping against the back of his 
fingers as he brushed his cheek with them, as he 
struggled to compose himself. 

“She doesn’t want to live with me. She’s said as 
much,” said Stephen. “What am I supposed to do?” A 
silence followed. “It should’ve been you, mate,” said 
Stephen, and his voice was muffled.  

I peeked into the hall to see Stephen was hunched 
over on a bench with his elbows on his knees. Jett was 
standing next to him.  

“We should have told her you’re her father,” 
continued Stephen. “You’re so much better at it than I 
am.” 

“It’s not a matter of being better,” said Jett, sitting 
beside him. “It’s a matter of putting her needs before 
yours.” 

“That’s what I’m trying to do.”  
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Stephen lifted his head and cast his eyes up at the 
ceiling. His appearance startled me. His skin was ashen, 
more glaring in the harsh florescent lighting, and it look 
like he hadn’t shaved in days. He hadn’t slept in days 
either judging from the purple bags under his eyes. He 
was too thin too. He looked awful, frankly.  

Forgive me, but it made me feel good to see him 
look so distraught. No, not good. Good isn’t the right 
word. Nothing about those weeks felt good. Maybe 
encouraged is a better word. Validated. 

“I mean, look what’s happened to her,” said 
Stephen. “I don’t know how to say this without it 
sounding like a complete cop out but she’s better off 
without me.” 

More silence before Jett spoke again. “You aren’t 
him.” Stephen’s eyes darted over to Jett but he didn’t 
turn his head. “You’re not your father.” 

According to what I’ve read on the Internet, my 
paternal grandfather was a raging alcoholic whose 
favorite pastime was abusing my grandmother until 
Stephen stepped in to take the beatings for her at around 
age ten.  

“Aren’t I?” 
Jett’s answer was immediate. “No.” 
“Can you honestly tell me you think she’s better off 

with me than on her own?” asked Stephen, and Jett 
couldn’t tell him that. “They’d be stupid to deny her 
request, frankly.” Stephen looked back down into his 
hands. They appeared to be shaking. “It’s what she 
deserves. I’m not going to stand in her way.”  
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“But—” 
“I’m not abandoning her,” said Stephen. “If she 

wants me around I will be. But she deserves a shot at a 
life without her parents constantly fucking it up for her.” 

Okay, so, maybe he loves me after all? 
There were potential roadblocks to emancipation, 

the biggest being a financial one. In order to become 
emancipated, you’ve got to prove to the court that you’re 
able to handle your own money and that you have a legal 
way of making said money. I had absolutely no money 
of my own to speak of, and, as the allegedly suicidal, 
drug-addicted teenage child of rock stars, my prospects 
for gainful employment were not great.  

Enter Jett. Come to find out, after Jett married Sara, 
he created a trust in my name and put a percentage of his 
own earnings into it every month. The trust will be 
turned over to me when I turn twenty-five, but Jett 
agreed in court to release a monthly allowance to me. 

Another roadblock was proving that emancipation 
would be in my best interest, and my mental health was 
questioned by the judge. Given I was filing the petition 
from a rehab facility, fresh off a stint in the psych ward, 
I understood the judge’s perspective, but, still. That 
sucked. 

“Due to events in the minor’s recent past,” I was 
asked to submit to a mental health evaluation by a court-
appointed psychologist. The results of this evaluation 
would help the judge determine whether or not I was 
mentally stable enough to handle life on my own. 
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That was fun. It’s kind of hard to convince a 
stranger that you aren’t suicidal when you’ve got a still-
healing, self-inflicted gash across your wrist. My 
argument that, had I really wanted to die, I would have 
cut perpendicular to my wrist instead of parallel was not 
well-received.  

But after several question-and-answer sessions, the 
psychologist felt confident enough about my mental 
state to testify that she didn’t believe I would leap in front 
of the nearest bus as soon as I was on my own. 

It only helped my case that the parties at Sara's 
house were legendary. Tabloid stories can’t be used as 
evidence in court, but it was hard for anybody to argue 
that I was better off with either of my parents. The judge 
ruled in my favor and I was declared an officially 
emancipated minor.  

Jett invited me to live with him, but I respectfully 
declined. He still managed the members of Wonderland 
in their solo careers, and I didn’t begrudge him that. It 
was his livelihood. But I wanted a fresh start, a clean 
break, and staying with Jett would not have 
accomplished that. Also, I was still kind of ticked at him 
for not questioning the decision to send me to rehab. 

I found a little apartment in Santa Monica and Jett 
helped me move my stuff in. It didn’t take long. He had 
the place furnished for me so the only things I had to get 
from Sara’s were my clothes and my guitar. Sara made 
sure she wasn’t home the day I came for my stuff. 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Chapter 6 
 

Not long after the move, I noticed a sign in the window 
of a pub down the street: Coming Soon: Open Mic 
Night. The bar’s name? The Rabbit Hole.  

Yes, I’m serious. That’s really its name.  
“You’re Alice Moriarty,” said one of the bartenders 

when I stopped in to inquire about open mic night. 
“No,” I said, too quickly. “No, I’m not.”  
“The Wonderland kid?” asked the other.  
“No,” I repeated. 
“Dude, that’s perfect.” 
So much for anonymity.  
A third guy, the owner, as it turned out, winked and 

leaned in closer, whispering, “Your secret’s safe with 
me.” 

It wasn’t, but I appreciated his effort. He put my 
name on the marquee that night, which seemed to defeat 
the purpose of open mic night, but he explained how he 
would promote it as me hosting open mic night. I’d come 
in and play and encourage any newbies who showed up 
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looking to perform for the first time. Or jam with more 
experienced musicians still looking for their big break. 

And, really, “marquee” is too strong a word. It was 
just a rusted out old board that he crammed letters into, 
hoping they’d stick, which they didn’t. For the first few 
weeks, the sign read: Tonight: ALI E MORI TY. People 
who didn’t recognize me referred to me as “Alie Mority” 
and that was fine with me. Anything but “Little One” or 
“the Wonderland kid” would do. 

I played mostly cover songs, slipping in an original 
song here and there. By three months in, the place was 
standing room only when I was scheduled to be there. 
By that time, the owner had bought a new sign and 
planted my proper name on it. I didn’t know, and still 
don’t, really, if those people showed up to see me play 
because of who my parents are or because they genuinely 
enjoyed listening to me play, but…it was nice. 

About six months into my tenure at The Rabbit 
Hole, or “The Hole” as it was more charmingly known, 
a man who looked an awfully lot like Alfie walked 
through the doorway. He was wearing a baseball cap 
crammed low on his forehead and kept to himself at the 
back but there was something familiar about his gait, so 
I kept an eye on him as I was playing. He didn’t talk to 
anybody and nobody made a fuss about him, but I’m 
pretty sure it was Alfie. I mark this as my third encounter 
with him but I’d have to ask him to be certain and that’s 
not going to happen.  

The Hole gig became a regular, paying one. I was 
paid ten percent of total cover charges plus tips. By the 
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time I was 18, I had stopped dipping into the Trust of 
Jett and started cranking out a nice little living for myself. 
My apartment became a home. It was the first time I 
really felt at home anywhere.  

I visited Stephen often and stayed at his house from 
time to time, mostly to keep him company during his 
droughts between girlfriends. We never spoke about 
what happened that night at Sara’s, and that was fine with 
me. The last person I wanted to know what Chuck had 
done to me was my father. We managed to eventually 
carve out a friendship of sorts that’s pretty solid these 
days. 

After the incident with Chuck, I didn’t see or speak 
to Sara for five years. She didn’t visit me at the hospital 
or at the rehab and that wasn’t surprising. She didn’t 
show up at court during the emancipation hearing. Also 
not shocking. Stephen sometimes came to watch me play 
at The Hole, and even got up to play with me from time 
to time. Stuart too. Sara, not so much. 

I’ve seen her once since the day I turned 15, and I 
wouldn’t have bothered if it hadn’t been for the rumors 
swirling around town that Wonderland was in talks for a 
reunion tour.  

Rumors of a reunion had surrounded the members 
of the band pretty much since the day they broke up, but 
they had never panned out. I think they’d tried from time 
to time, to work things out with each other and get back 
together as a band, but there wasn’t much space left for 
negotiation after all the agents and attorneys and egos 
piled into the room.  
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But perhaps with age comes patience because, 
earlier this year, they finally agreed to put their issues 
with each other aside and a full reunion tour was booked 
and signed off on with the promotors before any of them 
could change their minds.  

Tickets for the North American leg sold out in a 
matter of seconds the morning they went on sale, and 
second and third legs were quickly added, in Europe and 
the UK, and then Australia and New Zealand.  

87 shows in total. For a band whose two lead singers 
had barely even spoken to each other in two decades. 
Completely sold out. 

I had no doubt the band could pick up where they 
left off like no time had passed. Like the children of 
divorced parents, Stephen and Stuart were part of both 
Sara’s and Alfie’s solo bands and went out on tour with 
the both of them. Somehow, their solo tours had never 
conflicted. I suppose that was Jett’s doing. And there 
were more than a few Wonderland songs on both solo 
set lists. Technically, the musicians in Wonderland never 
really quit playing together.  

But Sara and Alfie? Everybody was too blinded by 
the Hollywood sign-sized dollar signs of a Wonderland 
tour to see what a bad idea this was. Sara was a complete 
train wreck. Not a train wreck waiting to happen. She 
was a straight-up train wreck they would have to pick up 
and patch back together before scooting her out on to 
the next stage. 87 stages. 

By all accounts, Sara’s mental and physical health 
had deteriorated since the last time I’d seen her, and that 
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was saying something. I couldn’t understand how they 
thought she could make it through 87 shows, and with 
Alfie, no less. The stress alone would incapacitate her. 

But, there was one faint glimmer of hope... 
When he told me the rumors about the reunion 

were true, Jett also told me that Sara and Chuck were no 
longer together. He wasn’t clear who had made the 
decision, only that he was no longer living in the house. 

Wanting to see it was true for myself, I went there. 
I should have known better. Somebody please etch “I 
Should Have Known Better” into my tombstone. 

Using the alarm codes and key Jett gave me, I let 
myself into the house and found Sara curled up in her 
giant bed. She was writing in her journal. I could see her 
cheekbones from the doorway and the hollows beneath 
them. She’d lost another ten pounds from a body that 
desperately needed to gain twenty, and her pill bottles 
were lined up like soldiers on her nightstand. 

When she looked up, she had absolutely no reaction 
to seeing me. So little was her reaction, I wondered if 
she’d actually seen me, but then she spoke. “What are 
you doing here?” 

Right. No time for small talk. 
“So he’s gone?” I asked. 
She resumed her writing, muttering, “Your spy 

wouldn’t lie to you, Alice.” 
Well, her bitterness hadn’t changed much.  
I stepped into the room and walked over to the bed, 

picking up one of the pill bottles. It was a benzo.  
“How much of this stuff do you take in a day?” 
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She snatched it from me but not before I caught a 
glimpse of the prescribed dosage, which was enough to 
knock out a horse, and it was only one of five or six 
bottles. 

“Jesus. You’re going to try and make it through a 
tour taking all this stuff?”  

“What do you care?” 
“You’re my mother.” 
She laughed. “Since when?” 
Have you ever heard that quote, it says something 

like "when someone shows you who they are, believe 
them"? That came to mind then. It’s good advice. I 
wonder if I’ll ever learn to fucking heed it.  

Realizing my mistake in showing up there, I scoffed 
and turned to leave. “Have a nice life, Sara.” 

“You left me.”  
Thinking I must have heard her wrong, I turned 

back. “What?” 
“You left me.” 
Her words and reality were conflicting, to say the 

least. I could have spit it at her. “I left you?” 
“You left me like all the rest of them.” 
“All the rest of them...” Tension slinked from my 

shoulders up my neck and into my jaw. “By that you 
mean… Alfie? You’re comparing me to him?” 

It was the first time I’d ever said his name in her 
presence. It might’ve been the first time I’d ever said his 
name out loud, and she sat up like a spooked cat. “Don’t 
talk about him.” 
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“That’s who you mean, right?” Rage clawed up my 
throat. “I left you like Alfie left you?” 

“Stop.” 
“I abandoned you like he abandoned you?” 
“Stop it.” 
“You abandoned me!” I shouted.  
She shook her head. “No. That’s not true.” 
“You chose your drugs and your men over me, and 

you have the gall to say I abandoned you?” 
“Stop saying that.” 
“Come on, Sara! It’s just us here. There’s no reason 

to lie. Just admit it.” 
She refused and I charged over to the nightstand 

again and scooped her pills up. Sara forced herself out of 
bed and blocked my path to the door. She eyed the pill 
bottles and then me, and then the pills again, her eyes 
wide and threatening, like a mother whose children were 
being kidnapped. I've heard some mothers might care if 
that were happening. 

"Give those back,” she said. 
“Choose, Sara. Me or the pills?” 
“Give them back.” 
“Me or the pills?” 
She lunged for them, but it was a clumsy attempt, 

and I dodged her easily, sprinting out of the room and 
down the hall. She followed. I held the pills over my head 
out of her reach, and it reminded me of that night, when 
Chuck did the same thing to her.  

She jumped, over and over, swiping at the bottles. 
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“Look at you!” I said, laughing at her. “You’re 
pathetic!” 

“I wouldn’t be this way if it wasn’t for you!” she 
screamed. 

Admittedly, it wasn’t my finest moment. I probably 
deserved that. But still. Damn.  

She finally gave up jumping and shoved me with 
both hands.  

A strong breeze would have knocked her over, but 
the force of that shove was inhuman. I fell into the railing 
above the foyer and nearly toppled over it trying to 
regain my footing on the hardwood floors.  

She shoved me again and my feet came up off the 
floor. I ended up sprawled out on my ass, and she stood 
over me. 

“You’re lucky your father wanted you!”  
I thought I had lost the ability to be shocked by 

anything Sara did or said but there I was, looking up at 
her with my mouth agape.  

And she wasn’t even seeing me anymore. The black 
holes in her eye sockets were honed in on the pills. She 
snatched the bottles from my hand and I let them go.  

I stayed there until she’d disappeared back into her 
room. I don’t think I’ll ever forget the sound of the pills 
as she stalked away. Rattlesnakes in her hands. 

I decided then that my mother was dead to me. 
 

  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chapter 7 

 
It's been five months since that day and Wonderland has 
been out on the road together for three of them. They 
came home this week to begin a series of sold out shows 
at The Hollywood Bowl. Last night, I took a detour on 
my way to The Hole and stopped at the scenic overlook 
above the amphitheater to check out the show.  

The overlook is a tourist trap off Mulholland with 
an iconic view of Los Angeles and the Hollywood sign. 
The tiny parking lot is always overrun with those “See 
Where the Stars Live” tourist vans. Sara's house is on the 
list for all those tours. It isn’t far from the overlook. 

I stood on a patch of dirt off the designated tourist 
path and looked down at the open amphitheater. I could 
see the lights from the show and hear the crowd. I could 
hear the thumping of Stuart's drum and the rumbling of 
Stephen's bass. Alfie’s and Sara's voices mixed with his 
guitar and drifted up to me through the Hollywood Hills. 
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I ignored the side-eye stares of tourists as I made my 
way down the concrete steps to my car. Some of them 
took my picture as I passed by, but it was near dark so 
they wouldn’t get any good shots. I didn’t mind.  

Later, my sell-out crowd at The Hole shouted for 
me to play a Wonderland song as I finished my set. They 
always do. I never oblige. Last night was no different. 

"Aww, come on!" shouted one. "We came to see 
you tonight instead of them." 

"That's because you're all broke and pathetic," I 
said, and they laughed. "Maybe next time." 

"You always say that," said another. 
"And you keep coming back," I responded. “Why 

would I jinx myself now?" 
The waitress handed me a shot and pointed to the 

man who'd bought it for me. I held it up to him to show 
my appreciation but didn't drink it, carrying it with me to 
my tiny room beside the stage. I set it on the counter and 
stared at it. Sticking my finger into it, I touched it to my 
lips and then licked them.  

Whiskey. 
With a frown, I dumped it in the trash before I went 

any further and then flopped down onto a worn love seat 
against the wall.  

I put my head back and closed my eyes, listening to 
the drone of voices from the front room. A small 
television was playing in the corner and I was close to 
dozing off when a familiar voice came into earshot from 
the TV. It was the narrator from one of those music 
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documentary shows that were all the rage in the 90s, 
when they still played music on music television. 

"...despite its very public breakup over two decades 
ago, Wonderland remains one of the best-selling bands 
of all time." 

I groaned and opened my eyes, rolling my head 
toward the TV. Now that Wonderland was back on tour, 
they were everywhere again. 

"We asked its members, in separate interviews, 
about the fateful night it all came to a shocking end," said 
the narrator. 

Sara appeared on screen. The documentary had 
been shot after the last time I saw her. She looked a bit 
healthier. Tired still, but healthier. She'd gained some 
weight. Her face was pale but not so gaunt. Getting away 
from Chuck had been good for her, it seemed. Or getting 
back with the band. Maybe the combination of both. 

"I tripped as we came off-stage, down the stairs. 
Alfie caught me, surprisingly. We were in such a bad 
place at the time…I would have let him fall and kicked 
him while he was down," she said, laughing, but her 
laugh faded quickly. "He broke my fall and got up first. 
That was that.” 

Next up was Stephen. He'd been drinking. He 
wasn’t drunk yet, but he’d definitely been drinking. 
Nobody else might have noticed, not even the 
interviewer sitting across from him, but I could see it in 
his eyes, the slight paranoia behind the blue. Stephen 
thought the worst of people when he drank.  
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"Alfie hadn’t known about the pregnancy yet. 
Nobody had but me, and Sara, of course. I came off stage 
and saw her on the ground, saw him standing over her 
like that... I just lost it." 

Sara again. "It wasn’t a stretch for him to think that. 
Alfie and I went after each other a lot in those days." 

Stuart came next. "It was absolute madness. I’d 
never seen him so angry. Stephen had always been the 
calmest one of the bunch." 

Finally, Alfie appeared. The years had been kind. He 
looked younger than the other two men even though all 
three were approaching their mid-50s. He made little eye 
contact with the interviewer or the camera, choosing 
instead to focus mostly on the floor. 

I sat up and rummaged through my bag for my 
cigarettes. 

"He attacked me. My best friend. It shocked the hell 
out of me," said Alfie. "Nobody even knew about their 
affair." 

Over a montage of photos and video clips of 
Wonderland, way back when, in happier times, pre-Alice, 
the narrator spoke again. "That night marked the end for 
Wonderland, as well as for rock’s reining couple. Evans 
disappeared from the public eye, emerging a year later as 
a successful solo artist, as did Adams, who gave birth 
later that year to a healthy baby girl. In true Wonderland 
style, she and Stephen named their daughter Alice." 

I groaned, slapping both hands over my face. So 
fucking cheesy it hurt. 
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"Rumors of a reunion have surrounded Wonderland 
for decades. Now, it’s finally happening," continued the 
narrator. 

"Have you forgiven him?" asked the unseen 
interviewer of Alfie. 

"Who?" said Alfie. 
"Stephen." 
"Forgiven him for what?" 
"For that night.” 
Alfie began to fidget, tucking his arms to his chest. 

He shrugged. "We were all out of our minds back then." 
The interviewer pressed him. "What about for the 

affair? And Sara? Have you forgiven her?" 
Alfie dropped his head and cast a resentful glance 

up at the interviewer. 
The screen changed back to Sara. The editors of the 

documentary really knew how to maximize the 
emotional manipulation of its audience.  

"The first meeting was good," said Sara. "If Alfie 
and I can get through rehearsals without killing each 
other, this might just work." 

Stephen was next, of course. "We're older now. 
Wiser, allegedly. So much was left on the table back then. 
We’ve got a lot left to accomplish as a band, I think." 

Stuart appeared in the middle of an eye roll. "Christ. 
Who knows with his bunch?" 

Back to Alfie. "I think it’s going to be a fucking 
disaster." 

I laughed. I couldn't help it. Finally something he 
and I could agree on. 
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Sara appeared again and she was riled up. "Of 
course he thinks it’s going to be a disaster! He can’t let 
anything go. Never could." She sat back and lit a 
cigarette, tossing the lighter aside. She exhaled the smoke 
roughly and folded her arms, looking away from the 
camera. "He’s never forgiven me, in all these years. A 
huge part of that man will always be stuck in the past." 

Alfie chuckled, scratching a spot on his forehead 
with his cigarette-wielding hand, shaking his head. "And 
that woman will forever believe she knows what I’m 
feeling." 

They then showed a snippet of the Little One video. 
Alfie looked ridiculous with choppy eighties hair and 
thick eyeliner. Stuart played drums on the track and 
appeared in the video. 

"What about Alice?" Alfie was asked.  
The screen changed to Alfie, who appeared to be 

momentarily bewildered.  
That shit drives me crazy. You'd think after twenty 

years somebody would have been used to being asked 
about me. Christ, whenever any of them were asked 
about me it was always like, uhh, Alice? 

"Alice?" asked Alfie. 
See? 
"What about her?" he asked. 
"You tell me.” 
He stared at the floor, considering. He whispered 

my name, almost as a spoken thought, and then spoke a 
bit louder. "I don't know Alice. We've never met." 

Pfft. Liar. 
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The camera stayed on him, drawing slowly closer.  
“Never?” The interviewer was right to be skeptical.  
Alfie looked briefly into the camera. It was as if our 

eyes met for a moment. Here’s not looking at you, kid. 
He returned his eyes to the interviewer. "Never." 
I jumped up and clicked off the TV.  
Already in an unstable emotional state, I was 

bombarded by paparazzi as I walked out of The Hole. 
This never helps emotional stability.  

It’s not uncommon for me to spot them hovering 
nearby when I go out in public. The unwanted love child 
of rock stars was a big money-maker for those guys. But, 
for the most part, they took their pictures quietly and left 
me alone. 

It was different last night. Last night there seemed 
to be hundreds of them, and they were rabid. But 
Wonderland was in town. I thought maybe they wanted 
a sound bite about them or something. 

But they swarmed me as I tried to get to my car, 
blinding me with their flashes. They shouted questions 
at me in rapid succession. 

“Do you know what happened?” 
“How is she?” 
“Are you on the way to the hospital?” 
That last question gave me reason to slow my 

progression. “The hospital?” I asked. 
“Are you on your way there now?” 
“What is her prognosis?” 
"Can you tell us what happened?" 
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I pulled up and turned to them. “What the hell are 
you talking about?” 

A silence washed over them. The flashes continued. 
Finally, one of them answered. “You haven’t heard?” 

Once they realized I had no idea what they were 
talking about, they clued me in that something bad had 
happened to Sara. They told me that an ambulance had 
been called to the amphitheater shortly after the show, 
and that Sara had been taken out on a stretcher and put 
into an ambulance.  

They didn't know which hospital but they all made 
some phone calls and had the information pretty quickly. 
Sometimes, those guys are handy to have around. 

There were too many of them to find my car, and I 
was too freaked out to drive anyhow, so one of them 
drove me to the hospital. I think I agreed to an exclusive 
with him on the way. I have no idea what I said. That 
should be an interesting article.  

I found them at the hospital in a private waiting 
room, Stephen and Jett. Stephen was still in his stage 
clothes and Jett was in his usual I’m-too-fucking-old-to-
be-babysitting-rock-stars-still state, but he looked 
frazzled even for him.  

“I called your phone,” he snapped when he saw me. 
“Why didn’t you answer?” 

“I was at the club.” 
“What good is it you having that thing if you’re not 

going to answer it?” 
“Someone going to tell me what’s going on?” 
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“Jett found her in her dressing room after the 
show,” said Stephen. “That’s all we know so far.” 

“Found her?” I said. “What do you mean found 
her?” 

Jett opened his mouth to respond, but a voice called 
out from behind us. 

That fucking voice that has haunted me during my 
worst moments for as long as I’ve been alive. 

“Mama’s been up to her old tricks again.”  
I turned and looked at Alfie and he looked drunk 

and pissed off.  
I hadn’t noticed him or Stuart when I walked in. 

They were sitting together on a couch against the wall. 
Alfie was sitting forward with his elbows on his knees, 
glaring at me with eyes rimmed in black. Stuart was 
slouched beside him with one of his long legs flung over 
the arm. They were still in their stage clothes, too. 

I wasn’t exactly sure what Alfie meant by that. She 
was up to what old tricks? Sara had lots of tricks, and 
they weren’t all old. The drugs? The men?  

“Idiot,” muttered Stuart. 
“Fuck off,” said Alfie. 
“Shut up,” said Jett to Alfie. “Alice, ignore him.” 
I kept my eyes on Alfie and he shifted on the couch, 

becoming visibly uncomfortable under my visual 
inspection. 

“Alice, ignore him,” repeated Jett. 
I turned back to Jett. “Was it the pills?” 
He shrugged, sweeping his hair across his forehead 

with a shaking hand. “I don’t know.” 
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 “Well, did she fall? Hit her head?” I asked. “Was 
she bleeding?” 

“She wasn’t bleeding,” said Jett, clearing his throat. 
He was close to tears and Jett never, ever cried. 

A doctor appeared then. Stuart and Alfie stood up 
and Jett and Stephen turned their attention to him. From 
their reactions, I gathered this was the doctor who was 
treating Sara, and the poor guy looked exhausted, 
shaken, and very sad.  

Behind him, as the double doors of the emergency 
room swung closed, I saw a gathering of nurses huddled 
together. They looked to be crying. 

That’s always a good sign, right? 
“How is she?” I asked, wholly surprised to find I 

gave a shit about the answer. 
The doctor noticed me for the first time. “Oh, 

Alice?” 
I nodded, and he put his hand on my cheek, 

frowning. “We did…we did everything we could," he 
stammered. "I’m so sorry. She’s gone.” 
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Chapter 8 

 
It's everywhere I look: Rock star Sara Adams Dead at 50. 

Her memorial service was yesterday. I didn’t go. I 
couldn’t. They think I don’t care that she’s dead. I know 
they do. I can see it in their eyes, but it’s not that I don’t 
care. The world has lost an icon. I’m sad for her fans. I’m 
sad the world has lost Sara Adams, but I lost my mother 
a long time ago. Attending a memorial service for her 
now seemed kind of pointless. 

Stephen, Stuart, and Jett attended. From the media 
coverage, it looked to have been a star-studded event, 
with everybody who was anybody in attendance. 
Photographers had swarmed the area but were kept out 
of the gates of the private cemetery by security. 

Another glaring no-show? Alfie. The internet has 
had a ball with that one, speculating why neither of us 
showed up. 

One of the more vulgar theories is that Sara had 
revealed to him on her death bed (as if she’d actually 
been in a bed and hadn’t dropped dead in her dressing 
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room) that he was my biological father, and that Alfie 
and I were off together coming to terms with that 
shocker.  

The other popular theory is that he and I had found 
solace with each other during this dark time. Sexually.  

Both theories are as equally disgusting to me. I 
should really stay out of the online fan forums.  

The tox screen won’t be in for weeks but initial 
autopsy results revealed cardiac arrest as the cause of 
death. Well, no shit. Isn't that why everybody ultimately 
dies, because their fucking heart stops beating?  

Her fans are distraught. The makeshift memorial 
they’ve created at the front gate of her house stretches as 
long and as high as the gate itself: hand-written cards, 
teddy bears, flowers.  

I've peeked at some of the cards. They’re 
heartbreaking. Sara was their best friend, their mentor, 
even their mother. They're completely lost without her. 
It makes me kind of mad, too, for them, that she was so 
irresponsible with her life. 

I stopped by Stephen’s house last night after the 
service. We had plans to have dinner together, but he was 
passed out on the couch when I arrived. His hand was 
still clutching his glass. Plans with Stephen are always 
tentative, at best. At least he was still using a glass. 

I sat at the edge of the couch and watched him 
“sleep” wondering for the millionth time what my life 
would have been if he, instead of Sara, had raised me. 
Raised is probably too strong a word here, but you 
understand what I mean. Would I despise him now and 
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consider Sara the friend? Stephen has his faults but for 
some reason, I’ve never resented him like I have Sara.  

Is that an Oedipal thing? Did I accept Stephen’s 
faults easier than I did Sara’s because he’s the opposite 
sex parent? Is there some sort of dirty psychosis 
bumping around my subconscious that allows me to 
forgive him more easily than her? It’s not fair to her, 
really. I should resent them equally. But, mostly, at this 
point, I just want to protect Stephen from himself. 

I pried his hand off the glass and pulled the blanket 
off the back of the couch and laid it over him.  

Moving on to the kitchen, I washed the mound of 
dishes piled up in the sink and found a pizza in the 
freezer, shoving it in the oven. I set the timer and went 
out to the patio with my guitar.  

I spent some time tuning it and then lit a cigarette, 
but before I got a single puff in, a hand appeared over 
my head and plucked it from my mouth.  

“That’s a disgusting habit,” said Jett, stamping it out 
on the concrete of the patio and settling into the chair 
across from me.  

“Lurking, are we?” I asked, glowering. 
“I just got here, actually. Band meeting tonight. 

How are you doing?” 
“I’m fine.” 
“Fine, fine or stop-asking-me-how-I’m-doing fine?”  
I gave him a look and he smiled. After a few 

moments, he held out his hands, palms up. 
I looked at them, fighting a smile. “No. Uh-uh.” 
“Chicken?” he said. 
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I narrowed my eyes and feigned disinterest, then 
slapped at his hands. He pulled them away at the last 
second and I missed by a centimeter. 

“Dammit! No, don’t,” I warned. “Don’t say it.” 
He made an “O” with his thumb and forefinger and 

put it to his eye. “Too slow, Cheerio.” 
I laughed. “I forget how corny you can be.” 
Jett has done the “Too slow, Cheerio” bit for as long 

as I can remember. He does it whenever he feels I need 
cheering up. I pretend like I don’t like it, that it’s 
annoying, but I pretty much love it. 

“It’s worth it to see you smile,” he said. 
Whoops. He slipped. This was a rare occurrence for 

Jett. He’d made me aware that I was experiencing some 
joy. Unacceptable for a brooding basket case like me. 

My smile faded and I grabbed my cigarettes.  
He sighed. “You can’t go a minute without one of 

those things?” 
I lit the stick and dragged on it. “You know, your 

objections would be easier to stomach if you hid your 
hypocrisy better.” 

“What?” 
I pointed to the obvious outline of a pack of 

cigarettes in his front jeans pocket. He grumbled and 
pulled his suit coat tighter around him, shielding it. 

I smiled. "So, to what do I owe the pleasure?" 
“I could ask the same of you.” 
“I’m here for dinner with my father,” I said. “In 

theory.” 
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“I noticed he was in a bit of a state,” said Jett, ever 
the underexaggerator when it came to the problems with 
his client and friend. “Just in time for the meeting. Does 
this mean you haven’t eaten?” 

“I found food all on my own.” 
“Chinese?” 
“Pizza. Frozen. It’s in the oven now.” 
"Ah, of course," he said, tipping his head back and 

rolling it side to side, presumably to stretch the muscles 
in his neck. His skin seemed almost luminescent in the 
moonlight. It really brought out the deep circles under 
his eyes. 

“You look tired, Jett.” 
He nodded, looking back at me. “It’s 

been...difficult.” 
“Tell me.” 
“No, you don’t need to hear this.” 
I rolled my eyes. “Tell me.” 
He sighed. “That fucking funeral was like the 

goddamn Academy Awards. Everyone dressed up in 
their finest, gagging for the perfect photo op. Never 
mind the dead lady, everybody!” 

When Jett is upset, his Dublin accent is accentuated, 
as if he mindfully dials it back when he's in normal 
conversation. I hate to see him upset, but I love the 
sound of it when he is because every sentence is like 
poetry. When I was a kid, it was hard for me not to smile 
when he hollered at me. It still is. It's one of the many 
things that drive poor Jett insane on a daily basis. 
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I passed him my smokes and lighter. He snatched 
them from me and lit one with a grumble, dragging on it 
before he continued. 

“And it goes without saying that there’s never a 
good time for a musician to drop dead, but right in the 
middle of a highly-promoted and sold-out world tour is 
not optimum. She wasn't dead twelve hours before the 
promoters were crawling up my ass.” He threw up air 
quotes. “'To avoid substantial legal ramifications, it is in 
the best interest of your clients that we come to a 
mutually-beneficial solution to this problem.'” 

I cringed. “Christ.” 
He nodded, dragging the smoke again. He palpated 

the skin between his eyes with his thumb. "They could 
be sued. Your father and the others. They could be sued 
if I can’t figure something out.” 

“What’s there to figure out? They can’t tour without 
her.” 

Jett’s head popped up and his eyes studied me. 
“What?” I asked. 
He blinked, and then blinked again, a sure sign he 

was about to lie. “Nothing.” 
“Something,” I countered. 
He blinked again and then waved his hand. “No, no. 

It’s nothing. I’m just tired. Fuck, I’m tired. Oh, since 
you’re here…” 

He pulled a large envelope from his bag and handed 
it to me. 

“What’s this?” 
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“Open it.” I did. Inside was a stack of paperwork 
marked: Last Will & Testament. “Her will?” 

Jett nodded. “As executor of her estate, it’s my duty 
to hand a copy of it to all beneficiaries named in it. 

I looked down at it and then back up at him. “I’m a 
beneficiary?” He tipped over the bag and shook it. I 
groaned. “I’m too tired for charades, Jett.” 

“You’re the beneficiary.” 
“What?” He nodded. “You’re shitting me?” 
“Sole heir. Properties, publishing, royalties, you’re it, 

kid.” He checked his watch and then stood up, kissing 
me on the forehead on his way back into the house. “Call 
me later after you pick your jaw up off the floor.” 
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Chapter 9 
 
Inside, Alfie had already arrived, letting himself into the 
house. He spotted Stephen passed out on the couch as 
he closed the door behind him and shook his head. 

Walking across the room, he stared down at his 
lifelong friend who had first struggled with his father’s 
demons and then with his own. His whole life, it seemed, 
Stephen had struggled. 

They’d been kids, just 13 years old, when Stephen 
had come home from school with him one day and had 
basically never left. He slept on the couch for a while 
until Alfie’s parents bought him a bed and put it in Alfie’s 
room. The boys had shared the room right up until the 
day they’d taken off with Stuart to America four years 
later.  

In America, it was the three boys sharing a tiny 
studio apartment that wasn’t much bigger than their 
bedrooms back home.  
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That lasted for six months until Alfie met Sara and 
then it was the four of them. Sara was only 16 at the time 
and had run away from home to chase her dreams of 
becoming a rock star. Alfie was 18. He’d invited her to 
live with them and she accepted. He’d probably be 
arrested for that nowadays. 

They’d lived there together for another six months 
before they finally landed a record deal, going sometimes 
days without food.  

It had taken 20 years after he left the band to get 
them all in the same room together without egos 
exploding. How on earth had they managed in such a 
tiny space together for so long? 

Thinking back on how the band started, everything 
he and Stephen had gone through together as kids, 
struggling to make it as musicians and finally making it, 
big…to all have it end like this, just as they’d made it 
back together again... 

…it all seemed so insignificant now. The affair, 
Alice, all of it… 

He swiped Stephen’s feet off the couch and they 
slammed down on to the floor, awakening him with a 
start. He sat up with difficulty, rubbing his eyes, and then 
looked up, focusing on Alfie with one eyed closed. He 
looked terrible. Alfie looked just as bad. 

“Fuck off,” he muttered. 
Alfie allowed a small smile. “Fuck you. Come on…” 
He helped Stephen to his feet and threw his friend’s 

arm around his shoulders, helping him to the basement 
stairs.  
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Downstairs, Alfie fiddled with an espresso machine, 
to no avail. 

“It’s upside down,” said Stephen, still rubbing his 
eyes.  

“What?” 
Stephen gestured. “The thing there. It’s upside 

down.” 
Alfie flipped the apparatus over and it slide easily in 

to place. “Well, that’s much better, isn’t it?” 
He pressed the button with the two cups icon and 

waited, returning to Stephen with two tiny cups and 
giving them both to him. 

“Thanks.” 
“Sure.” 
“Didn’t see you at the funeral,” said Stephen after a 

minute. “Didn’t feel the need?” 
Alfie sighed. The truce never lasted very long with 

them. But, then again, neither did the arguments these 
days, thankfully. 

“I was there.” 
“You were?” 
Alfie nodded. “I couldn’t get out of my car. All 

those fucking photographers. What a circus. I would’ve 
just made it worse…” 

Stephen nodded. “Cocky little shit,” he muttered 
and Alfie smiled. “Alice didn’t show.” 

Alice was dangerous territory for them. Alfie tread 
lightly. “Oh? Did you expect her to?” 

Stephen shrugged. “Jett didn’t.” 
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The subject should have been dropped then, but 
Alfie sensed Stephen needed to keep talking. “He knows 
her pretty well?” 

“Better than me.” 
“Does that bother you?” 
It took Stephen a moment to respond. “He was a 

good stepfather to her. A much better father than I ever 
was. I’m glad for that.” 

“He’s certainly taken care of us at our worst.” 
“She’s not his job.” 
Stephen had finished the first cup of coffee so Alfie 

rigged the machine for another dose. Over his shoulder, 
he continued the conversation. 

“How’s she handling all this?” 
“Why so curious about her?” 
Alfie sighed, slapping the two cups button again. 

“I’m not curious, Stephen.” 
“Twenty years you’ve ignored that she exists, and 

now you care?” 
“Christ, man. I don’t give a shit, okay? You brought 

her up. I’m just trying to make conversation.” 
Stephen watched him with anger in his bloodshot 

eyes and then relaxed. He hung his head in resignation.  
“I have no idea how she’s doing.” 
“You don’t talk?” 
Stephen snorted a laugh. “She learned to deal with 

shit on her own a long time ago. She doesn’t need me 
now.” 

“Doesn’t every girl need her father?” 
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Stephen drained the second cup like it was a shot 
just as the machine hissed to a finish. “Not this one. 

Footsteps pulled their attention over to the stairs 
where Jett appeared. He looked around and held out his 
hands. “Stuart? 

The two men answered in unison. “Late.” 
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Chapter 10 
 
Stuart made his grand appearance an hour later, making 
him an hour and half late for the meeting. Unacceptable 
for most but not horrible by Stuart’s standards. People 
had long ago given up expecting Stuart to be on time. If 
he showed up at all it was considered a good day. 

“Good morning, beautiful,” Jett greeted him as he 
shuffled across the room and flopped down on the 
couch, displacing a grumbling Alfie. “Now that we can 
begin, I’ll get right to it. I got the call this morning. 
You’re in.” 

“Hall of Fame?” said Stephen. 
Jett nodded. 
“Oh, wonderful timing,” said Stuart, his voice 

muffled by his arm that he’d thrown over his eyes. 
“I’ve been assured the voting took place weeks ago 

and that this is not the shameless exploitation of a 
tragedy.” Alfie scoffed but Jett continued on. “They’ve 
asked if you’d perform a tribute to Sara at the ceremony 
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and perform as inductees. That, of course, leaves us in a 
bit of a predicament.” 

“Do we care, at this point?” asked Stuart. “Just tell 
them to fuck off.” 

“Brilliant, thank you,” said Jett. 
“We’ve been eligible for, what, five, six years? And 

now they decide we’re worthy?” asked Stephen, rolling 
his eyes. “Yeah, I’m sure they’re not trying to capitalize 
on anything here.” 

“Seems kind of wrong without Sara,” said Stuart. 
“Kind of?” asked Stephen. 
“Sara will be inducted with you,” said Jett. His voice 

caught and he cleared his throat. “Posthumously.” 
The men glanced around at each other then and they 

all looked shell-shocked. The emptiness of Sara’s 
absence from the meeting was palpable. Alfie looked 
more tortured than ever.  

Jett picked up on that. “You’re awfully quiet over 
there.” 

“I’m just waiting for the other shoe,” said Alfie. 
“There’s another shoe?” asked Stuart. 
“There’s always another shoe with him.” 
Jett hesitated. “I do have an idea.” 
Alfie held up his hands. “Ah, of course you do.”  
Jett continued on, unrepentant. “Alice.” 
Alfie froze, mid-stride, and his momentary 

satisfaction at being right about Jett disappeared. 
“Alice?” asked Stephen. 
“I want her to perform with you at the ceremony.” 
The ensuing silence was the kind that’s deafening.  
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Alfie broke it first. “You’re not fucking serious?” 
Stuart sat up and scratched his head with both 

hands, further messing up his mop of hair. “It’s not the 
worst idea I’ve ever heard.” 

“It’s a horrible idea,” said Alfie. 
“Why? She’s a musician, isn’t she?” said Stuart. “A 

damn fine one, not that you’d know it.” 
Stephen stood up and started pacing. “The fans?” 
“They’d see it as a touching tribute to her mother.” 

Jett cleared his throat again. “Hopefully.” 
“A touching tribute?” Alfie asked. “I thought they 

couldn’t stand each other?” 
“What do you know about it?” asked Stephen. 
“Not much, as you’re always so quick to point out.” 
“Then shut up,” said Stephen. 
“Would she do it, though?” said Stuart. “I gather 

this band hasn’t always been her favorite thing in the 
world.” 

“I can’t believe we’re discussing this,” muttered 
Alfie. 

“We’re discussing it,” said Stuart. “You’re whining.” 
Alfie snapped. “We are not doing this!” 
“It’s not just your decision to make, is it?” said 

Stephen, stepping toward him. 
“Neither of you even wanted that fucking kid!” 
Stephen lunged and shoved Alfie against the wall. A 

picture frame fell from its hook from the impact and 
some books toppled off the nearby book shelf.  
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In seemingly no hurry to break it up, Stuart and Jett 
each picked a man to corral and set about breaking them 
apart.  

“Some things never change,” said Alfie. 
“You don’t talk about Alice.” 
“Hit a nerve, have I?” said Alfie. 
“Keep her name out of your mouth,” said Stephen, 

and then doubled over, clutching his side, breathless. 
Alfie leaned against the bookshelf and did the same. 
"Fuck, I'm getting too old for this," muttered Stephen. 

Alfie grumbled in agreement. The fight seemed to 
leave both men as soon as they were yanked apart. 

“How am I supposed to not talk about her if she 
joins the fucking band, mate?” asked Alfie once he’d 
caught his breath.  

“It’s only one night,” said Stephen. 
“Is it?” asked Alfie, turning to Jett. 
Jett considered for a moment too long and Alfie’s 

anger returned.  
“I knew it,” said Alfie. “You forget sometimes how 

long we’ve known you, Jett. We could handle the 
ceremony on our own. We don’t need her,” he said, 
pointing vaguely toward the stairs. “Why don’t you tell 
us what we’re really talking about here?” 

Jett sighed, making his way around the bar to pour 
himself a drink. He sipped it, bowing his head and 
palpating the space between his eyes. “You're fucked,” 
he admitted finally.  

The other three men exchanged glances and then 
looked back to Jett.  
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“I’ll assume from your dour expression that you 
don’t mean that in the good way,” said Stuart. 

“Live Venue isn’t going to let you out of your 
contracts," said Jett. "I won't bore you with the minutia 
of the details here but, basically, given the likely nature 
of her death, their insurers are threatening to not cover 
their losses if the rest of the tour is cancelled." 

"Why's that our problem?" said Stuart. 
“It’s your problem because if you refuse to continue 

the tour and Live Venue loses its ass, they’ll sue you to 
get their money back.” 

“Our front woman is dead,” said Alfie. 
“And the three of you remain,” said Jett. “Alfie, 

you’re a fine front man.” 
“I can’t carry the whole show,” he said, and Stuart 

scoffed. Alfie looked at him. “Oh, fuck off, I meant 
vocally.” 

“I agree with you,” said Jett. 
Alfie looked back to Jett. “You agree with me?” Jett 

nodded. Alfie held Jett’s gaze and then a realization 
dawned on him. “That’s what this is?” 

“What?” asked Stuart. 
“He wants Alice to sing with us at the hall of fame 

so that it doesn’t come as such a huge shock to everyone 
when we announce she’ll be joining us when we resume 
the tour,” said Stephen. 

Alfie nodded. “That’s what this is, right?” 
“In a word, yes.” 
Stephen sat. “Christ.” 
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Alfie sat too. He clasped his hands together over his 
knees and bowed his head. 

“How many of us have to die for this to just go 
away?" asked Stuart finally. 

“Stuart,” said Jett. 
“No, I’m serious. I’m just curious what an 

acceptable amount of death is for these people. Fifty 
percent? Seventy-five percent? If these two kick off, will 
I still be expected to bang on my drums by myself for 
three hours a night?” 

“Look,” said Jett. “I know it wouldn’t be the most 
optimum situation, but-”  

Alfie interrupted. “But, what? What could you 
possibly follow that statement with that would convince 
us to do this?” 

Stephen sighed. “Why can’t you just let him finish?”  
“But,” said Jett, emphasizing the word. “if you 

refuse to continue and they sue you, a loss in court would 
likely bankrupt you.” 

“And we’d lose?” asked Stuart. 
“Your attorneys seem to think so.” 
“You’ve talked to them already?” 
“Yes.” 
Jett nodded. There was another one of those 

deafening silences. 
“Well, bringing Alice in is a better option than 

bankruptcy,” said Stuart finally. 
“I’m not so sure,” said Alfie. 
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“Easy for you to say. You make all the fucking 
money!” said Stuart. “We all know when he says we’ll be 
bankrupted that he’s talking about me and Stephen.” 

Alfie jumped up. “Here we go again! Poor Stuart. 
Alfie’s taking all his money.” He stalked three steps away 
from Stuart and then turned and throwing up his hands. 
“Write a song, mate! You think what I do is so easy? 
Write a fucking song and then you can take your fair 
share.” 

Jett interjected “Let’s take a breath here…” 
Alfie ignored him. “She’s been dead less than a 

week! Doing this would be spitting on her grave!” 
“That might be fun.” 
The interjection of the female voice startled the men 

and they turned collectively to look at the stairs.  
Alice was perched on the bottom step.  
She stepped down and crossed the room to join 

them and her eyes were leveled at Alfie. “Given how 
unwanted I was, that only seems fair.” 

Jett pulled her aside. “How much did you hear?” 
“Enough.” 
“Is it something you’d consider?” 
She shrugged. “Sure.” 
Alfie exploded. “Why? You know that this is the last 

thing she’d want.” 
“Well, she’s not here, is she?” 
The words seemed to knock the air from Alfie. His 

mouth snapped shut and he glared at Alice, his chest 
heaving with every breath. “You’re a bit old for mommy 
issues, aren’t you?” he asked. 
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“I’m clearly not the only one who’s still got issues 
with my mommy.” 

He took a forceful step toward her but Jett held up 
his hand.  Alfie knocked his hand away and then turned 
away, distracting himself by lighting a cigarette.  

Alice turned too, kicking at the clutter from the 
earlier skirmish, shaking her head. 

“Thank you,” said Jett. “Now, we need help—” 
“I don’t need her help,” snapped Alfie. 
Jett continued without acknowledging him. “And 

this is a potential solution. Do you think you two can 
play nice for a few months?” 

“I’m fine. Ask him,” said Alice. 
“Brat,” Alfie retorted. 
“I’m asking you both,” snapped Jett. 
Alice raised her right hand. “I swear on my mother’s 

life.” 
“Alice!” hollered Jett. 
For a moment, it looked as though Alfie might 

attack her but he drew in a slow breath instead and then 
scoffed. He shook his head, gesturing at Alice as if she 
were a pile of rotting trash. “This is your brilliant plan, 
eh, Jett? This?”  

He looked to Stuart next, and then to Stephen. 
“Money’s this important to you?” 

“Or maybe they just don’t want to give up their 
band because of you,” Alice said. “Again.” 

Alfie whipped his head around. If looks could kill, 
she’d have joined her mother in the afterlife right then 
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and there. The other three men readied themselves to 
step in Alfie’s path if he lunged for her. 

But Alfie just shook his head. “You’re going to 
regret this, Little One. 

He said the nickname with as much vitriol as he 
could muster, and then stormed up the stairs, bumping 
Alice with his shoulder on his way by her. 
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Chapter 11  

 
Jesus Christ. 

Why did I get myself into? 
It really was worth it though, wasn’t it, seeing Alfie’s 

reaction when I said yes? Of course, now there’s the 
whole having-to-go-through-with-it thing… 

Jett handed me a list of about 15 songs about a 
month ago. Songs from Wonderland and stuff from 
Sara’s solo catalogue. Apparently, we’ll be whittling the 
list down to the allotted five songs as we move through 
rehearsals, which start in a little less than a week. 

Inductees into the hall of fame normally play three 
songs at the ceremony but since the tribute to Sara is 
being included, they’ve given us (“us”) time for five 
songs.  

I’m not nervous to perform, per se. It’s just that I 
may have stretched the truth a bit when I told Jett that I 
definitely knew all the songs on the list.  
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According to the fan forums online that I 
occasionally stalk, (Yes, there are fan forums dedicated 
to only me, thank you very much, Alfie.)  the people who 
come to my shows at The Hole assume that I don’t sing 
Wonderland songs in my set out of some of sense of self-
preservation, a desire to focus only on my own music 
and not ride my parents’ coattails.  

I suppose this has some merit, but the truth is much 
less complicated. I don’t sing Wonderland songs because 
I don’t know them. I have a vague knowledge of them. 
They’re hard to get away from sometimes, as they’re still 
getting regular play on the radio, but I’ve made it a habit 
in my life to change stations whenever one of them 
comes on. 

And I’ve agreed to stand up in front of everybody 
who’s anybody in the music industry, and millions and 
millions of fans at home who know these songs inside 
out, and sing them. In the right key. With Alfie.  

I’m sure everything will be fine. 
To ramp up my anxiety a little more than it already 

is, I stopped by Sara’s house last night. Well, I guess it’s 
my house now. 

The quiet inside was jarring. It was never quiet in 
there. The ghosts of music and laughter and clinking 
glasses echoed off the marble walls as I made my way up 
the staircase and down the hallway of photographs that 
don't include me.  

Her room was expecting her to return. She must 
have been staying there while the band was in town.  Her 
bed was unmade and her journal was lying face down on 
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the nightstand. A stack of old photographs beside the 
journal caught my eye. It rested on December's issue of 
Rolling Stone magazine. 

The cover read: “Back Down the Rabbit Hole with 
Wonderland”  

Yeah, my eyes rolled into the back of my head when 
I first saw that. When your name is Alice and your 
parents are in a famous band called Wonderland, the 
Alice in Wonderland puns pretty much vomit out of 
people wherever you go. There’s not one I haven’t heard. 

Want to bet what will be on all the covers once they 
announce I’ll be joining them on tour? “Alice, in 
Wonderland”  

You wait. I’ll bet you anything. 
Beneath the words on the cover of the Rolling 

Stone, the men of Wonderland gathered around a table 
dressed vaguely as Lewis Carroll’s creations: Stephen in 
a chair studying a pocket watch; Stuart sprawled out on 
the table, eyes closed; Alfie in a bowtie and top hat 
brooding (of course) over a cup of tea. 

At the head of the table sat Sara as the Red Queen. 
Of course. "Off with their heads!" 

That’s actually the spot where Alice sat during the 
Mad Tea Party in the story, but whatever guys. 

There was a handwritten note wrapped around the 
stack of photos. The photos were of Sara and Alfie that 
were clearly taken before they were famous as they were 
unrecognizable as the legendary rock stars they would 
become. Sara was beaming at Alfie and her cheeks were 
flush and full of baby fat. Alfie smiled back, his arm slung 
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around her shoulders. Her eyebrows were bushy and 
unkempt. His black hair was thick and floppy, not 
stylishly disheveled like it is these days. Their teeth 
weren’t nearly as straight or white. These were two kids 
who’d yet to be Hollywoodized.  

They were just babies, really. Younger than I am 
now, certainly. And they looked so happy. Why in the 
hell was everybody so damn happy before I was born? I 
never asked for any of this. 

The note said: "Found these the other day. Hard to 
believe we were ever this young, isn’t it? Glad we're doing 
this. Anyhow, see you by the stairs, Adams. Love, Alfie." 

According to the many Wonderland documentaries 
I’ve secretly watched, “See you by the stairs” was Alfie 
and Sara’s little send off for one another when they were 
still a couple. It referenced them meeting up at the foot 
of the staircase that lead up to the stage before every 
show. Ironically, it was at the foot of those stairs where 
Stephen attacked Alfie the night the band broke up. 

The note bothered me. Since the age of five, I've 
been comforted by the fact that Alfie was a narcissistic 
asshole who couldn’t handle the fact that Sara dared love 
anybody other than him. I’d convinced myself that she 
was better off without him, and so it was okay that he’d 
ditched her because of me.  

The note and the photos were a glimpse at a 
different Alfie Evans. They were evidence of an Alfie I 
could find some empathy for without searching too hard 
if I were so inclined. Thankfully, I am not inclined.  
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I stuffed the note and photos in my bag and moved 
on to her walk-in closet, which was bigger than my 
apartment.  

Walking down one side, as I pulled my hands 
through a row of her clothing, a necklace dangling from 
a jewelry rack on her vanity caught my eye. Upon closer 
inspection, I found it had a sterling silver guitar pick 
pendent with a fingerprint etched in it. I put it around 
my neck and plunked one of Sara’s many hats on my 
head, examining myself in the mirror. 

Behind me, in the reflection, I spotted an antique 
trunk that was partially shrouded by a rack of clothing. I 
turned and examined it, wondering if I needed to know 
what was inside. Deciding that, yes, I needed to know, I 
ripped the clothes off the rack threw the trunk open. It 
was stacked full of Sara’s leather journals. 

“No way,” I said to nobody. 
Her journals are a constant in my memories of her. 

She was always writing in one so that a trunk full of them 
existed wasn’t a surprise to me, but I thought she would 
have kept them sealed in a giant vault somewhere, there’s 
certainly enough room on the premises for one, not right 
there in her closet for just anybody to stumble on. 

My instinct told me not to look through them. The 
things she’d said right to my face were never all that 
pleasant and I could only imagine that what she wrote 
when she was alone with her thoughts was much worse. 
But my masochistic compulsion to be destroyed by her 
won out and I started digging through the stack.  
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The journals dated back to the mid-seventies, more 
than a decade before I was born, and were stacked 
chronologically. Each one held her written thoughts over 
roughly six months of her life.  

I found the two journals that spanned the year I was 
born, which was the year Wonderland disbanded, and 
shoved them in my bag, and also found the one that 
would have the night of my 15th birthday in it. That 
would do to start. I made a mental note as I walked out 
of the closet to have the trunk picked up and delivered 
to my apartment, and then grabbed the one that was on 
her bedside table before leaving her room. 

My old bedroom was the last one down the hall. 
Sometimes, as a kid, I had deluded myself into thinking 
that she put me there in order to be considerate. It was 
the farthest room from the noise downstairs and so the 
best place for a child to be. But she’d only stashed me 
there because she wanted me to be as far away from her 
life as legally possible.  

The door was closed. Memories of that night with 
Chuck ran through my mind and I could hear him 
playing Little One again. The dread weighed me down 
like a wet blanket as I cracked open the door. Stepping 
inside, I could see that it had become little more than a 
storage area in the time since I’d lived there. That seemed 
ridiculous given the size of that house. There were tens 
of other rooms she could have thrown her crap into, but 
she chose this one. Or somebody had. Maybe Chuck. But 
it still smelled like my room; like patchouli incense and 
cigarettes and shame.  
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I circled the room and the storage boxes and dust 
slowly disappeared and, in my mind, it was exactly as it 
was that night again. A memory of Jett marched into the 
room and passed right through me. I turned and watched 
it. 

“Alice?” Jett asked, knocking on my closed 
bathroom door. “Alice, I’m here.” 

I remembered then that I’d called him that night 
before I came upstairs, and, knowing what came next, I 
felt for this figment of Jett. His knocking turned into a 
pounding at the sound of shattering glass and be began 
throwing his body at the door. 

“Alice!” 
Inside the bathroom, I'd been studying my 

reflection in the mirror, touching my face with 
uncoordinated hands. My lips were swollen and bruised 
and my tank top was torn. There was a handprint around 
my neck and the crook of my arm was bruised from 
clumsy needle marks. 

Just before Jett had arrived, I’d ripped open the 
medicine cabinet and searched for a vial of coke. Sara 
had stashed them all over the house for safekeeping and 
I knew there’d be one in there. A bottle of sleeping pills 
fell out and broke open on the floor as I hunted.  

These pills were mine. A lifelong insomniac, Jett had 
insisted on taking me to a specialist when I was twelve. 
I'd been prescribed every pill known to man by the time 
I was thirteen. A nervous child, they'd called me. I didn’t 
take the pills for long because the dreams I had when 
they put me to sleep were more horrific than my waking 
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life. I preferred the sleep-deprived hallucinations the 
insomnia sometimes brought. Plus, there was no way in 
hell I was going to end up a pill-popping zombie like 
Sara. 

I found the cocaine and uncapped the vial, 
sprinkling some of the powder into the hollow of my 
wrist behind my thumb. Pressing one nostril closed, I 
snorted cocaine for the first time in my life.  

It burned. It burned bad. Like I’d inhaled fire. But 
that was okay. The fire was better than the shit bouncing 
off the walls of my mind. 

That was probably what did me in that night. The 
coke. Cocaine is good for a lot of things but calming 
someone down isn’t one of them. It certainly offered no 
reassurances to me that life wouldn’t always be the way 
it was.  

Whiskey was good at calming me down. I didn’t 
make the best decision when drinking but it but it calmed 
me down. The heroin Chuck injected in me was really 
fucking comforting. Not many days go by that I don’t 
remember how good that felt. But cocaine? Cocaine 
amplified everything.  

As Jett had arrived in my room, I slammed the 
cabinet door and examined my reflection again. Tears I 
didn’t realize I was shedding mixed with my eyeliner and 
left dark channels down my cheeks. As I watched, the 
monster in the mirror began to sweat and its blue eyes 
turned black.  

“Be careful what you wish for,” said the monster. 
I slapped it, slapped the glass that was between us. 
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“Be careful what you wish for,” it mocked. 
I slapped at it again, harder this time. 
“Be careful what you wish for!” 
I slammed my fists into the glass until it broke, and 

the monster finally shut up. 
Hands bleeding, I sank to the floor and guzzled 

from a bottle I found by the toilet. At times, it was handy 
to have random drunks wandering your home, especially 
when they left their booze behind. Times like when 
you’re trying to be not alive for just a few seconds.  

My hand came down on the pills scattered on the 
floor. Sleep. Yes, sleep. 

I scooped up as many of the pills as I could with 
increasingly less coordination and shoved them in my 
mouth. A long swig and they disappeared down my 
throat. I was vaguely aware of Jett's voice and a thumping 
noise, but it all seemed so far away.  

The monster returned, screaming at me, although I 
couldn’t see it:  You’re trapped. This is your life. 

A threw my head back and bounced it off the door. 
Shut up, shut up, shut up. A light nearly blinded me and 
it came from a piece of the broken mirror on the floor 
between my legs. Between my legs where Chuck had 
been.  

Chuck. 
Chuck. 
I picked the glass up and dragged it across my wrist. 

It didn’t even hurt. 
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Figment Jett finally got through the door. His 
shoulder and arm must have hurt for days after that. I 
followed him as far as the doorway. 

Slipping on a puddle of my blood, he allowed for 
only a moment of horrified surprise before going to 
work. He loosened his tie with one hand and reached for 
his cell with the other. Flipping it open, he dialed three 
numbers and hit the speaker button, then set the phone 
down on the sink as his tie came free. 

“Come on, come on, come on…” he whispered as 
he wrapped the tie around my wrist and yanked it closed 
over the wound.  

“911 what is your emergency?” 
He barked out orders to the operator starting with 

Sara’s address, following up with a description of the 
scene and my age, and ending with the security code to 
the gated front entrance. 

“I’ll meet you at the door,” he finished, hoisting my 
limp body into his arms. I moved out of his way as he 
carried me out of the bathroom. As he passed by, I saw 
that his face was wet with tears. 

“Sir it might not be wise for you to move her…” 
I stepped back into the doorway. The blood and 

pills and broken glass faded away along with the 
operator’s voice and the bathroom was once again 
pristine, and it struck me that this was the first time I’d 
been there since that night. I wondered then who had 
been tasked with cleaning it. Jett, probably. Jett was 
always the one to clean up. 
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I didn’t follow figment Jett down to the foyer. I 
knew how this story ended. Instead, I walked back down 
the hall and did something I’d never been able to do 
before. I crawled into Sara’s bed and fell asleep.  

It still smelled like her. 
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Chapter 12 
 

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction ceremony will 
be held in New York City on April 5. Our first week of 
rehearsals was last week, and it went really well. 

Just kidding! 
It was fucking awful. 
As it turns out, and this will come as a huge surprise 

to you, Alfie and I don’t get along. At all. The original 
confrontation at Stephen’s house wasn’t a meet-cute like 
in the movies where the main characters hate each other 
at first but slowly come to realize they only hate each 
other because they’re so in love. This is definitely not 
that. 

He definitely despises my existence, and I can’t 
stand the sight of his stupid face, handsome as it may be. 
Ugh. 

The tribute will be a fifteen-minute performance of 
three of Sara's most popular songs, two of which she 
wrote with Wonderland and one that comes from her 
solo career, along with two Wonderland songs that Alfie 
wrote.  
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Rehearsal has shed a giant spotlight on the fact that 
I don’t know the songs as well as I’ve led everybody to 
believe. Even Jett appears to be irked at me. It’s always a 
good sign when the guy who is always in your corner 
starts shuffling over to the enemy’s side. Every time I 
forget a lyric or miss one of my cues, he pops his head 
up from the never-ending pile of paperwork on his lap, 
and I can feel it: his look.  

I wish he’d quit that. This whole thing was his idea.  
Is it my fault that I lied to him? Don’t answer that. 

This is a lot to learn in a short amount of time. Even 
if I had known all these lyrics by heart, the cues and beats 
and timing, where to stand, where not to stand, when to 
move, when not to move… it's a lot to keep track of. I'm 
used to one tiny stage with one microphone, one guitar, 
and one person. Me. 

Now I've got to keep track of myself and three other 
people. Thankfully, Stuart doesn’t move, but Stephen 
runs around quite a bit, and there doesn’t seem to be 
much rhyme or reason to his movements. Live, from 
what I’ve seen, he seems to go to where the prettiest girls 
are who are shouting at him, among other things that 
involve body parts that I’m not going to discuss here, but 
at rehearsal those girls aren’t there. So, I don’t know if 
he’s imagining them or what but I can’t pick up on his 
pattern.  

Alfie never stops moving either and he and Stephen 
seem to have this unspoken understanding about which 
one is going which way and when. I wish they’d share 
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that with me but I guess maybe I’m just supposed to pick 
up on it on my own?  

I guess I shouldn’t be surprised. Stephen’s never 
taught me a goddamn thing in my life. Why should I 
expect him to start now?  

And I swear that Alfie has tried tripping me up with 
his guitar lead on more than one occasion.  

You’d think a guy who is so worried about me 
screwing up this tribute for his dearly departed, a woman 
he completely abandoned, by the way, you’d think they’d 
help me instead of hinder me, wouldn’t you? 

He finally lost it on me earlier today. It was 
inevitable and he’d been on edge all day. Actually, he 
always seems to be on edge. He may want to consider 
adding more fiber to his diet. 

I wonder if he was born that way. Did he come out 
of the chute with a cigarette dangling from his lips, 
glowering at the doctor for ripping him from the solitude 
of the womb?  

Today, though, he seemed particularly edgy, and so 
was I.   

“Fuck,” I muttered into the mic for about the 
billionth time this week after I forgot a line. “Sorry.” 

The music ground to a halt. 
“S’alright,” said Stuart. “Let’s go again.” 
Aa he stepped away from his mic, Alfie muttered 

something that sounded like “un-fucking-believable” 
and I turned to him. 

“You have something to say to me?” 
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"You don't want to know what I have to say,” he 
muttered, not bothering to turn and face me. 

"Don't hold back on my account.” 
He whirled around and locked his eyes on me. There 

was a moment for consideration and then he exploded. 
“Why are you doing this? You don’t even know the 

fucking songs!” 
Well, I did ask for it. A running theme in my life... 
“This is rehearsal!” I said.  
“Yeah, and rehearsal is so we can hone up on what 

we already know,” he spat. “It’s not for babysitting little 
princess while she learns how to be a fucking singer.” 

Princess. 
My teeth clamped down so tightly that I felt the 

tension from it in my neck. Unfortunately for him, I 
hadn’t sleep well in days and was feeling very cranky. 
Fortunately for him, he wasn’t close enough to me in that 
moment for me to dick punch.  

I drew in a slow breath in an attempt to reel in my 
temper. I tried. I really tried. “Does it make you feel 
better to hate me?” 

It was a sincere question actually. For a man with 
seemingly so much else to be bitter about you’d think 
he’d ease up a bit. Maybe realize that I got just as raw a 
deal as he did? See that perhaps we had more in common 
than not? But, no. 

“Alice, I don't care enough about you to hate you.” 
Boy, he nailed it. Maximum hurt, minimum energy 

expended. You’re not important enough to hate, silly girl. 
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He’d taken a page right out of Sara’s playbook for that 
one. Great minds think alike. 

Stuart thumped on his bass drum. “Enough.” 
I looked to the floor and turned my head away as 

Stuart thumped on his bass drum. “Enough,” he said. 
In my peripheral vision, Alfie’s weight shifted from 

one foot to the other and back again. Stephen tried 
putting his hand on my shoulder but I knocked it away. 
The last thing I wanted or needed was pity from that guy. 

As I looked up, Alfie was suddenly fidgety, bringing 
his hands up to his hips and then tucking them to his 
chest. It felt like he was waiting for me to say that the 
goddamn tears in my eyes weren’t because of what he’d 
said. But fuck him. Find absolution elsewhere, asshole.  

I wiped my eyes with the back of my hand and 
sniffed. “You really think you’d have lived happily ever 
after with her if I was never born?” 

“Just forget it,” said Alfie, as he tried to turn away. 
“You won’t let me!” I shouted.  
He pulled up and looked at me again, crossing his 

arms.  
“You'd still be together now if I didn't exist. Is that 

it?”  
He said nothing and he looked bored. I think that's 

what did it. He had the nerve to look bored. 
I walked over to him and shoved him. “Is that it?” 
His arms fell to his sides and his face clouded over. 

The muscles of his jaw rippled under his skin. Jett 
popped up from his seat in front of the stage and the 
papers in his lap cascaded to the floor. 
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"Tell me how it would be, Alfie!” He said nothing. 
“Tell me!” 

I shoved him again but this time he knocked my 
arms away and shoved me back.  

And I charged him, slamming him against a set the 
giant speakers by Stuart. The speakers fell into his drums, 
and Stuart leaped off his kit before he got caught in the 
avalanche. Alfie lost his footing and fell to the floor. My 
momentum sent me to the floor beside him. 

I continued to attack before he could get his 
bearings, climbing over top of him, swinging and clawing 
at him. He blocked the blows with his arms as best he 
could but some of them landed.  

"You’d be on your porch swing behind your perfect 
picket fence with your perfect children right now?” I 
yelled. “Tell me how it would be!" 

He finally caught hold of my wrists and rolled, 
coming up on top of me, pinning my arms on either side 
of my head. His guitar, which was still strapped to his 
body, clunked on the floor beside us and made an awful 
screeching noise through the amp. 

“Stop,” he said, breathless. His cheeks puffed out as 
he fought to contain me. “Stop it.” 

I didn’t want to stop. I didn’t want him to stop. I 
wanted him to fight back so I could rail against him. It 
was the one time I actually wanted him to be a prick and 
he was denying me.  

He finally trapped my flailing legs with his feet and 
I was forced to be still. Stephen grabbed Alfie and 
yanked away but I scrambled to my feet and went after 
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him again. Jett had reached the stage and caught me in 
mid-air. 

“Let me go!” 
He lost his grip on me and I lunged again, but 

Stephen stepped in front of Alfie, and my hand hit his 
chest instead. When it rebounded, he grabbed my wrist 
and held it still, catching the other one as it came up 
instinctively to hit him. 

Seeing this, seeing Stephen step in to protect Alfie, 
was an eye-opener. Christ, Stephen was the first to beat 
on Alfie and there he was stepping in to protect the man 
from me. So I stopped. Everything just kind of stopped. 
We stood there still, like wax figures in the Train Wreck 
Bands of Rock and Roll History museum. 

Stephen eventually released me and I backed away 
from him, bumping into Jett. Stephen and Alfie were 
both watching me with wide eyes. Alfie’s neck and chest 
were marked with angry red scratches. I glanced at Jett 
and his expression matched theirs. Even Stuart was 
looking at me that way and Stuart never was never 
surprised by anything. 

I stepped back some more and then turned and left 
the stage. That ended the first week of rehearsals for the 
new and decidedly unimproved Wonderland. 

 
*** 

 
Alone in his house, Alfie sat bare-chested and cross-

legged on the floor against the wall with a bottle of booze 
in one hand and a cigarette in the other. The living 
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embodiment of a rock star cliché. In his lap was the latest 
issue of Rolling Stone magazine. 

Inside, accompanying the interview about her 
joining Wonderland for the remainder of the tour, was a 
close-up shot of Alice Moriarty’s face. Scrawled across 
the bottom of the page were the words: Alice, in 
Wonderland. 

She looked so much like Stephen in the photo that 
it took his breath away. What-might-have-been socked 
him in the diaphragm with every glance at it. 

If she just looked like her, he could handle it, he 
thought. He could imagine things had turned out 
differently. He could pretend, if he really tried.  

But she didn’t. She looked like him and there was 
no pretending.  

 Taking a big swig from the bottle, a memory came 
rushing into his mind. The memory was never far from 
it but he did his best to keep it at bay. Nights like this, 
though…that was a losing battle. 

He was much younger then. Sitting cross-legged on 
the floor of their hotel suite, dark except for the 
flickering light of what seemed like a thousand candles, 
he’d been playing his guitar, working on a new song for 
their next album. Sara was in their bed writing in her 
journal. She was always writing in that damn thing. 

He stopped strumming and looked over his 
shoulder at her. The reverb of the strings accompanied 
her as her head swiveled to look at him when she realized 
he’s stopped playing. 

“Yes?” she asked. 
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“Marry me,” he said.  
It wasn’t a question or a demand. It was just a 

statement. A passing thought he’d said out loud. But as 
he said it, it made a whole lot of sense to him, as much 
sense as anything at that moment given how high he’d 
been. 

She chuckled and went back to writing, but his eyes 
stayed on her, and she stopped again. “Oh, you’re 
serious?” 

“Yeah.” 
“Babe, we’re in the middle of a world tour.” 
“I don’t mean right now. When we get back.” 
Sara balked. “We’re in the studio a month after we 

get back. When do you think we’ll have time to plan a 
wedding? 

“It wouldn’t have to be anything fancy.” 
“Every girl’s dream…” she muttered. 
He turned back to the guitar. “Forget it.” 
He played more, hitting the strings with an 

unnecessary amount of force. He felt her eyes on him 
still but ignored her. 

“Is this about that guy?” she asked. 
He looked at her. “What guy?” 
“The guy that hit on me last night. Is this marriage 

thing you trying to stake your claim or something? 
Because you don’t own me.” 

His temper flared. Looking back, if he hadn’t been 
so on edge from the coke, he would have just dropped 
the subject. He should have dropped it. She was right. A 
wedding, a marriage…neither would have fit into their 
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lives as they were living them. She was also right about 
the guy at the party. She was always fucking right when 
it came to him. 

“No, the marriage thing is my attempt to show you 
how much I love you,” he deflected. “Clearly, a huge 
fucking mistake.” 

She was quiet as he turned away and pouted.  
“I love you, too,” she said. “Hey, look at me.” He 

did and she beckoned him with her outstretched arms. 
He set the guitar aside and crawled onto the bed. She 
wrapped her arms around him as he nestled into her side. 
“I love you, too. 

“Then marry me.” 
She sighed. “Baby, marriage isn’t for people like us. 

People living this kind of life.” 
“Then let’s get out of it.” 
The thought had never crossed his mind before that 

moment. He didn’t even know why he’d said it. 
She leaned away from him. “You can’t be serious?” 
“I am serious,” he retorted, suddenly irked by her 

attitude. 
She examined him and then scoffed. “No, you’re 

not. You’re just pissed I said no.” 
Blasted woman. 
“We have more money now than we could ever 

spend in a lifetime,” he said. “We don’t need this 
anymore.” 

Her face changed from mildly amused to flat-out 
anger. “I need it. I’ve dreamed about this my entire life, 
exactly this, and you want me to give it up to marry you?” 
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“So, you won’t even consider it?” 
“Are you listening to yourself? No, I won’t consider 

it.” He scrambled off the bed and stalked to the door. 
“Where are you going?” 

“Out.” 
He tried slamming the door behind him, but hotel 

doors don’t slam so he paced outside as it slowly swung 
shut and then barged back through the door before it 
latched. Inside, Sara was rifling through her bag. 

“Word to the wise, baby? If you didn’t dress like a 
whore, you wouldn’t get treated like one. For all that 
poor guy knew last night you were begging for it!”  

“Fuck you!”  
She launched something at and he knocked it away 

before it hit him. A plume of cocaine wafted through the 
air in its wake. He stepped through it and grabbed her by 
both arms. 

“I hope this band will keep you warm at night, 
because one of these days, I’ll be gone, and you won’t 
know what to do with yourself.”  He shoved her away 
and he was too rough. She lost her footing and fell back 
on her butt.  He stood over her, knowing he was out of 
control but unable to reel himself in. “You’ll curl yourself 
in a pathetic little ball and die.” 

She screamed and kicked at him. “Get out!”  
This time, the door latched behind him and he could 

hear her crying from the hallway. Fighting his own tears, 
he cursed at himself and leaned against the door, banging 
his head against it. Already the guilt was chipping at him 
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but he’d hadn’t taken his key so there was no way back 
in the room without knocking. 

Hoping Stephen didn’t mind him crashing in his 
room, he walked away. As he did, their room door flung 
open and Sara flew out of it. She searched up the hall for 
him and then down, shouting at him when she spotted 
him. 

“I hate you!” she screamed, charging at him. He 
turned away from her, fending off her swinging fists, and 
so she leapt onto his back. She pounded on him and 
clawed at his shoulders, neck, and chest. “I fucking hate 
you!” 

Jett appeared from his room, tying his robe. 
“Get her off me, man!” Alfie shouted. “Get her the 

fuck off me!” 
Jett sprinted to them and managed to get Sara off 

Alfie’s back, but he lost his grip and she continued 
swinging at him. 

“You’re the pathetic one!” she screamed. “You 
wouldn’t last a day with me!” 

They were in Europe and staying in one of those 
luxury palatial hotels that were all staircases and columns. 
He’d shoved at her with both hands. He’d just wanted 
her away… He didn’t realize how close to the stairs they 
were.  

One moment she was there and the next she was 
gone. For the rest of his life he’ll remember the sound of 
her body ricocheting off the steps as she fell, the 
horrified expression on Jett’s face, the anguish of her 
scream when she finally stopped falling. The sting of her 
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claw marks on his skin as he watched Jett dart down the 
stairs to Sher side. 

Back home in the present time, he recalled the same 
sting he’d felt in the marks given to him by her daughter. 
His skin was still marked by her fingernails from the day 
she had attacked him.  

 Her daughter with him. He looked down at the 
photo of Alice in the magazine. Blue eyes like him, Little 
One.  

That day, Alice had looked like Sara, as she’d 
climbed over him and screamed to him, hit him and 
clawed at him. It was like Sara had figured out a way to 
return to him and had used the time to punish him. 

And, of course, he had deserved it. Both times. 
He threw the magazine aside and swigged more of 

the alcohol as he set his head back, banging it against 
the wall rhythmically to stop himself from thinking 
about what came next all those years ago. 
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Chapter 13 
 

The night Jett finally had enough and decided to leave 
Sara, I had watched from my spot between the rails of 
the staircase, from the same spot I’d first seen Alfie, as 
Jett trudged through the remains of the party from the 
night before. A black garbage bag trailed behind him and 
I could tell that he had barely enough energy to stand, let 
alone clean. He’d just gotten home from the final leg of 
Alfie’s latest solo tour, a three-month jaunt through the 
UK, Australia and New Zealand. 

The empty bottles, glasses, garbage, and an 
untouched buffet of rotting food must have seemed 
insurmountable to him. Yet, he powered through.  

Sara was curled up on the couch with a blanket over 
her legs writing in her journal. She was ignoring Jett. This 
was her passive aggressive way of punishing him for 
leaving her to go with Alfie on his tour. That this was his 
profession, his livelihood, that he had been with her 
throughout her last tour, one that had ended only days 
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before Alfie’s began nine months ago, it meant nothing 
to her. In her eyes, her husband had betrayed her. 

Jett finally spoke. “Where’s Alice?” Sara said 
nothing. “I thought we agreed no more parties while I’m 
away?” Sara shrugged. “Did you bother to check on her 
last night? Or this morning? Or at all for the last three 
months?” She continued to write as if she hadn’t heard 
him. “Do you have any idea if she’s even here, Sara? 
Whether or not she’s hungry? Thirsty? Breathing?” 

Sara slapped the pen down on the pages. “We both 
know you’ve checked on her already. Stop with the 
dramatics.” 

Jett picked up the glass closest to him and hurled it 
at the wall above Sara’s head. It shattered on impact and 
Sara cried out, shielding her head as she leapt out of the 
way of the falling glass. 

“Jesus Christ, Jett!” 
“You don’t deserve the title of mother,” he hissed. 
Sara laughed at him. “I’ve been telling you that for 

years! You’re just now figuring that out?” 
Jett dropped the bag and sat on the couch where 

Sara had been, hanging his head. His rage was contained 
as quickly as it erupted, and he brushed the back of his 
fingers against his cheek. Sara sat beside him. 

“Did he stay here while I was gone?” said Jett. 
“Who?” 
“You know who.” 
I don’t know who he meant. Not Chuck. Not yet. 

Not that I recall. I don’t remember seeing Chuck before 
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the night Alfie came. Or maybe that’s just how my mind 
has remembered it. 

Jett lifted his head and looked at Sara. His normally 
bright eyes were dull, bloodshot, and so very sad. Sara 
examined him, perhaps considering a lie, but she’d never 
been able to lie right to his face. Nobody could. Instead, 
she shrugged.  

Jett nodded. “I thought so.” 
There was a heavy inevitability in his voice. As if 

he’d always known the day would come.  
Sara picked at her fingernails. “You knew what you 

were getting into when you married me.” 
“Did I?” 
“Nobody asked you to marry me," said Sara, and her 

eyes filled with tears. She wiped them quickly. “You only 
married me because of her, Jett. If we’re being honest, 
let’s be honest.” 

He looked away from her and took a deep breath in. 
He wasn’t able to lie to her either.  

Dragging himself to his feet, he picked at the broken 
glass from his short rampage, gingerly placing the larger 
pieces in the bag.  

“I’m sorry for this,” he said. “I haven’t slept in 
days.” 

Sara shrugged, and I knew then what came next. I, 
too, knew this night would come. 

Is that possible? I remember all this happening with 
an understanding that he was about to leave us, but is 
that even possible? At five years old, could I have known 
this? It doesn’t seem possible, does it?  
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Because I think it must have been a huge fucking 
surprise when he went. Why am I remembering it now 
like I knew it was coming? 

“I’ll find a place of my own tomorrow.” Sara 
continued picking at her nails. “And I’m taking her with 
me.” 

Sara’s eyes darted up to him. “Like hell you are,” she 
said, and Jett sighed. “She’s not yours to take. If you want 
to leave, then leave. But you’re leaving us both behind.” 

“So, you’re going to hold me hostage too, then?” 
asked Jett. “Like you’ve held yourself hostage for the last 
six years? Won't you ever forgive yourself?"  

Sara folded her arms and sat back. 
He knelt before her. "Do you think he’s still 

torturing himself after all these years? I just spent the last 
nine months with him and I can tell you that he isn’t. 
He’s moved on. He’s living his life. You need to do the 
same." 

Sara dark eyes were wide as they searched his, and, 
for a moment, I saw who she used to be before I came 
along. I could understand why so many people loved her.  

But did I really? I was on the staircase, after all. I 
could just barely hear them, let alone see them clearly. 
I’m starting to think my mind is fucking with me. What 
other memories has it invented for me? 

The next morning, I sat on the bottom step and 
watched as Jett made his way past me with a suitcase. I 
think it was the one he’d had with him on tour. He set it 
near the front door and took a moment before he turned 
to me. His eyes were red. 
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He crouched to my level. “Come here.” 
I didn't. If I did, I knew he would say goodbye and 

then he would be gone. Maybe if I just stayed put, he'd 
have to stay put too. 

He straightened and walked over to the steps, sitting 
beside me. 

"I know you don't understand any of this.” 
But I understood just fine. I think. 
He shifted so he was crouched in front me and held 

out his hands, palms up. My frown faded, and I tried to 
slap his hands, but he moved them at the last second and 
made an "O" with his thumb and forefinger, holding his 
fingers to his eye.  "Too slow, Cherrio." 

I giggled and he smiled. “There’s that smile,” he 
said. “That's my girl.”  

His voice cracked, and his smile faded. He held out 
his arms and I leapt into them. Holding me tightly, he 
whispered through tears. “I promise I'll be back for you. 
I'll always come back for you.” 

Sara wandered into the foyer then. Her eyes were 
wet and red like Jett's. 

“You're still here?” she said 
Jett wiped his eyes and stood up to face her. I 

grabbed on to his finger and watched Sara from behind 
his leg. 

"Please let me take her.” 
"She's not yours to take.” 
"She doesn't belong here, Sara. You know that." 
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"Alice, come here," said Sara, gesturing for me with 
both hands, but I moved farther behind Jett. "Oh, for 
Christ's sake…" 

She pushed Jett aside and lifted me awkwardly into 
her arms. It was the first time she'd ever held me, at least 
that I could remember, but with this mind…who knows? 
But it felt unnatural. I stiffened and leaned away from 
her. 

"This is what you wanted, Jett," said Sara. "You 
want to leave, so leave. We'll be just fine on our own, 
won't we?" 

I'm pretty sure it was a rhetorical question, so I 
didn’t answer, but even at five years old I knew we would 
not be just fine on our own. Christ. It was a nightmare. 

Jett hesitated and Sara wiggled her wedding ring 
from her finger and launched it at him. It bounced off 
his chest and hit the floor. 

"Take that too. Always hated that thing anyhow.” 
Jett ignored her and the ring, speaking directly to 

me. “I'll come back.” 
Sara shouted. “Get out!” 
And so, he left. They were divorced soon after. Jett 

was no longer my stepfather, and I was alone in that 
house with Sara. It was later that week that I saw Alfie 
for the first time. 

I can’t stop thinking about him tonight. Alfie. I can’t 
stop thinking about the look in his eyes when I attacked 
him at rehearsal. The anger at first, yes, but then…a 
sadness. Not just sadness. He looked despondent.   
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I think back to that night I first saw him, the 
moment when he freaked out and ran away, and I 
remember seeing it in his eyes then, too. Don’t I? 

I think I’m going mad. 
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Chapter 14 
 

Do you know how excruciating a flight from Los 
Angeles to New York is with your dead mother's ex-
boyfriend glaring at you the entire time? Alfie is like a 
parody of a brooding rock star. Rock stars out of their 
natural habitat are a ridiculous bunch as it is but this guy 
takes it to the extreme with his spiffy jackets and tee 
shirts and man scarves and pretty hair. 

To be honest, he looks pretty good most of the time. 
He’s attractive, speaking strictly of his physical looks, but 
not going to tell him that. I’m sure he’s already aware of 
it.  

I brought the journal that was on her nightstand 
with me on the trip to New York. What better way to 
gather up some much-needed confidence for the biggest 
performance of my life than by obsessing over your dead 
mother's journal, in which she doesn't mention you at 
all? 

I felt Alfie's eyes on me as I read through it on the 
jet. All the journals looked relatively the same and 
spanned three decades. I'm sure she wrote in them in his 
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presence when they were together. He must have known 
what is was. I bet he’d love to get his hands on it. I'll bet 
he wonders if she kept writing about him after the break-
up.  

She did keep writing about him after the break-up. 
This journal alone is infested with him and it’s the most 
recent one. If I were nice, I’d let him look at it. If he were 
nice, I’d let him look at it. 

From the tarmac in New York, we were corralled 
into a set of limousines—me, Stuart and Jett in one; Alfie 
and Stephen in the other. As we piled into the cars, I 
wondered if this was how it was with Sara. If she kept 
herself away from Alfie and Stephen off stage, or if they 
kept themselves away from her, to maintain the fragile 
peace between them. 

The limos shuttled us to the hotel that would be our 
home for the next three nights, and I wasn’t prepared for 
the onslaught of people that were waiting for us there. 
Girls younger than me and women older than the men 
screamed for Stephen, Stuart, and Alfie as they emerged 
from the cars. Some men too. Vultures who made a 
living at selling celebrity autographs online tried stepping 
over all of them to get their signatures, but the men did 
a pretty good job on focusing on the genuine fans. 

 Each one seemed to have her favorite. 
Stuart is a modern-day hippie. Kind of. His version 

of a hippie is slightly less organic than an actual hippie. 
He spends a lot of time in the mirror making it look like 
he spends no time there at all. Stuart is the rock star for 
dreamy, poetic girls looking to get back at daddy. 
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Stephen is...well, he’s Stephen. I’m not going to go 
into too much detail about the attractiveness of my 
father. He’s tallish. Lean. He’s clean but often looks 
unwashed. If he’s been drinking too much, his crankiness 
and paranoia add a level of danger to the whole situation. 
He’s the rock star for damaged girls looking to get back 
at daddy. 

Alfie is the requisite dreamboat of the group. The 
eyes, the hair, the attitude, plus he’s a guitarist, and 
guitarists get extra points for that, I think. Of the group 
of people waiting for us at the hotel, Alfie got about fifty 
percent of the attention and Stuart and Stephen split the 
rest.  

The boys took it in stride as if being mobbed by a 
group of strangers was the most natural thing in the 
world, and I suppose it was. They’ve been doing this for 
more than half their lives, much longer than they haven’t 
been. It was all new to me though. The cries of adoration, 
the camera flashes, the frantic requests for pictures.  

I had a small fanbase back home at The Hole but 
they didn’t act that way with me. They hung around after 
the show to say “hey” to me and sometimes we took 
pictures. There was no shouting or crying.  

I noticed that a bunch of the Wonderland fans were 
wearing tee shirts with Sara’s face on them. Most of them 
were. Shirts from Wonderland concerts way back when, 
shirts from her solo tours, shirts from the latest 
Wonderland tour that had been cut short by tragedy.  

And they all ignored me. Not that I cared. They 
pretended not to check me out as I walked past them and 
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into the hotel. The ones who did make eye contact had 
accusation in their eyes.  

The next day, after an uneventful and somewhat 
successful rehearsal at the venue, and a slew of interviews 
that felt incredibly forced and awkward, I skipped the 
planned group dinner (ugh) and went straight up to my 
room. I was nearing the end of her journal and wanted 
to finish it before the show. 

I shouldn't be reading it, but I think a part of me is 
hoping to find something inside it to help me through 
this sham of a tribute. No such luck so far. If this journal 
was the only historical record of Sara’s life, nobody in 
generations to come would ever know she had a child.  

There came a short knock on my door and, before 
I could respond, Jett poked his head inside. His eyes were 
closed. 

“You decent?” he said. 
I dropped the journal to the mattress. “You have a 

key to my room?” 
“Yep.” 
“Why?” 
“I have a key to all the rooms.” 
“That’s not an answer.” 
“Are you decent?” 
“How long will you stand there without an answer?” 
He brought out his stern voice. “Alice.” 
I rolled my eyes. “Yes. I’m decent. Give me a sec to 

hide my drugs though.” 
When his eyes popped opened, I smiled. “Funny,” 

he said, crossing the room. “How’re you feeling?” 
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“Terrified. Horrified. Unqualified.” 
“You’re hardly unqualified.” He tilted his head to 

look at the journal. “What’s that?” 
“Nothing.” 
“Something.” 
“No.” 
“Her journal?”  
“Yes.” 
“So, something, then.” 
He picked it up and sat beside me and I fought the 

urge to grab it from him. I knew he'd tell me to stop 
reading it and then I'd have nobody but myself to blame 
if I didn't listen and became an even more damaged 
human being because of it.  

His eyes scanned the page. “Jesus,” he muttered. 
“Where’d you find this?”  

“On her nightstand.” 
He looked at me. “You went to her house?” 
“Yeah. You gave me the key.” 
“I didn’t think you’d go there.” 
“How long have you known me?” 
He sighed and continued reading. “I’m not sure you 

should be reading this.” 
I shrugged. “It's some pretty good insight.” 
“Insight or insanity?” 
“Insight into insanity?” 
He dropped the diary into his lap. “That's a great 

name for an album.” 
“No, it’s not. And you better get me through 

tomorrow before you line me up for an album.” 
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"Oh, stop," he said, going back to his reading. Even 
Jett was curious about what she wrote about in there. 
“You're going to do fine tomorrow.” 

“Based on what evidence?” He shushed me and so 
I flopped back on the bed. “I’m going to fuck it up.” 

“You’re not going to fuck it up.” 
“I’m going to fuck it up and I’ll finally be revealed 

as the fraud I am.” 
Jett clamped the book shut and set it down. “Well, 

if you do fuck it up, you can always try your hand at 
acting. You have a certain flair for the melodramatic.” 

I narrowed my eyes at him. 
“Listen to me,” he said, pulling at my arm. “Would 

you please listen to me? Come on, sit up.” I did, 
begrudgingly. “You are not going to fuck it up. And 
you’re not a fraud. Why do you think that?” 

“Besides the fact that I hated her, and I don’t know 
a thing about her music, but I’m basically the one 
headlining this fucking thing?” 

“Language. And I don't believe you really hated 
her." I gave him one of my looks, and he wisely moved 
on. “Look, you know the music. You had a bumpy start 
but you’ve got it now. You’re going to do just fine.” 

“And the fraud part?” I asked. 
He considered. “Nobody but me, you and maybe 

your father knows the true extent of the issues between 
you and Sara. Nobody out there will think you’re a 
fraud.” 

Not even he knew the full extent of the issues, but 
I didn’t say that.  
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He stood up. “I have to wrangle up the others and 
get them into bed at a decent hour. Are you going to be 
okay?” 

“Yeah.” 
“Are you sure?”  
“Yes.” 
“Positive?” 
“Yes! Jett, go. I’m fine.” 
“Okay, okay. Call me if you need anything?”  
“Yeah.” 
“And stop reading that thing, at least for tonight. 

Get some sleep?” 
I nodded 
“Goodnight,” he said. 
“Goodnight.” 
As soon as the door closed behind him, I started 

reading again.   
It’s amazing how smoothly things are going. It’s like old times 

again, except we’re all old now. I’m startled by the hag staring back 
at me in the mirror. When did that happen? It seems like only 
yesterday we were out doing this, just kids, but every day the mirror 
reminds me it’s actually been two decades. So much wasted time. I 
keep seeing the same astonishment from the fans when I walk out 
on stage. Astonishment at the hag. They come expecting Sara from 
twenty years ago and instead they get me. It must be a letdown. 

I turned the page. 
Alfie kissed me as we got off the plane today. Just a peck, but 

it was so sweet. He even opened my car door for me. He’s the old 
Alfie again. It’s gone, it seems. His anger. He even asked if I 
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wanted to have dinner while we’re home. I said yes, and I’m so 
happy I could burst. 

Another turn. 
Dinner was amazing. It was us again. Before all this 

insanity. Before...her. But I don’t know if I can trust it. Could it 
really work out this time? Could he love the hag? I keep waiting 
for the other shoe to drop. It always does. The repercussions from 
the last one went on for twenty years… 

I turned in search of her next entry, but the 
starkness of the empty page ripped the air from my lungs.  

That was it. The end of her.  
Without warning, tears she’d never earned were 

sliding down my face.  
Oh, god. I can’t do this.  
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Chapter 15 
 

Thanks to the nice people at Second Fucking Chances 
rehabilitation clinic, I’ve been sober since I was fifteen. 
According to them, if you eliminate alcohol and all other 
substances from your life you also magically expel all 
your problems from your life. I’m sure there’s more to it 
than that, but I wasn’t really paying attention. And after 
a night of no sleep, I decided that right before the 
induction ceremony was the perfect time to tumble off 
the wagon.  

It started in the press line. A press line is a gauntlet 
outside the venue that famous people are led through, 
one by one, like sheep through a barn door, at all the big 
industry events. 

 I’d been to these events before. Jett had brought 
me along to a bunch of them, and I’ve even walked the 
lines with him from time to time, but it’s a lot different 
when you’re the one they want to talk to. 

I was directed by a handler, someone I’ve never met 
who called me by my first name, and directed me to stand 
in a certain spot in front of a wall of photographers.  I 
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was immediately blinded by the flashes from what seems 
like a thousand cameras, and the smile I’d plastered on 
my face felt more forced by the second as the people 
behind the cameras shouted at me. 

 “To your right, Alice!" 
“Alice, straight ahead!” 
“To your left, Alice!” 
Still seeing spots from the flashes, I was shoved 

down a seemingly endless stream of journalist behind a 
red velvet rope, and they all asked me the same fucking 
questions. 

“How are you doing?” 
"What’s it like to be here tonight?"  
"Has it been very hard for you since her death?”  
"Have you learned anything from this experience?" 
"What do you think Sara would say about all this?" 
Alfie was trailing behind me in the line and they 

became bored with me as they spotted him approaching. 
A couple of them tried to get us in the same interview 
space together but I played dumb and moved on. I 
wasn’t about to do that. I’m sure he didn’t mind. 

Stephen was ahead of me in line I couldn’t really 
hear the questions he was asked, but I heard him say my 
name several times. I heard my name from in front of 
me and behind. I could only imagine what the hell Alfie 
was saying about me. 

I could barely breathe by the time I reached the end. 
Jett took me to what would be my dressing room for the 
night. It was a tiny room big enough for only a couple 
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chairs and a small table. So much for the glamorous rock 
star life.  

The second Jett was out of eyesight, I grabbed the 
first person I saw in the hallway and asked him to get me 
a bottle of something alcoholic. I don’t know if this was 
his job. It most certainly wasn’t his job, but he came 
through, appearing only minutes later with a full bottle 
of whiskey in hand.  

I thanked him and offered him a drink, but he 
politely declined. He was at work, after all. I assume. 
Then again, so was I. 

I poured the familiar amber liquid into a small paper 
cup and hoisted it up into my eyeline. Staring at it, an 
internal battle ensued. 

Drink it.  
Don’t drink it. 
No, drink it. 
No, don’t drink it. 
Riveting stuff. 
I got the cup all the way to my lips before I turned 

and dumped it on the floor. 
(Jesus, I dumped it on the floor. And I didn’t clean 

it up.) 
I refilled and held it up again, eyeing it like it was 

opposite me at the O.K. Corral. I brought it to my lips 
two more times, balking each time, and then laughed at 
myself.  

I looked up at the ceiling, talking directly to Sara 
now, “You laughing yet?” 

“She ever answer you?” 
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I whirled around and the whiskey sloshed over the 
rim and down my arm. Alfie was leaning against the 
doorway, arms crossed, with the door propped open by 
his booted foot.  

He was stage-ready in tailored, pinstripe pants that 
were jammed into buckled combat boots. His white 
dress shirt was rolled at the sleeves and unbuttoned to 
his sternum and he was wearing an unbuttoned suit vest 
over top. His trademark top hat was perched on his head 
at the perfect angle and his dark eyeliner made his dark 
gaze pop.  

The Mad Hatter himself. A stunning sight.  
My mouth dropped open and I muttered, “Jesus,” 

hoping he interpreted the declaration as simple surprise 
and not the awe it was.  

The corner of his mouth pulled into a smirk and it 
made him seem dangerous. I understood suddenly, with 
not just a small amount of mortification, why women 
screamed at him all the time. 

“Sorry,” he said. 
I gulped back my drink, finally. “You don’t look 

sorry,” I squeaked out through the burn. I’d forgotten 
how much I liked that burn. 

He shifted his foot and let the door close behind 
him, shutting out the noise in the hallway. We were left 
in deafening silence. In that moment, alone with Alfie in 
the deafening silence, I understood why Sara had 
surrounded herself with noise. 

His rolled-up cuffs revealed a previously-unseen-by-
me tattoo on his forearms. The phrase “SEA of Love” 
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was etched in an artfully-designed heart on his left arm. 
SEA: Sara Elizabeth Adams. 

I watched him approach just as I’d eyed the alcohol 
moments before. But whiskey was an old friend. This 
was an old nemesis; beautiful kryptonite in a top hat and 
combat boots. And my mother’s initials etched into his 
skin. 

He stopped just short of me and, because his boots 
were slightly heeled, and I was barefoot, he loomed over 
me in a way he never had before.  

The silence grew louder, and I realized we’d never 
been alone together before. It was a surreal if not 
completely uncomfortable sensation.  

“So, does she ever answer you?” he asked. 
“Of course not.” 
“Me either.”  
My eyebrows pulled together at that. Did he speak 

to her too?  
Before I could ask him, he continued, “Nervous?” 
I responded too quickly and with more than a little 

defensiveness. “No.”  
He sighed and, if I was interpreting him correctly, 

bowed his head as if to say he understood why petulance 
was my first instinct around him. “You’ll do fine.” 

His niceness was so out of character for him that it 
made me more nervous than I already was. 

“Why are you here?” I asked. “Don’t you have some 
groupies to attend to or something?” 

He dipped his chin and turned his head a notch, 
gazing at me from beneath the brim of his hat, and his 
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stare was penetrating. I couldn’t look away. I’ve often 
been at a loss for words, but this left me temporarily at a 
loss for even thoughts.  

I’ve come to call this the Evans Effect. 
He continued. “That’s more your father’s area of 

expertise.” 
I grimaced. “Oh, gross.” 
“Relax.” He chuckled. “There isn’t any of that here 

tonight.” 
My expression must have been indecipherable to 

him because he did that sidelong look again and his eyes 
were questioning. “What is it?”  

“Did you lose a bet or something?” I asked. 
“What?” 
“You’re being nice to me.” 
“Oh.” He laughed. Alfie Evans laughed. “No bet, 

but I am a bit drunk though.” 
Ah! Cheers.  
His laugh had cleared the narcissistic fog swirling 

around me long enough for me to realize that this night 
wasn’t a hard one for just me. In fact, I realized, it was 
probably more difficult for them. Her bandmates. It 
would be the first time they played together as 
Wonderland without her. 

His eyes drifted to the necklace I’d found at Sara’s 
place, and lifted the pendant from my skin. The Evans 
Effect increases exponentially with physical contact, as it 
turns out.  
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He brushed his thumb over the silver. “This is my 
fingerprint.” Of course, it was. “I gave this to her.” Of 
course, he had. “Where'd you find it?” 

“On her vanity.” 
“The one in her closet?” 
“Yeah, you know it?” He nodded. “How?” 
He looked up at me through the jungle of his 

eyelashes. “I lived there for years, Alice.” 
“You did?” 
It dawned on me then that I knew next to nothing 

about my mother’s life beyond how it had affected my 
life.  Definite narcissist. 

The confusion in his eyes matched how I imagined 
mine looked. “Boy, you guys really were estranged, 
weren’t you?” 

 
“We weren’t estranged. We were strangers,” I told 

him as I moved to take the necklace off. “You can have 
it back.”  

He dropped the pendant and shook his head, 
stepping back. “No, you keep it.” There was a moment 
of hesitation. “What’s hers is yours now, after all.” 

It took me a second. “You heard about her will?” 
He shrugged. “Grapevine’s pretty thin around 

here.” 
“Yeah, well… I think that had more to do with Jett 

than her. I doubt she had any clue what she was signing.” 
“I doubt a lot of things where your mother is 

concerned…” His eyes searched mine. What the hell he 
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was looking for in them, I don’t know. But it was 
impossible to look away. “I don’t get you, Alice.” 

“What don’t you get?” 
His mouth opened to answer and then closed as he 

considered his words. With a feeble shrug, he finally said, 
“Everything.” 

“Well…sorry.” 
That smirk crept back to lips. “You don’t look 

sorry.” 
I felt my face flush and sincerely hoped it was from 

the whiskey, finding it difficult not to smile back. 
“All right. See you out there.” 
He was gone as quickly as he’d arrived. The enigma 

that is Alfie Evans remained exactly that, but I found 
myself wanting to unravel him in a way I never had 
before. 

Some time (and drinks) later, I was retrieved by a 
handler and escorted to the backstage area, which was 
swarming with musicians, inductees and presenters alike. 
You’d think as the child of famous rock stars, I wouldn’t 
be intimidated by other famous people, but you’d be 
wrong. It was as if my childhood music collection had 
come to life around me. These total strangers, as familiar 
to me as my own reflection, offered me condolences and 
words of encouragement with an all-encompassing 
handshake or embrace. 

As this subsided, the panic really started setting in. 
It hadn’t seemed real to me yet, not until that moment, 
that I was actually about to step out on stage with 
Wonderland. In Sara’s place. 
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“You’re going to carve a channel in the floor,” said 
Stuart as he approached, fiddling with a neck tie as he 
watched me pacing.  

"Either I pace or I puke.” 
"I puked on stage once," he said, tugging at his collar 

like a six-year-old, struggling with the tie. He gave up and 
yanked open the top buttons, tossing the tie away. "More 
than once, actually. It was more the whiskey than nerves 
though." 

"You’re not helping…” 
As I turned back to him, Chuck Wall slithered into 

view over Stuart's shoulder and I froze. He was talking 
with a small group of assistants who were fussing with 
his clothes and patted his face with makeup. 

"What’s he doing here?" I asked. 
Stuart glanced over his shoulder to see who I meant 

and then looked back to me, eyes rolling. "He's inducting 
us." 

"What?" 
"I'm not happy about it either, but he produced our 

albums,” said Stuart. “He was the logical choice.” 
I forget sometimes that nobody knows what Chuck 

did to me. I chose to keep it a secret and so my reality 
was much different than everyone else’s. 

The anxiety that had been only marginally paralyzing 
increased exponentially, and I could feel my heart beating 
in my ears.  

I stared hard at Stuart. “He’s the reason she’s dead.” 
Voices in my head reminded me that people could 

and probably were saying the same thing about me. 
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Stuart tried to grab me as I stepped past him, my 
eyes trained on Chuck, but I dodged him. Chuck’s 
expression faltered when he spotted me approaching, 
like he’d seen a ghost, but he recovered quickly enough. 

His mouth formed a grin and he lifted his arms as if 
to embrace me. “Alice! Lovely to see you again, my 
dear.” 

I shoved him hard enough to nearly put him back 
on his ass. “You bastard!” 

Photographers from the biggest publications in the 
industry were floating around the backstage area. The 
camera flashes were nearly instantaneous.  

I shoved him again. “How dare you show your face 
here?” 

He grabbed my wrists to stop me from pushing him 
a third time, but instead of deflecting, he yanked me 
toward him. I lost my footing and toppled into him.  

He put his arms around me to steady me, just like 
he had that night, and I was transported back there. 

“Let me go!” 
Stuart jumped in. “Let her go!” 
“I’m only trying to keep her from falling over,” 

Chuck said, much too calmly. “Looks like somebody got 
into the bottle a bit too early.” 

His assistants joined Chuck in laughing as he held 
court for them, but then he yelped and his grip on me 
loosened and disappeared altogether. 

I turned and was shocked to see Alfie yanking 
Chuck across the room by his neck, thrashing him up 
against the wall. 
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With Alfie in his face, Chuck stood down, holding 
up his hands defensively. 

Alfie released him and backed away slowly. 
“Coward.” 

The cameras continued to record and cheers from 
the clueless crowd signaled Chuck’s cue. He adjusted his 
clothing and straightened his tie, eyes still on Alfie, as he 
was whisked away to the stage.  

Alfie turned to me. “You ok?" 
I nodded a lie. 
“You sure?” He looked me over and put his hand 

on my cheek. “You’re shaking.” 
Evans Effect to the rescue. 
“Whoops, hand check.” Stuart nudged Alfie. “Dad's 

on deck.” 
Alfie shot him a look and dropped his hand, and my 

anxiety materialized again, just like flowers out of a 
magician’s hat. 

“Alice, do you want to talk about what just 
happened?” asked someone I didn’t recognize, jamming 
a recorder in my face, as I watched Jett and Stephen join 
us backstage. 

“What?” I said. 
“What? What just happened?” asked Jett. 
Stuart shoved the man in his face. “Go away.” 
Cheers arose again from the crowd. The lights 

dimmed. 
“Oh fuck,” I muttered. 
Stuart whapped me on the butt. “No turning back 

now.” 
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It was like a nightmare. No, it was a nightmare. 
Come to life.  

Trailing behind the three men, I tried to follow a 
bouncing beam of light from somebody’s flashlight as we 
walked out on stage, but it made me dizzy. Instead, I 
focused on the shimmer off a silver buckle on one of 
Alfie’s boots. 

Alfie and Stephen shook hands at center stage and 
then separated, each headed for his microphone, and 
Stuart loped off to his drum kit. I was left alone in the 
middle, in the shadow of my mother, so heavy it 
threatened to suffocate me.  

When Alfie hit a practice chord, the cheers grew 
louder, and I froze in place.  

Rehearsal was one thing. Rehearsal was in front of 
nobody. There were hundreds out in the crowd, maybe 
thousands, and millions more would eventually see it at 
home. Millions of people who loved Sara. Millions of 
people who would take one look at me and shake their 
heads. 

Poor imitation of her mother. 
Fraud. 
Opportunist. 
The voices in my head murmured in agreement. 
Alfie appeared in my line of sight, offering me his 

hand. I looked at it and then snatched it as if it were a 
lifeline. 

He squeezed my hand. “Breathe, Alice.” 
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Until he said it, I hadn’t realized I’d been holding my 
breath, and I exhaled. The Evans Effect to the rescue, 
again. 

He escorted me to my microphone, and his free 
hand clutched the neck of his guitar. “If you get lost, just 
look at me.” 

I nodded, fiddling nervously with one of my in-ear 
monitors. Before he disappeared back to his mic, he 
kissed the side of my head, and it stunned us both, I 
think, eyes locked each other. It must have been simple 
muscle memory. I’d seen old footage of their concerts 
and he’d done that often with Sara, but the look in his 
eyes right then was indecipherable. It was as if it had 
finally hit him. She was gone forever and I was standing 
in her place. 

As Stuart counted off four beats, Alfie blinked and 
stepped back, and the men launched into the first song 
perfectly on cue.  

Still grappling with his earlier niceness in my 
dressing room, his chivalrous defense of me with Chuck 
backstage, his awareness of my nerves and his 
attentiveness to them, and then the kiss, with my head 
also spinning somewhat from the whiskey, I very nearly 
missed my first cue. But only almost, and that’s all that 
counts. I have no idea what the performance looked like, 
but I didn’t miss any fucking cues, and I got all the lyrics 
exactly right.   

When the final song ended, we were supposed to 
gather together at center stage, but I couldn’t stomach 
the thought of standing there with them, where she 
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should be, while the crowd stood to honor Sara with, 
what was sure to be, a thunderous applause. Singing her 
songs was one thing. Accepting praise for it was another.  

So as my part in the performance concluded, I 
stepped back into the darkness at the back of the stage. 
As I did, a giant photograph of Sara, three stories high, 
appeared on the screen in back of us, illuminating me in 
her light, forcing me out of the shadows. 

“Sara Adams,” it said, and, beneath her name, the 
year of her birth preceded the year of her death. The 
years were separated by a dash. All that she was, all she 
had accomplished, whittled down into a tiny dash mark 
after her death. 

In the photo, she was smiling wide, and her brown 
eyes were full of laughter. There wasn’t a harsh line on 
her face; no hint of bitterness or contempt in her smile. 
A voice in my head pointed out how they’d chosen a 
photo from before I was born. The voice sounded an 
awful lot like Sara. 

“She's probably dead because of you" it said. 
Abandoning the stage, suddenly unable to find any 

air, I slipped into the darkness backstage. Gasping 
suddenly for air, in a full-on panic, my eyes scanned the 
area around me as they slowly adjusted to the darkness. 
I decided the voice was right. She was dead because of 
me. 

Searching around, becoming desperate, breathing 
became even more difficult. I hoped to find Jett 
careening around the corner to check on me but instead 
my gaze fell on Chuck, who was still lurking backstage. 
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He was watching me, half-hidden behind a stack of road 
cases.  

It was as if the scar on my wrist, hidden completely 
behind a black leather band I always wore around that 
write, recognized his presence because it began to throb. 
Eyes locked on Chuck’s, I brushed my thumb over the 
scar and my pulse beneath it was a reminder that she was 
dead and I was still alive. 

She was dead because of me, and Chuck was back 
in my life, and for a moment, I wished that he would 
close the distance between us and pump me full of 
heroin again. I longed for its warmth. Maybe he’d use too 
much this time and I would just fade away. Maybe then 
he’d have to pay for his sins. 

Backing away, I bypassed the press room, where I 
was supposed to be in about ten minutes, along with the 
rest of the band, for a post-performance Q&A.  

Instead, I grabbed my bag from my room, found the 
nearest exit and walked out.  

It was only once I was outside in the cold evening 
air, away from them all, that my breath finally returned. 
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Chapter 16 
 
Humans are the only creatures on the planet who will 
sense danger and run into it, instead of away. Did you 
know that? I read that somewhere. I think it’s because of 
our so-called evolved intelligence. Opposable thumbs 
and the ability to rationalize away the dangers our 
instincts are screaming at us to avoid at all costs. That’s 
what we’ve got. 

So, today is the big announcement that I’ll be joining 
Wonderland on tour when they resume it. 

The hall of fame ceremony aired on one of the 
premium cable channels last week. I haven't watched it 
yet and probably never will, but apparently it was deemed 
a success or we wouldn’t be going through with the 
revamped tour.  

A photo of me from that night has been circulating 
in the media. It’s haunting me, and has been a source of 
much discussion on the internet, which I refuse to quit 
reading.  

It’s a shot of me on stage and I’m staring up at Sara 
on the big screen. Objectively speaking, it’s a stunning 
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photograph. My face is bereft as I gaze up at my dearly 
departed mother who remains larger than life even in 
death. By the angle of the shot, it appears as if Sara is 
smiling down at me.  

“Sara watches over Alice,” most of the captions 
read. 

 The photographer deserves ever dollar she gets for 
how beautifully she captured that lie. 

Now that the tour is officially a go, I was told I 
would need to sign a contract with the promoter. These 
are the same people who threatened to sue the band six 
months ago, but I guess everybody are friends again now.  

Sara collapsed after the first of what would have 
been eight shows at the Hollywood Bowl in Los Angeles. 
Those eight shows would have wrapped up the first leg 
of the US and Canada leg of the tour. Sara and her boys 
would have stayed at home in LA, gotten some rest, and 
then headed off for the second leg about a month later.  

There was discussion this week (I’m told) about 
whether or not the new tour should pick up where the 
old one left off, with those seven ill-fated Los Angeles 
dates, or if the remaining dates should be rescheduled as 
a completely revamped tour. Thankfully, the revamp 
won out decidedly. It’s rare that any act would start a tour 
in Los Angeles where their celebrity peers congregate for 
entertainment. Most bands prefer to start elsewhere in 
the country and work out any potential kinks before 
reaching their buddies back home in LA.  
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With me at the helm, the list of potential kinks is like 
a mile long. I'd be okay if we just skipped LA all together, 
but I guess that isn't an option. 

So we’ll be starting the new tour in Columbus, Ohio 
a year to the day that the original Wonderland started its 
reunion tour. I’m not positive the powers that be are 
aware of this, but I can’t imagine they’re not. They will 
tie Sara to this goddamn tour in every way possible, and 
rightly so, I suppose. Looking at it objectively, this makes 
sense. Tying Sara to it will keep the fans happy. Keeping 
the fans happy means more money for everybody. 
Except the fans.  

Looking at it the only way I can seem to look at it, 
highly subjectively, I think tying her to it is exploitative 
as fuck, but nobody asked me.  

It’s true that there might have been some financial 
difficulties had we not gone through with this, but, in the 
end, now, everybody is going to end up with heaps more 
money than if Sara hadn’t died. The merchandise options 
alone are outrageous, both in quantity and cost. Anything 
they can plant Sara’s name or face on will be made 
available at the merchandise tables at venues: t-shirts, 
sweatshirts, coffee mugs, tote bags, tea cups (mad ones,) 
shot glasses, full-sized posters, half-sized posters, 
quarter-sized posters, playing cards, necklaces, rings. I 
think I even saw a snow globe on the list.  

My offhanded suggestion that they fill the snow 
globes with cocaine instead of fake snow as a genuine 
homage to Sara resulted in one of the sternest looks I’ve 
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ever gotten from Jett. That poor man. But come on. That 
was funny.  

Oh, there will also be crap at the merchandise booth 
with me on them. There was a photographer here last 
week taking photos for this purpose.  

That is a very awkward thing for me. Assuming 
anybody buys them, my face is going to be out walking 
the streets on a complete strangers’ clothing, or tacked 
to their walls or crammed in their kitchen cabinets. It's 
weird. 

As a bonafide member now, I was invited to my first 
band meeting last night, and what a treat that was. Jett 
brought up the idea of me playing rhythm guitar on the 
tour, which was something I had just assumed I’d be 
doing, but that got Alfie up and marching around in a 
hurry. That man should drink more because he’s a lot 
nicer to me when he’s tipsy. 

“No way,” he said. 
Jett sighed. “Why not?” 
I piped up. “Let me guess. It’d be like spitting on 

her grave?” 
Alfie shot me a look as Jett said, “That’s 

inappropriate, Alice.” 
Over his shoulder, a grin pulled at the corner of 

Alfie’s mouth, and I narrowed my eyes at him.  
I shoved back into the couch, muttering, “This 

whole thing is inappropriate." 
“There we agree,” said Alfie. 
“What the hell’s wrong with my playing?” 
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“It took you a full month to learn, and I use that 
term very loosely here, five songs for the Hall of Fame, 
and that was just lyrics,” said Alfie, turning to Jett. “We 
don’t have the time it’ll take to teach her the lyrics and 
chords to 18 more songs.” 

It really sucks having the exact insecurities that keep 
you up at night thrown in your face. He was right, of 
course, but still, screw him. 

Jett sighed. “You’ve agreed to this tour, Alfie. At 
some point you’re going to have to come to terms with 
the fact that she's here.”  

“He hasn't done that in twenty years,” I muttered. 
Alfie drew in a breath. “Can I talk?”  
I gestured for him to continue with an exaggerated 

sweep of my arm. 
"I agreed to do this tour,” he said. “And I’ll do it. 

But I don't have to come to terms with a goddamn thing 
where she’s concerned.” 

"See?" I said to Jett. 
Stephen sighed. "Enough Alice.  
Everybody stopped and looked at him. 
“Pardon?” I asked. 
“Just…stop it. You’re acting like a child.” 
After almost 21 years, my father chose that moment 

to finally try and act like one.  
“And you raised me to be better than this?” 
Beside me, Stuart winced. 
“Oh, good.” Alfie flopped down beside Jett and 

pulled out his cigarettes. “Family therapy time.” 
“Oh, fuck off,” I told him. 
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Jett cleared his throat. “Alice.” 
“Alice. Alice,” I mimicked, feeling my petulance 

ramping up. “He’s the one being the dickhead.” 
As he lit a cigarette, Alfie scoffed and shook his 

head. 
“It’s going to take some time to learn how to 

navigate this situation together,” said Jett. “It would be 
best to start that now.” 

I stood up. “Okay, well, since everybody thinks I’m 
the problem, I’ll go.” 

 “I don’t think you’re the problem,” said Stuart, 
lifting his finger. “Alfie’s definitely showing classic signs 
of dickheadedness.” 

Not even Stuart could make me smile. My bad 
mood had drifted into miserable territory. 

"Can I go?" I asked Jett. 
"No, we haven’t even discussed anything yet.” 
"Does anybody want my input?" 
Alfie answered quickly. "No.” 
“Great. Just tell me where to be and when, Jett.” 
I grabbed my bag and, to prove Stephen’s point that 

I was acting like a child, I knocked his drink out of his 
hand on my way out of the basement. 

I was one week into refusing to talk to any of them, 
with three weeks left to go before we went into 
rehearsals, when Alfie showed up at my apartment, with 
his go-to guitar and an expression on his face that 
suggested barely-suppressed irritation.  

“How’d you know I live here?” I asked as I 
considered slamming the door in his face. 
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“Jett.” 
“Of course.” 
“Can I come in?” 
“Why?” 
He sighed. “We’ve come to the understanding that 

you playing rhythm guitar… makes sense.” 
I perked up and did my best to not openly express 

the sense of satisfaction his statement brought me. 
“We?” I asked. 
“The band.” 
“You guys voted?” 
“Yeah.” 
The sense of satisfaction grew stronger. “You lost?” 
“Are you going to let me in or no?” he asked and his 

tone was deliciously exasperated.  
Fighting a smile, I stepped aside and waved him in. 
“Thank you,” he said, lugging himself and the guitar 

inside. “Where can we set up?” 
“Set up?” 
“Yeah.” He hoisted the guitar as if I hadn’t already 

seen he was lugging his stupid guitar around. “You have 
a music room or something?” 

“I have a bedroom and my guitar is in it. Does that 
count?” 

He looked around. “No studio?” 
“Nope. This is my entire apartment.” 
His guitar dropped back to his side and stepped in a 

slow circle as he looked around, his mouth agape. “This 
is it?” 

“Yeah. Welcome to the 99 percent.” 
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His eyeballs rolled up into his skull. “Please. You 
just inherited a literal fortune. I know for a fact you’re 
richer than me now.” 

He was right. Sara’s net worth exceeded his by close 
to ten million dollars. It seemed we’d both been 
Googling. 

“Well, we can’t do this here, can we?” he continued. 
“Do what?” 
He sighed. “Do you want to play rhythm on tour?” 
“Yes.  
“Why?” 
“Well, because I don’t really know what to do with 

my hands on stage if I’m not playing guitar.” 
On a blink, the annoyance in his eyes was replaced 

by amusement and he chuckled. “Yeah, I noticed.”  
My eyes narrowed. “Nice.” 
He laughed again and shook his head, holding up his 

hand. “No, I’m sorry, no. I understand. I don’t either. 
When was the last time you saw me on a stage without a 
guitar?” 

He must have been drinking. 
He cleared his throat and took a moment to 

compose himself. “Do you think the allotted month of 
official rehearsal time is enough for you to learn 
everything you need to learn before we leave?” 

I considered. “Probably not.” 
“Right. So, go on, then. Grab your stuff. We’ll go 

over to my studio and start now. Maybe by some miracle 
we’ll actually be able to pull this ridiculous charade off.” 
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So I did, and Alfie and I spent the next three weeks 
together in his home studio. He showed me the chords 
and basic arrangements of about 40 Wonderland songs 
on the list of choices for the tour. Only 25 or so would 
end up on the final set list but that list would be chosen 
later, as we moved through rehearsals. 

And, while I know he only did it out of a sense of 
self-preservation and band-preservation, thanks to Alfie, 
I went into official tour rehearsals with confidence and 
more than a little excitement. 

I’m not sure how I feel about that. 
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Chapter 17 
 

Touring is a blur. All of it. I didn’t expect this. There’s 
absolutely no difference from one day to the next. 
Except for the big ones, cities look pretty much the same 
from the back seat of a car or high up in a hotel. It’s hard 
to keep straight where the hell we are from day to day. 

And, man, is it exhausting. 
Before each show, Jett scrawls the name of the city 

we’re in on the wall backstage at the bottom of the steps. 
Apparently, Stephen is notorious for forgetting where 
they are and has blurted out the wrong city on stage from 
time to time. I couldn’t see how that was possible until I 
did it at only our third stop.  

These people take their hometowns seriously too. 
It’s endearing. I couldn’t care less about Los Angeles. I 
think LA is a hell hole and certainly wouldn’t cheer for 
it, but the mere mention of the city we’re in on any given 
night sends the fans into a tizzy. They get really pumped 
up when one of us says it’s the greatest city with the best 
fans in the world.  
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I’ve seen some of the same faces in the crowd from 
city to city, and these people know the truth: We tell 
every crowd that their city is the greatest city with the 
best fans in the world, even if their city sucks and they 
are boring. Those are the secrets you share with the fans 
who make a pilgrimage of the tour. 

I really thought touring would be more exciting. I 
suppose my attitude about it doesn’t help. If I could just 
remember that it’s a privilege to do what I’m doing, and 
that just about any struggling musician would swap lives 
with me to be able to do it, that would help. But, instead, 
I drag my ass from jet to hotel, hotel to venue, venue to 
hotel, hotel to jet like I’m off to have my teeth drilled. 

 It would also help me to stay off the Internet. I stay 
up way too late most nights scouring it for any mention 
of my name and then over-analyze every comment made 
by journalists and total strangers.  

Most people are nice. Some are not.  
I’ve been accused of trying too hard to be like Sara 

and also of trying too hard not to be her. Many times, 
these accusations have come from the same people 
about the same performance and it’s really fucking 
confusing. 

Look, I’m not trying to be Sara. I’m just trying to 
sing her songs the best way I know how. I can’t help it if 
I sound like her. I’m her kid. 

And the theories being thrown around about our 
situation as a band range from entertaining to 
outrageous. 
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The growing fascination with me and Alfie is 
disturbing. People talk about the two of us so much that, 
twice now, the nickname they’ve come up with for us 
(“hashtag” #Eviarty) has been trending on social media.  

One theory is that he and I are having an affair.  
The second is that he is my biological father.  
The latter theory beats the former on my revulsion-

o-meter by just a hair. I can handle people thinking we’ve 
taken to swapping our DNA. I cannot handle people 
thinking we share it. 

The affair thing is somewhat understandable. Gross, 
but understandable. I almost expected that.  

Sex sells and I’m sure this aspect was floating 
around Jett’s mind when he suggested I join the tour.  

(If Alfie and I were actually having an affair, Jett 
would have an epic shit-fit, but the idea of it in order to 
help sell tickets, sure.) 

Here’s why the affair thing is understandable. The 
only reason a lot of people became fans of Wonderland 
to begin with was because Sara and Alfie were a couple. 
The world loves it when beautiful people get together. 
The great music the band created together had them 
sticking around, but Sara and Alfie’s relationship walked 
them in the door. It would be a natural, albeit fucked-up, 
transition to wonder if he was now sleeping with her 
daughter. It would be almost the next logical chapter in 
the saga of Wonderland. 

But the biological father thing…ugh. I need them to 
just stop it. Stephen hasn’t always been the best 
influence, or ever been the best influence, but he is my 
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dad. He stuck around, in his own way. He was there 
while I was growing up, if not always all that aware he 
was there. 

Alfie bailed forever at the very first mention of me. 
What really bothers me is…and, man, I know it’s 

not true, I know he isn’t my father, but some of the stuff 
these people offer up as evidence of their theory really 
fucks with my head. If I wasn’t me, if I didn’t look so 
much like Stephen, it would really make me wonder.  

The strongest bit of proof they have is that I play 
guitar like him.  And they’re right. We have very similar 
styles of playing, but there’s a reason for it that doesn’t 
include shared genes. 

 I play guitar like Alfie because I learned how to play 
by watching him play. That’s how sad my life is. Arguably 
my greatest talent in life comes from watching videos of 
a man who hates my very existence.  

We’re fifteen shows in now and it's getting harder to 
be up there every night. It’s an awful feeling to know 
everybody wishes it was her up there and not me, 
including the people sharing the stage with me.  

There are points during the show when Alfie and I 
turn and sing to each other. It’s just part of the show. 
Perfunctory. A little treat for those dirty minds out there 
who hope we’ve become a couple.  

But every time, every time, he’s expecting to see her 
when he turns. I know it. He gets so lost in it when he’s 
performing. He forgets she’s gone.  

In those moments, he's the Alfie in those pictures I 
found at Sara's, the young man untouched by time and 
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success. He’ll turn to me with this loveable and 
contagious exuberance, almost child-like, and then his 
mind registers that it’s me there next to him. Not her. 
And I can see his heart breaking.  

He catches himself quickly enough. He’ll blink and 
with one tick of his head, ever-so-slight, as if he’s erasing 
his mind of her like an Etch-a-Sketch in order to be able 
to finish out the song, he recovers. 

It’s subtle. I doubt anybody else even notices it but 
I do.  

It’s crushing. I know I say I hate him, and I probably 
do, but I don’t wish the pain I see in his eyes in those 
seconds on anybody. He loses her again and again, night 
after night. Because of me. 

They see her too, the audience. They see whatever 
part of her lives in me, I think. They see the young Sara-
in-Wonderland they were denied all those years. Because 
of me. 

Nobody sees me. Not really. As one reviewer put it, 
"Alice is a haunting reminder of what the music world 
lost when it lost her mother." 

If it’s getting harder to be on stage, it’s becoming 
damn near impossible to be in my room by myself. All I 
do once I’m in there is dwell on everything that 
happened on stage. I’m understanding more and more 
why Sara surrounded herself with noisy people, and I’m 
not ready to understand a damn thing Sara did or didn’t 
do. 

Most nights off, I end up at the bar of whatever 
hotel we’ve taken over. I don’t get noticed as much as 
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the men do, or maybe people just don’t care to talk to 
me, and if you think that is yet another thing for me to 
dwell upon, you are correct.  

Tonight, Stuart wandered into the hotel with the 
night's conquest on his arm. This one was an unsteady 
toothpick blond in what appeared to be a delicate state 
of sobriety. 

He spotted me and whispered something to her 
before setting out across the lobby. It took him a full five 
minutes to reach me because of fans approaching him 
for autographs and pictures, and he handled it like a 
gentleman; as gentlemanly as he can seem with a drunken 
sorority girl waiting in the wings. 

He greeted me with one of his hugs. "Hey, Little 
One.” 

"Don't call me that,” I replied, shoving away his hug. 
He held up his hands defensively and cursed under 

his breath as he settled onto the barstool next to me. 
"You’re cranky.” 

“Yes.” 
“You want to talk about it?"  
He gestured for the bartender. As she prepared his 

drink, I swirled mine around and stared miserably into 
my glass. “You knew her well, right?” 

“Who?” 
“Sara.” 
“Oh. Well, I didn't know her as well as the other 

three," he said, making a crude sexual gesture with his 
finger and fist. I laughed and he leaned into me with his 
shoulder. "Hey, a smile! I knew her well enough. Why?” 
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“What was she like back then?” 
“Back when?  
“Before I was born.” 
“Oh.” 
“The truth.” 
“Oh, shit. The truth?” He cringed, hesitating. I 

thought he might lie despite my please, but then he 
shrugged. "Happier." 

“I thought so.” 
“But a lot happened right before you were born.” 
“Yeah, because she got pregnant.” 
“No, not just because of that.” He considered. 

“Well, yeah, pretty much because of that.” 
“No wonder she hated me.” 
“She didn't hate you.” 
I swallowed my drink, remembering once again how 

much I loved the burn. “She didn't like me very much.”  
He was watching me but I didn’t look at him, so he 

tasted his drink. I watched him nod approvingly at his 
drink in my peripheral vision. 

“You know… I remember this one time… I was at 
your house for something. Sara’s house. I can’t 
remember what.” 

“A party?” 
“Yes, that’s it. It was a party.” My eyes rolled. It was 

always a party. “Jett was still around then and you ran 
inside with me when I arrived. You were tracking dirt in 
the house with your little bare feet. And do you know 
what Sara did when Jett hollered at you for it?” 

“Beat me?” 
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He gave me a look that bordered on stern. “She 
went outside, grabbed a handful of dirt, brought it inside, 
and threw it in the air over Jett as he was cleaning up 
your original mess.” 

I looked at him. “You’re making that up.” 
“I am not!” he said, and he sounded genuinely 

insulted. “She had you both dancing in the mess. 
Laughing. Even Jett didn’t say mad long.” 

I remained skeptical. “Why don’t I remember that?” 
“I don’t know. You were only like four.” 
“I still think I’d remember it.” 
“Are you calling me a liar?” 
“No, but you have been known to partake of certain 

hallucinogens.” 
His ensuing narrow-eyed stare down suggested I 

wasn’t wrong. “I didn’t hallucinate it. It happened. 
Scout’s honor.” 

“Were you a Boy Scout?”  
Foiled again. “No,” he muttered. “But it did 

happen.” 
As I contemplated his story, I remembered 

something and spun around on the stool. Stuart's date 
was pacing the lobby with her nose stuck down in her 
phone. 

“Your play thing is getting bored.” 
Stuart turned too. Leaning back against the bar, we 

watched her together.  
I did my best to ignore the people around the room 

who were attempting to be sneaky about taking our 
picture with their phones. 
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“I forgot about her,” he said. 
“And here I was thinking it was true love.” 
His eyes narrowed again. “It might do you a bit of 

good to find a play thing of your own.”  
Images of Chuck from That Night traipsed their 

way through my mind and I squeezed my eyes closed and 
shook my head. “I don't play well with others.” 

“You haven't even tried.” He leaned in closer and 
his smile was devilish. "If you want, I could ditch the 
blond and...” 

I almost choked on my drink. “Oh, gross. You’ve 
known me since I was born.”  

He shrugged that off. As I said, Stuart is absolutely 
shameless but somehow also perfectly harmless.  

Perfectly harmless to me, anyhow. Blondie in the 
lobby would not be having a great morning if she was 
looking for anything long-term from him. (By the looks 
of things, she was not.) If I had attempted to take him 
up on his offer, he would have tried to ground me. 

“Plus, you're like a hundred.” 
His smile faded. “Oh, fuck off.” 
Grateful for the distraction of his company, I 

laughed. “Go wrangle up that poor girl before she 
wanders off on her own. It's a scary world out there for 
a child.” 

“She's not that young.” 
“Debatable.” 
“You should see who your dad is with.”  
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I groaned. “No, no. I had the unfortunate 
displeasure of running into him with one of them the 
other night. Literally.” 

Three nights before, I’d been out of my room and 
foraging for a vending machine when a room door 
opened and out popped a groupie. She was easy to 
identify as one. They all look the same: young, vapid, 
leggy.  

It took her a few seconds as we stared at each other 
but eventually she got there. “Oh my god, you’re Alice!” 
she squealed, throwing her arms around me. 

I was hoping that I’d wandered by Stuart’s room, 
but, as she was hugging me, Stephen appeared from 
behind her in nothing but his boxer shorts.  

When he saw that it was me, he scratched the back 
of his head and mustered up the decency to look slightly 
chagrined.  

Releasing me, the woman-child turned back to him. 
“Do you know where my friends went?” 

If her friends had been in his room, I would have 
found the nearest window and launched myself out of it, 
but he shook his head. “Sorry, love. I only had eyes for 
you tonight.” 

Ha! What a line. I’d been on stage with him earlier 
in the evening and he’d had eyes for a hell of lot more 
than her. Anything in his line of sight that shrieked and 
bounced in his general direction was rewarded with his 
attention. 
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She bought it though, of course. Who am I to judge? 
My daddy issues certainly rivaled hers. The damaged 
must stick together. 

“I had fun,” she said to him. “Thanks.” 
“Me too, baby,” he said and my appetite was 

destroyed possibly for good. “Get home safely." 
“Nice to meet you,” she said to me and I nodded 

with a fake smile as she teetered off for the elevators on 
heels so high she could barely manage. 

I shook my head shook my head at him. 
“What? I didn’t know you were out here.” 
“That’s the problem? You didn’t know I was out 

here? Not that she’s the same age as me?” I glanced back 
down the hall as she wobbled into the elevator. “If that.” 

“She’s 22.” 
“So she says,” I muttered.  
I started back to my room in the opposite directions 

the girl had gone.  
He called out. “Where are you off to?” 
“The arms of a man who is your age.” I glanced over 

my shoulder in time to see him cringe. “It would serve 
you right if I really was.” 

He had smiled, and, begrudgingly, I smiled back. 
Back at the bar, Stuart appeared to be thinking back. 

“St. Louis?” 
“Saint Paul.” 
He nodded approvingly. “Ah yes.” 
“Yes. Sweet girl. Hopefully out of high school.” 
“Alfie doesn’t know what he’s missing.” 
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“What do you mean?” And I wasn’t sure I wanted 
to know the answer to my next questions. “Who is he 
with?”  

“Himself, I imagine.” 
“He doesn’t…” I gestured toward the blondie in the 

lobby. 
“Oh god, no.” 
“Really?” 
“Disgusting, isn’t it? A man with his looks and his 

talent having the morals of a church elder.” He stood up 
and stretched and scratched his scrawny belly where his 
shirt rode up. “If I had to guess, I’d say he’s up in his 
room snuggling with one of his guitars.” 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Chapter 18 
 

Ten minutes and two drinks later, I was knocking on 
Alfie’s room door. I just couldn’t believe Stuart was 
telling the truth about him. I also couldn’t believe I was 
so interested in it, but first things first. 

Alfie leaned his head against the door as he opened 
it and sighed. “How did you know this was my room?” 

He was wearing black pajama bottoms and a white 
tee shirt, and had eyeglasses I’d never seen before 
perched on his nose. He looked downright wizened. 
Church elder, indeed.  

“Jett.” 
“It’s always Jett, isn’t it?” 
“In my experience, yes,” I said. “Can I come in?” 
Taking more than a moment to decide, he turned 

back into the room without answering. I took that as 
consent to follow, stopping the door before it closed in 
my face.  

Inside, he settled back down on the floor in the 
middle of a scattering of paper where, I assumed, I had 
roused him from.  
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I looked around for any sign of someone from my 
generation but there was none. His bed was still made 
UP from housekeeping. 

Hmm. 
Sitting down on the floor against the wall adjacent 

him, I stared at his profile. “Am I interrupting?” 
“Yes,” he said, too quickly. 
“Do you want me to go?” 
As they all seemed to be, his response to me was 

slow in coming. “Do whatever you want.” 
He played his guitar, stopping every now and again 

to jot something down on various pieces of paper. 
“Is that something new?” 
“Have you heard it before?” he said. 
“No.” 
“Then it’s new, isn’t it?” 
I thought he was giving me his usual shit, but his 

eyes shifted and he dipped his head, looking at me over 
the rim of his glasses. There was a twinkle in his eyes that 
suggested he was only teasing. It was damn near 
endearing and I almost smiled.  

His gaze lingered and he continued to play as he 
looked me over. Not in a creepy way either. Not exactly 
paternal but…close.  

“What?” I asked. 
“You look like shit.” 
I snorted a laugh. “Gee, thanks.” 
“Not sleeping?” 
“Not well.”  
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He nodded, and in the span of one bar of music, the 
song he was playing changed to Little One, and I 
couldn’t help the smile at my lips when I recognized it.  

“Is that really about me?” He shrugged “Well, I’ll 
deny it if asked but I’ve always loved it.” 

He finally returned the smile and then averted his 
eyes, returning to the original song.  

As I watched him, I imagined him as a younger man, 
my age, working on music like this, only with Sara in the 
room instead of me.  

They’d already completed their first album and tour 
by the time they were my age, and were working on the 
second. They’d become global superstars overnight, 
born of quiet moments like this where all that mattered 
was the music. 

I dug through my bag and found the photos from 
Sara’s nightstand. I turned them over in my hands and 
considered whether or not to give them to him. 

He dipped his head again, this time looking at the 
photos. The music continued. “Did you bring me a gift?” 

I tossed them over in front of him and he stopped 
playing, cocking his head to look at them.  

“I thought maybe you’d want them back.” 
He set the guitar aside and rifled through the stack. 

“Where’d you find these?” 
“On her nightstand.” His shoulders slumped and his 

chin dropped to his chest. “Shit, I didn’t mean to upset 
you.” 
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“Oh, sure you did,” he said, laughing a humorless 
laugh. His eyes were wet when he looked up. “But I 
deserve it, don’t I?” 

He hopped to his feet with more agility than I 
thought a man his age should be capable of, wiping his 
eyes quickly with the back of his hand as he ventured 
across the room to the mini-bar.  

“Dark or light?” he asked. 
I strained my neck to see what he meant. There were 

tiny bottles of liquor on the door lined up by color. 
“Dark.” 

He turned and tossed one of them across the room 
to me. “Glass?” 

“Nah.” 
He returned to the floor and abandoned his guitar, 

leaning against the bed instead. He was facing me now 
with his head back against the bed. I wondered if he 
knew how penetrating his stare was and shifted uneasily 
in my spot. I was starting to understand Stephen’s 
drunken paranoia.  

“Those photos were taken the week we met, me and 
your mother. Before she was in the band.” 

I felt his pain in the space between us and thought 
that her death had probably hit him hardest of all.  

“Can I ask you something without you getting 
pissed off at me?” I said. 

He half-laughed, half-scoffed. “Let’s say yes.” 
“You loved her.” 
He swigged from his tiny bottle. “That’s not a 

question, Alice.” 
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“Why didn’t you just come back to her? That’s all 
she ever wanted,” I said and his eyes darted over to me. 
I continued quickly. “And I don’t say that to hurt you, I 
just…I don’t know. I guess I don’t know if you knew 
that or not.” 

“There’s not a simple answer to that, Alice.” 
“I mean, I get why you had to step away for a while. 

Obviously. I can even understand why you couldn’t be 
in a band with her anymore, but…why didn’t you even 
try to come back to the relationship? Eventually, I mean. 
All she ever wanted was just… another chance with 
you.”  

His eyes shifted slowly to the ground between his 
feet and he didn’t respond. 

“It was because of me, right?” I asked. 
“What?” 
“You didn’t come back to her because I was there.” 
“Is that what you think?” 
It had never dawned on me that he wouldn’t have 

realized that’s how I’ve always seen things, and I felt my 
eyebrows furrowing. “Well…yeah.” 

The look in his eyes was shifting from the sadness 
to…something else. If I had to put a word to it, I’d have 
called it regret. Regret at what though, I couldn’t even 
guess. 

“I mean…forget it. I just… I think you’re the only 
one who ever really knew her, you know? The only one 
she ever let see the real her,” I said. “I just…I wonder 
what that was like.” 
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He had no response for me, at least nothing he 
wanted to share, so he picked up his guitar and started 
playing again.  

I got up and left.  
 

*** 

Jett lugged a barely-conscious Stephen through the 
door of his hotel room and sat him on his bed. Stephen 
peeled his shirt off sloppily and threw it as Jett helped 
him get his shoes off. 

“Come on, under the covers,” prodded Jett as 
Stephen flopped back. “No, no. On your side. Your side, 
Stephen.” 

Stephen obliged, with difficulty, as Jett’s phone 
chimed. He pulled it from his pocket and looked at the 
screen, cursing quietly. 

“We’re both getting too old for this, you know,” he 
said, patting Stephen’s shoulder, but the other man was 
already passed out. 

Downstairs, Jett was greeted by the panicked-
looking hotel manager as the elevator doors opened. 

“I wasn’t sure what to do,” he said, leading Jett 
quickly across the lobby. 

Just outside the front doors of the hotel there was a 
swarm of photographers. Jett’s first thought was that 
Stuart had done something stupid but then he saw Alice. 

“Fucking vultures!” she shouted, swaying 
precariously and lashing out at the group around her. 

Jett dashed to her, throwing an elbow at any of the 
paparazzi that didn’t immediately make room for him. 
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As he reached her, she turned and swung at him. 
Her fist only grazed his face and she shoved away from 
him, landing spread eagle on the sidewalk. The camera 
flashes grew more intense and the crowd collapsed in on 
her. 

“Fuck off!” he yelled, fighting his way to her and 
yanking her to her feet.  

With the doorman’s help, he was able to get her 
inside the hotel where the photographers could not 
follow.  

He dragged her across the lobby and around the 
corner to the elevator bay, out of sight of the sea of 
cameras. He punched the “up” button and set out to 
catch his breath as she leaned on him heavily. Her eyes 
were closed and face upturned to him, and the smell of 
alcohol on her breath was strong. 

“What in the hell are you doing?” 
“I needed some fresh air,” she slurred. 
She looked and sounded exactly like Stephen, and 

his heart cracked. 
"Found it in a bar, did you?” he muttered with more 

annoyance in his voice than he intended. 
As the elevator arrived, she pushed away from him 

and walked in by herself. He followed, leaning against the 
wall as she settled back against the railing opposite him. 

She was eying him with what could only be called 
accusation in her eyes. 

"Alice, what is it?" 
"Nothing.”  
"Something.” 
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She blinked unevenly. "What could I possibly have 
to say to you, Jett?" 

The "ding" of the elevator signaled their arrival on 
their floor. He tried to help her out, but she wouldn’t 
allow it, wrestling free of his grasp.  

She had trouble with her room key and so he 
snatched it from her and unlocked the door. 

"Alice, please talk to me.” 
She ignored him as she stepped into her room.  He 

held up the key to return it to her.  
“Keep it, Gatekeeper,” she said, closing the door in 

his face. 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 19 
 

We’ve hit show number 30. 30 shows in 45 days. Christ. 
Tonight is our fourth show in as many nights. I can feel 
the ache of exhaustion in my head and in my bones. It’s 
becoming debilitating. We head home tonight for a nice 
break before the shows there and I think I might sleep 
the entire time.  

Significant changes on the tour over the last few 
weeks include a sudden explosion of my popularity as a 
member of Wonderland, and also in Alfie’s bitchiness 
stemming from this change.  

I’ve started being bombarded by fans at the hotels 
and venues, and more and more of them are sneaking 
gifts into the arenas to toss to me at the end of the night.  

This isn’t a new phenomenon, in general. The men 
are inundated with flowers and more than a few items of 
the intimate nature at almost every show. Only now I’m 
getting them too. Flowers, teddy bears, some beautiful 
artwork. No undies though, thankfully. Yet. 

I feel I’ve finally hit my stride as a musician on this 
tour too. The uncertainty I was feeling, my hesitation to 
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let loose…it’s beginning to face. I’m sure that isn’t 
helping Alfie’s mood.  

My fan base appears to be mostly young women. 
Normal girls. Sweet girls with obliging parents waiting 
for them in the wings. Girls looking to...what? Be like 
me? I certainly don’t recommend it. 

Apparently, the big wigs love it because I’m bringing 
in a whole new generation of fans and that means more 
money for everybody. Every now and then I hear Jett 
mention the word “album” to what I’m sure is some 
faceless corporate entity on the other end of his phone 
call.  

Alfie has taken to stewing in the shadows 
everywhere we go, and several times now he’s played the 
wrong chord on stage so it sounds like my voice is off 
key. I’d pass those off as simple mistakes but Alfie 
doesn’t make mistakes. Not on stage. 

Earlier tonight, Jett met me at the bottom of the 
stairs and handed me a towel, escorting me to my 
dressing room.  Inside, I slumped down on the couch. 

“Don’t get too comfy. We’re headed out pretty 
quick. Interviews first thing tomorrow back in LA.” 

“Who the fuck scheduled those?” 
“Language.” 
I launched the towel at him but it floated harmlessly 

to the floor halfway between us. As he ducked out, I 
closed my eyes and a tidal wave of exhaustion hit me.  

I remembered the coke then. Digging through my 
bag, I found the tiny baggie of powder and stared down 
at it in the palm of my hand.  
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I’d picked it up somewhere during my apparently ill-
advised field trip out of the hotel the other night. At least, 
I think I did. I found it in my pocket the next morning 
so either I picked it up from someone then or Stuart’s 
been passing out gifts like a naughty elf again. 

It was a bad idea, of course, to even consider doing 
it. A very bad one. I had no clue if it was actually even 
blow, and let's face it, the last time I’d snorted the stuff 
it hadn't turned out so well for me.  

But I mean…there were a lot of other things 
happening That Night that fucked with me. It wasn’t the 
cocaine, per se. 

As I continued silently rationalizing, my door flew 
open and Alfie stormed inside. He didn’t say anything. 
He just slammed the door behind him and then stood 
there with his fists clenched at his sides. His chest was 
rising and falling visibly and, still in his stage clothes, hat 
and all, it looked as if the Mad Hatter had caught a bit of 
what ailed The Hulk. 

“What?” I asked finally. 
He moved too quickly for me to react, yanking me 

up from the couch and slamming me up against the wall 
adjacent to it. I fought to free myself but he pinned me 
with his body. One of his hands closed around my throat. 
Not hard enough to prevent me from breathing but 
plenty hard enough to piss me off. 

“Get off of me!” I shouted as a memory of Chuck 
on top of me That Night flashed into my mind. 
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"You're not her," Alfie said against my cheek, and 
the whiskey on his breath was unmistakable. “You hear 
that? You are not her.” 

In my mind, I heard Chuck’s voice: If you make her 
choose between us she’ll choose me. 

Adrenaline from the panic I was feeling gave me the 
strength I needed to push him away, and using my free 
hand I did what I’ve been longing to do to him for years. 
I punched him in the dick. 

It wasn’t hard, the force of the punch, but it was 
enough. He groaned and his grip on me loosened. 

I shoved him away. "Yeah, I’m alive.” 
Watching him give up so easily, watching him cradle 

his manhood so pathetically, pissed me off. For no 
reason I can come up with, I closed the small gap 
between us and crushed my lips to his.  

He sucked air in from my mouth when he gasped 
and it reminded me of when I’d kissed Chuck That 
Night. The way he had panicked.  

Like Chuck, Alfie resisted the kiss at first but slowly 
he began to return it. Unlike with Chuck, the kiss 
was…well, frankly, kind of hot.  

Breaking for air, I came to what little senses I had 
left and remembered he had just assaulted me, for lack 
of a better word. 

"I'm not weak like her either,” I said, shoving him 
away again. He offered no resistance and fell back against 
the door with a thud. It rattled on the hinges. 

I turned away, feeling rattled and disgusted. 
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"She wasn't weak until you came along,” he said, and 
his voice was barely a whisper. 

I rounded on him, my heart hammering against my 
ribcage. He was holding his fingers to his lips and his 
black eyes were wide.  

“What did you say?”  
He was smart enough not to repeat himself and 

instead opened the door to leave. I stormed back across 
the room and followed him out, shoving him into the 
concrete wall of the hallway as hard as I could.  

“Say it again, Alfie!” He offered no resistance and 
said nothing. He just looked at me. “Say it, you coward!” 

He wouldn’t, and I realized we had an audience. A 
large one that included crew members, guests, and Jett. 

Already anticipating the scolding to come, I rolled 
my eyes and went back into my dressing room, slamming 
the door behind me. 

I sunk into the couch again and put my head in my 
hands. Warm tears pooled inside them but had no idea 
what the hell I was crying for now.  

Thirty seconds later Jett came in without knocking.  
“What’s going on?” he asked. 
“Nothing.” 
“What was Alfie doing in here?" 
I laughed through the tears. “Ask him that.” 
I remembered the cocaine too late.  
“What’s that in your hand?”  
I closed my fist on instinct, but he pried it open and 

took the little baggie from me. 
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"This shit again?" he asked, holding it up like a 
school teacher who’d just busted his student with 
contraband. 

This shit again.  
Christ. I'd only ever done the stuff once before in 

my life. 
He took it into the bathroom, and I heard the toilet 

flushing.  
"Oh, nice. Do you know how much that cost me?" 
It didn’t know, actually. It might have been free. But 

Jett didn’t need to know that.  
"Your life, nearly. If I recall correctly," he said, 

reappearing.  
I rolled my eyes. "Now who’s got a flair for the 

melodramatic?" 
"We can get you help," he said. 
I forced myself up to start gathering my things. “Jett, 

I don't need help.” 
“Oh, sure!" He grabbed my arm to stop me as I 

passed by. “You can stop any time you want, right? 
You’re getting to be more like your father every day!” 

I lost it then. I absolutely lost it. I’d had enough of 
people putting their hands on me and telling me how 
things are when they have no fucking clue what they’re 
talking about. Not any of them. Not even Jett. 

I wrenched my arm free and two-hand shoved him 
in the chest. Unprepared for it, he toppled over the table 
and fell heavily to the ground. 
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“Maybe it wasn't the drugs, Jett!”  I screamed. “Has 
that thought ever even cross your mind? Maybe it wasn't 
the goddamn drugs.”  

His kind eyes were so wide.  
“And don’t you ever compare me to him again,” I 

hissed, pointing vaguely at the door in the general 
direction of Stephen’s dressing room. 

And then I walked out, leaving Jett sprawled out and 
speechless on my dressing room floor. 
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Chapter 20 

 
I flew home commercial and bailed on the interviews so 
I didn’t have to deal with any of them. I am officially a 
diva. 

Jett’s been calling me non-stop, of course, but I 
don’t want to talk to him. I guess it’s nice to know he 
cares. Stephen probably didn’t even notice I wasn’t on 
the band’s plane, and Alfie probably hoped they left me 
behind forever. 

You’d think I would’ve just gone to my place when 
I got home, but, as has been well-established by now, I 
am not the best decision-maker. So instead I wound up 
at Sara's house.  

I wandered the house, just like I did when I went 
there after she died. I can’t seem to stop doing that. I 
don’t know what the hell I’m hoping to find. It hasn’t 
revealed itself in twenty-one years. It probably never will. 

I ended up in her media room and was rifling 
through the drawers and shelves in it when I came across 
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a stack of VHS tapes tucked in the back. Their fading 
labels told me they had something to do with 
Wonderland.  

Now, it’s not hard to find videos of Wonderland 
performances if you’re feeling inclined to watch them. 
They’re all over the web. There is a slew of high-quality 
videos out there from their reunion tour. POV videos 
recorded by concert-goers in the crowd.  

These tapes were different though. They were old, 
for starters. Obviously. I mean, they’re VHS tapes. I 
remembered reading somewhere, or maybe it was Jett 
who told me, that Wonderland had a videographer on 
the road with them back in the day. My superior 
investigative instincts told me that these were some of 
those tapes.  

I found a VCR buried at the bottom of a stack of 
more technologically-advanced equipment in a cabinet in 
the wall, and slid one of the tapes in. It took five more 
minutes to find the right input selection on the damn 
television, but then Sara was suddenly on the screen. For 
just one second, I thought I was looking at myself. She 
was so young. 

Standing at a mirror in what looked like a room 
backstage, she was fussing with her hair. Alfie came into 
frame and put an arm around her shoulders, whispering 
something in her ear. They both giggled. 

“Ah, your Highnesses,” said Stephen from behind 
the camera. 

Alfie and Sara turned as one. Alfie bowed to the 
camera and Sara curtsied.  
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“This here is—what was it they called you?” The 
camera bobbed around a little as Stephen called out. 
“What was it?” 

Stuart’s voice came from somewhere behind the 
camera, but it was muffled.  

“What?” Stephen swung the camera around to 
Stuart. 

“The prince and princess of rock and roll,” said 
Stuart, rifling through an issue of Rolling Stone. He 
found the page he was searching for and began to read 
from it. “Sara, a poetic, raven-haired beauty, and Alfie, a 
striking front man and brooding, musical genius...” 
Stuart paused to giggle.  

“Shut up,” said Alfie from off screen. An object flew 
through the air, a comb maybe, but Stuart knocked it 
away before it hit him.  

Stuart composed himself and cleared his throat. “...a 
brooding, musical genius, are the reigning prince and 
princess of rock and roll.” 

The camera panned back to Alfie. “You are striking, 
Alfred,” said Stephen. “And so incredibly dreamy.” 

Alfie flipped him off, and it was hard not to notice 
his discomfort over the accolades about his physical 
good looks. It occurred to me then that Alfie was a shy 
man. And, stranger still, he was humble. Well, as humble 
as you can be when you’re a rock god.  

He was not at all the arrogant prick I had imagined 
him to be my entire life. 

“Ooh, so brooding, too,” said Stephen. 
“Jealously is very ugly,” said Alfie. 
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Stephen feigned insult. “Bassists get no love, man!” 
“Tell that to the hoard of whores waiting for you 

outside the doors every night,” said Sara as she brushed 
powder over her face. 

Alfie and Stuart “ooohed” and snickered. 
“Sara Elizabeth, this is a family show!” said Stephen. 
He turned the camera around to his face. “Stay away 

from whores, children.” 
The footage must have been from one of their first 

tours. Stephen was about my age in it. It was a shock to 
see him so young and fresh. He was clearly under the 
influence of something. Several somethings, I would bet, 
but, despite this, he looked...well, healthy.  

I felt an overwhelming sense of appreciation that 
that footage existed, because the young man in it no 
longer did and he never had in my lifetime. 

“Might I remind you that there’s one in your 
dressing room at this very moment?” said Stuart, off 
camera. 

 Alfie poked his head into frame. “Do as Daddy says 
not as he does, children.” 

“Five minutes!” said Jett. 
“Shit!” said Sara. 
Stephen readjusted the camera and pointed it at Jett, 

who had poked his head into the room. He was so young 
too! And beautiful. Jett is a beautiful man but he was 
downright breathtaking back then. I wondered briefly 
how many women had gone after him over the years and 
if he’d welcomed them or chased them away.  
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He still had that same I’m-too-old-for-this-shit 
expression though.  

“Say hello, Jett,” said Stephen. 
“Hello, Jett,” said Jett, and then he was gone. 
The camera panned back to Sara and Alfie. Sara 

shoved Alfie at the camera. “Go away. I have to finish 
getting beautiful.” 

Alfie teetered a moment but returned to her, 
slinging his arm around her neck. “You’re always 
beautiful, baby.” 

Stephen and Stuart mocked him. 
“Gag me, seriously,” said Sara.  
When Alfie tried to kiss her, she shoved his face 

away. But then she yanked him back to her for a 
passionate kiss before shoving him away again. 

Alfie turned to the camera with a dopey grin on his 
face.  

“C’mon,” he said, gesturing at Stephen. “Let’s go do 
some stuff we can’t show on camera.” 

Alfie exited the frame and the camera stayed on 
Sara. Stephen stepped closer to her and continued 
filming her before the footage abruptly ended. 

I sat back and stared at the blank screen. I 
contemplated the realization that my parents weren’t 
always irresponsible fuck-ups.  

Well, no, they were exactly that. They were 
absolutely irresponsible fuck-ups, but they were rock 
stars and that’s what they were supposed to be. It’s what 
they were paid to be.  
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It was only my arrival on the scene that made that 
unacceptable, and it was only unacceptable to me. Who 
the hell was I, really, compared to millions of fans? 
Nobody. 

I think that’s when I started drinking, and I was 
drinking straight from the bottle. 

I found another tape labeled, “Wonderland’s Last 
Show” and shoved it in the VCR. The tape started up 
during their encore song and it was shot from the stage. 
It was the last song they would play together for two 
decades but nobody in the arena that night knew it.  

At the end of the song, after they all bowed, Sara 
approached her microphone again. Alfie was lingering in 
the back as if waiting for her. 

 “I just want you to know, you, my fans, you mean 
everything to me,” said Sara. Her eyes filled with tears. 
She put a hand on her midsection “You are my world. 
You’re the reason I do this. You are my great loves. You 
are my children. I hope you know how much I love you 
all. Goodnight.” 

Her adoring fans screamed and clapped and cried 
and threw flowers at her. It brought tears to my eyes, to 
be honest. Lots of things bring tears to my eyes when 
I'm drinking, and of course, by then, I had had...quite a 
bit.  

Sara scooped up as many of the flowers as she could 
and walked off stage. Alfie followed close behind her. 
The cameraman followed close behind him. 
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It was only seconds later when the fight happened. 
The fight. The fight that tore Alfie from Sara and the 
band courtesy of little fetus me. 

There wasn't much of it to see. The footage was 
grainy and the camera was shaky. It captured a 
commotion and then Sara on the floor at the bottom of 
the stairs. Alfie was standing beside her.  

There was some shouting, lots of cursing, and then 
a flash of movement that must have been Stephen 
brushed past the camera and barreled down the steps. 
The cameraman followed and captured Stephen 
grabbing Alfie by the scruff of his shirt and slamming 
him up against the concrete wall. The expression on 
Alfie’s face was one of sheer confusion.  

Even as Stephen raised his fist, Alfie did nothing to 
defend himself. He just stared as his best friend with a 
questioning look on his face. Stephen’s fist had an 
unobstructed path to Alfie’s face and the sound it made 
surprised me. It wasn’t like in the movies. Just a dull thud 
of a noise and then Alfie cried out. Only after the second 
blow did he finally spring into action, dipping his 
shoulder and ramming it into Stephen’s mid-section. 

As the men toppled over, a hand reached up and 
blocked the lens of the camera. I heard Jett shouting and 
then screen went black. 

As I stared in horror at the blank screen, the security 
intercom buzzed and scared the shit out of me.  

It took a full minute for me to walk to the foyer and 
look at the video screen. Alfie was standing outside at the 
security gate. 
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I sighed and waited a moment before pressing the 
intercom button. “What do you want?” 

On screen, Alfie started and looked around. Finding 
the speaker for the intercom on the wall beside him, he 
pressed the button. 

“How do you know it’s me?” 
“You’re on candid camera.” 
He looked around again. “Oh.” 
“Smile.” 
He laughed, which made me smile, but then I 

remembered I was mad at him and let go of it.  
“Can I, uh, can I come in?” he asked. 
I watched him and considered another moment 

before pushing the button to open the gate. I opened the 
front door and waited, and then there he was and we 
were facing off over a threshold. Again. 

I stepped aside and gestured him in, and it was very 
strange watching him walk around the foyer just like he 
had on that first night. It was almost like watching a 
video of that night but from a different vantage point. 

I hoisted up my bottle as he finished his lap and 
turned to me. “Want a drink?” 

“Uh, no. No, thanks. I won’t stay long. I just...” He 
hesitated. “I guess I just wanted to apologize for the 
other night." 

Holy shit. 
“Wow,” I said. 
“Yeah.” 
"What exactly are you apologizing for?" I asked, 

doing my best to ignore how adorable I found his sudden 
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sheepishness. "Assaulting me or for insinuating my 
mother is only dead because of me?" 

He cringed. "Both?" 
It really was a good thing for him that he was so 

cute. 
Making my way back to the media room, I heard 

him trailing behind me. He pointed at the TV as I 
flopped down on the couch. “What’s that?” 

“A television.” 
He sighed. “Yes, thank you. I mean what are you 

watching?” 
I rewound the tape and pressed play. 
“Oh.” 
I watched him as he watched the fight. It was clear 

to me that he was still affected by it. His throat bobbled 
up and down as he watched and he had stopped blinking 
completely. The began brushing his cheekbone absently 
with the back of his fingers. 

When the screen went black, he grabbed the remote 
from me and rewound it, pausing it just as he and Sara 
left stage. 

“We hadn’t spoken in months,” he said quietly. 
“What?” 
“We hadn’t spoken in months,” he repeated. “Your 

mother and me.” 
With those words, the mood in the room changed. 

It became confessional.  
“Why not?” I asked.  
I recalled the loving couple I’d watched on the other 

video. Frankly, I’d been curious about it my whole life. 
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What exactly had happened between Alfie and Sara. 
Before the affair. How exactly had Sara ended up with 
Stephen? 

He continued as if he hadn't heard me. “We had 
separate everything by then. Separate cars, separate 
rooms, separate fucking private jets, for Christ’s sake. 
Separate. We walked onstage together, we sang together, 
we walked offstage together, but at the bottom of the 
stairs we separated and didn’t see each other again until 
the next show.” 

“Why weren’t you speaking?” I asked again. 
He shifted forward and put his elbows on his 

knees. “I'd asked her to marry me.” 
Oh.  
 “Oh. When?”  
 “About six months before that night,” he said, 

nodding at the TV. 
“I assume it didn’t go well?” 
“Why do you say that?” 
I tapped the empty ring finger on his left hand. 
“Oh. Yeah. No, it didn’t go well. Not at all. She said 

no. Unequivocally. Just no. She said she didn't want 
anything to get in the way of our careers and so then I 
suggested we quit the band and not let our careers get in 
the way of our relationship,” he said. “She laughed in my 
face. I, uh, I reacted badly.” 

I feigned disbelief. “No, you?” 
He looked at me and his lips pulled into a slow 

smile. It faded quickly though.  
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“We fought. I was hurt and angry. She was defensive 
and angry. I said some things I shouldn’t have.” 

“So she hooked up with Stephen for revenge?” 
Alfie sighed and bowed his head. 
“I left our room after we fought,” he said. “I felt 

ashamed right away for what I’d said to her but couldn’t 
make myself go back inside to apologize. So I just stayed 
out in the hallway. I could hear her crying through the 
door...” 

He drew in a disjointed breath, and I resisted the 
urge to put my arms around him. I felt an 
uncharacteristically strong desire to comfort him.  

I was feeling a desire to do other things to him too, 
and I’m certain that was the alcohol’s fault. My attraction 
to Alfie seemed to be in direct correlation with the 
amount of booze in my system. You think that alone 
would be enough to get me to stop drinking the stuff, 
but no. 

“What the hell did you say to her?” I asked, mentally 
pushing aside some less than pure thoughts. 

“Oh, something along the lines of 'I hope the band 
keeps you warm at night' and 'One day soon I’ll be gone 
and you'll have nothing' and that ‘Once I’m gone you'll 
just curl into a pathetic, little ball and die.' Something like 
that.” 

“Jesus. If no one’s ever told you, you’ve got a real 
way with words.” 

He chuckled, but there was no humor in it. “It gets 
worse.” 

It always does. 
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“I was out in the hallway contemplating going back 
in to apologize to her and the door flies open. Sara leaps 
onto my back and starts swinging at me. Scratching me.” 
He looked at me. "Attacking me is kind of like a family 
tradition for you guys..." 

I laughed. I couldn't help it. 
 “Anyhow, she screamed at me that I was the 

pathetic one, and that I’d never last a day without her. 
Jett came out of his room and tried to break us apart but 
she kept coming after me. So I turned and shoved at her. 
I just wanted her away from me...” His voice broke and 
he bowed his head again. “I didn’t realize how close to 
the stairs we were…”  

“Wait, you pushed her down the stairs?” 
“She fell down the stairs.” 
“After you pushed her.” 
“I didn’t mean for her to fall…” 
“Jesus…” I muttered. 
“I thought she was dead,” he continued. “She didn’t 

move once she stopped rolling. But then she started 
screaming. This gut-wrenching scream." 

"I froze. I couldn’t move, not even to help her. Jett 
rushed down the stairs to her. She curled into a ball and 
was grasping her midsection.” He touched his stomach. 
“Jett said the doctor told her she’d probably been about 
two months along.” 

It took me another few seconds. “She was 
pregnant?” 

“Yes.” 
“With your child?” 
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“Yes.” 
“Holy shit.” I stood and started pacing. “Did you 

know?” 
“Neither did she,” he said, shaking his head. “I was 

too ashamed of what I’d done to be there for her 
afterward. I didn't even go to the hospital…” 

I sat back down. So many things in my life were 
suddenly starting to make sense. 

“Stephen stepped in to comfort her when I 
wouldn’t like the helpful friend he is,” said Alfie, and his 
voice was dripping with sarcasm. “Jett said the doctors 
told her she’d likely never get pregnant again.” He 
gestured vaguely at me. “Obviously, they were wrong.” 

He rewound the video again to the point Stephen 
rushed by the camera and paused it.  

“Stephen attacked me this night because he was 
protecting you and your mother. He thought I’d done it 
again. He thought I’d found out about you, and that I’d 
thrown her down the stairs because of it,” said Alfie. 
“But she tripped. She just fucking tripped.” 

So many pieces were falling into place. 
Alfie sat back. “I never even knew she was pregnant 

but from the night we lost our baby, I've wondered what 
our kid would have been like.” I felt his eyes on me. 
“What she would have looked like.” 

I looked at him. “She?”  
“She’s always been a she in my mind.” 
Talk about awkward. Him looking at the kid he 

wished was his and his best friend’s eyes looking back at 
him. Me staring at the guy who wished I was his kid, 
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unable to ignore how attractive I found him to be in that 
moment. 

I looked away.  
“So it was because of me,” I said eventually. “You 

never came back to her because of me.” 
"That's what you got out of that story?" 
I looked at him again, and his face had clouded over.  
Uh oh. Sad, sexy Alfie was gone, and angry, 

brooding Alfie was back. 
“What?” I asked. 
He shook his head. "Christ, I knew I shouldn't have 

come here."  
He stood and paced, and I watched him, wondering 

if he'd ever been to that house without muttering those 
words. 

He turned back to me. "You know, Alice, this might 
be a hard thing for you to comprehend, but not every 
fucking thing is about you." 

And then he stormed out.  
Now I’m sitting here alone in the wake of Hurricane 

Evans and the silence is deafening.  
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 21 
 

It’s the worst day of his life all over again.  
Jett keeps firm hold of Alice’s limp hand. She’s so 

still. The warmth of it is his only reminder that she is still 
alive.  

His mind drifts back to that night so many years ago. 
The last time he had been here with her. She was just a 
child then.  

Of course, she’s not much more than a child now.  
It had been in the same hospital, a room almost 

identical to this one… 
“It’s standard procedure in situations like this, for the patient 

to be placed on a psychiatric hold,” the doctor explained. 
“Especially given the amount of substances in her system and the 
self-inflicted injury…” 

“How long?” he asked, looking down at Alice as she slept. 
It was a fitful sleep and he wondered if it was always that way for 
her. If she had ever felt at peace. He wondered how much he hadn’t 
seen. How much he had missed. “How long will she need to stay?” 
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“Three to five days is standard. In that time, she’ll be assessed 
by a psychiatrist who will determine if further commitment is 
warranted.”  

Eyes still on Alice, he nodded.  
“There’ll be paperwork to sign. Is her mother here?” He 

didn’t respond. “Mr. Andrews?” 
“I can sign.” 
“I’m afraid I’ll need parental consent.” 
“I was her stepfather. I have power of attorney over her, given 

to me by her so-called mother,” he said, finally averting his eyes 
from Alice to focus on the doctor. “I’m the only person on this planet 
who has ever given a shit about what happens to this child. I will 
sign the goddamn papers.” 

“Of course,” said the doctor. “I’ll be back.” 
Jett blinked and his thoughts returned to the 

present. 
It had been a terrible decision to drag Alice back 

into this world. She’d broken free. She was out. He 
should have known better. For all his scolding of her for 
her choices, he is the one who should have known better 
this time. 

The acrid smoke continued to invade his sinuses 
and sting at his eyes. The gauze around her hand and arm 
reminded him of death. Ancient death. A mummified 
corpse. 

Bowing his head, he resigned himself to praying to 
a god he didn’t believe in.  

 
*** 
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10 miles away from the hospital, a large black SUV 
with tinted windows approached the gated driveway of a 
sprawling palatial estate. Hordes of waiting 
photographers swarmed it as it passed slowly through the 
opening gate. 

Inside the vehicle, Chuck Wall shielded his face 
from an explosion of camera flashes. 

Across the street, Stephen Moriarty sprang from the 
driver’s seat of his idling BMW, parked sloppily at the 
roadside, and sprinted for the arriving vehicle. Missing 
the closing gate by inches, he instead scrambled up it 
with the litheness of an Olympic athlete.  

The photographers shifted their focus from Chuck 
to the climbing rock star, who launched himself deftly 
over the top of the gate when he reached it. 

On the other side, Stephen reached the car just as it 
came to a halt and yanked open the back passenger door 
as it unlocked. With a flurry of words, no professional 
journalist could ever send to print, he reached inside and 
ripped Chuck from the backseat and threw him to the 
ground like a sack of garbage.  

The driver attempted to pry Stephen away as he 
straddled the prone record producer but it did little good. 
Stephen’s fist pummeled Chuck’s face with his fists until 
they were painted with the other man’s blood.  

Through the fence, the paparazzi cameras captured 
every moment. 

 
 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chapter 22 

 
I woke up on the floor of the Great Room with no 
recollection of how I got there. The room was bright, 
much brighter than it had ever been before. It was 
different light too. Cleaner. Fresher. Like it was brand 
new light, maybe.  

To my right, Sara was sitting at her Steinway and she 
was playing Little One.  

Interesting. 
I got up and walked over to listen to her play. Just 

to listen. It’d been so long since she’d played so freely. 
She stopped and looked at me for a second before 

she gestured to a single flower in a slim crystal vase at the 
center of the piano. A lily. Her favorite. 

“It’s beautiful, isn’t it?” she asked, and her voice was 
rich and echoing, as if it was harmonizing with itself. 

Without waiting for a response, she walked around 
the piano and plucked it from the vase.  
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Snipping it at its stem, she tucked the flower behind 
my ear and fussed with my hair.  

When she was finished, she put her hands on my 
shoulders and examined her work. Her hands were warm 
and they eased an ache in my joints I hadn’t realized was 
there.  

“There,” she said. “Perfect.” 
I didn’t know what to say. I’d never known what to 

say to her. So I just smiled.  
She smiled back. “He needs you, you know.” 
My eyebrows furrowed. “Who?” 
But she only smiled and brought her hands up to 

either side of my face. “Go now.” 
In the next moment, I was in a hospital bed and Jett 

was sitting in a chair beside it. He was slumped over the 
bed and his hair and clothes were singed. The sleeve of 
his suit jacket and the shirt underneath looked like they’d 
been cut hastily with a pair of scissors and his upper arm 
was wrapped in gauze. The smell of smoke was thick. 

Jett looked to be asleep so instead of waking him, I 
looked myself over. My free hand and lower arm were 
wrapped in gauze. I glanced up at the IV drip attached to 
me and wondered what the hell kinds of drugs they were 
pumping into me, and why. A monitor next to the drip 
showed my heartrate, blood pressure, and blood oxygen 
level. 

Had I paid more attention in school, I might’ve been 
able to figure out if the number were good or bad.  

I tested my limbs and was relieved to find everything 
seemed to be moving properly.  
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My fidgeting roused Jett. He lifted his head, and 
when his eyes met mine he released a sigh and his 
shoulders relaxed. He touched his face to my hand, and 
his face was wet. “Thank you,” he whispered. 

He summoned the doctor and hovered in the back 
of the room while she checked my vitals, all of which 
seemed to check out.  I waited until she left the room 
after she finished and then shot a questioning glance at 
Jett.  

“There was a fire,” he answered my unasked 
question. 

The heat rushed back to me even as he said it. Like 
the sun appearing from behind a cloud.  

I closed my eyes and I was back in her house again. 
Standing at one of the windows in the Great Room. I 
was holding something in my hand…an umbrella?  

The curtains were engulfed in flames, and in my 
head I was hearing their voices. All at once. Like a party 
line extension spanning decades. 

You're lucky your father wanted you! 
You're getting more like your father every day! 
Be careful what you wish for, Alice. 
You’re not her! 
Not every fucking thing is about you, Alice. 
One of the flames leapt at me and I gasped, blinking 

myself back to the hospital room, and finding it hard to 
catch my breath. The machine tracking my vitals started 
beeping faster. 

“Alice, try and stay calm…” 
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I squeezed my eyes shut again. Back in the house 
now, I was swinging the umbrella around the Great 
room, pummeling everything in sight. I was screaming. 
That blood-curdling kind of scream. So loud, just the 
memory of it was hurting my ears, and there were tears 
pouring out of my eyes.  

I knocked all her pictures off all of the walls and 
attacked her gold and platinum albums next, stomping 
on them with a pent-up fury I’d held inside for too long, 
apparently. If Jett could’ve eavesdropped on the 
memory, he would have grounded me for the language I 
was using in it. 

At her piano now, I was battering it. Over and over 
again.  

The lit candles on top of it bounded closer to the 
edge with every impact and then fell over the edge like 
lemmings over a cliff. 

And then… 
Fire. 
I gasped as my eyes flew open. “I burned her house 

down!”  
“Shhh shh!” Jett hissed, his eyes darting toward the 

door. 
I clamped my mouth shut and followed his line of 

sight to a rumpled, ill-fitted suit hanging off a severe-
looking man standing in the hallway. 

“Who’s that?” 
“Don’t worry about him,” said Jett. 
“I should be worried about him?” 
“I said don’t worry about him.” 
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“Jett!” 
Jett did that exasperated sigh thing and started 

whispering somewhat crossly. “Yes. You burned her 
house down. And that man is a detective who, I think, 
suspects you did it on purpose so, if you would please 
keep your voice down.” 

My mouth fell open, and then I whispered. “I didn’t 
do it on purpose!” 

“You didn’t?” 
I hesitated. “I don’t think so.” 
He dropped his chin to his chest and sighed. “What 

do you remember?” 
I closed my eyes again. I remembered Alfie showing 

up.  
“I remember Alfie.” 
Jett made that sound again and grumbled. “Yes…” 
“I remembered him getting pissed off at me. 

Something new… 
“What was he doing there?” 
“Being his usual charming self,” I replied, eyes still 

closed. “And then…oh.” 
“What?” 
I remembered rummaging through the bar and 

opening a second bottle. Maybe I was getting to be more 
like Stephen every day. Surprise, surprise. Jett was right 
again. 

“Nothing,” I said. 
“Something.” 
I sighed. “I was drinking.” 
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“Well, there’s a shock…” he muttered and my eyes 
popped opened. “Sorry…go on.” 

My mind recalled me on my phone. Dialing. 
“I called someone…” 
“Who?” 
It came back in a flash: Chuck on the TV in her 

media room. He was cowering behind his flock of 
attorneys. 

“These accusations are libelous,” one of the 
attorneys was saying. “My client categorically denies he 
is the perpetrator of these horrific crimes against Ms. 
Moriarty. Furthermore, given her delicate mental state at 
the time of the alleged incident, it's entirely possible Ms. 
Moriarty invented the entire episode as a way to deal with 
her severe substance abuse issues.” 

The voices were back and I whined, squeezing my 
eyes shut, trying to shake them out of my head. The 
movements made my already throbbing head hurt worse 
and the glass of water Jett had poured for me did little to 
help the fire in my throat. 

“Oh, fuck,” I muttered. 
“What?” That he didn’t immediately scold me for 

my language was worrisome. I opened my eyes and met 
his. “What are you remembering?” he asked. 

“It’s out. Chuck.” 
“Yes.” His face relayed…shame, regret. “Yes, and 

I’m so sorry, Alice.” 
Pfft. I hope he wasn’t expecting me to accept that 

any time soon. 
“Why didn’t you tell me?” he asked. 
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My answer came quickly. “You never asked.” 
And for that he had no response. 
“Can I…can you just maybe leave?” The wounded 

look he gave me broke my heart. “You can come back 
later. I just…I need to be alone right now.” 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chapter 23 

 
I fell asleep after Jett left and when I woke up again, Alfie 
was standing in the doorway of my room and he was 
staring at me.  

“It’s not polite to stare,” I squeaked out, alarmed to 
find my voice was barely there. 

Apparently, smoke does bad things to one’s voice. 
The doctor has told me she’s cautiously optimistic that 
the damage isn’t permanent. She says if I rest my voice 
and quit smoking cigarettes my voice should heal fine. I 
think Jett paid her to give me the second part of that 
advice. 

Alfie came into my room and pulled a chair up to 
the bed. He handed me the bundle of flowers in his hand, 
rather awkwardly, and I accepted them just as awkwardly. 

“Thanks.” 
He nodded and then assumed his usual bowed head, 

slouching position, propping one of his feet up on the 
side of the bed. 
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The flowers were lilies. Same as in the dream or 
whatever the hell it had been with Sara. 

Sara had always filled her house with lilies. Even in 
her worst times there were always lilies around, and they 
were always alive. She had no energy or desire to take 
care of me but she kept those damn lilies in tip top shape. 

I looked at Alfie, and then back at the flowers. It hit 
me then. 

“Lily,” I said, more to myself than to him. 
“What?” 
“Lily. That would have been her name.” 
He did that sidelong stare/glare thing.  “How did 

you know that?” 
“I had a dream,” I said and then laughed because it 

sounded so ridiculous.  
The laugh was more like the bark of a seal and 

hearing it made me laugh harder. That sent me into a 
coughing fit.  

Alfie popped up and poured me some water. Out of 
instinct more than concern, I’m sure. 

I waved it off.  
“Drink,” he insisted, and I begrudgingly did. 
My fit subsided. “Thanks…” 
He settled back into his chair and stared down into 

his lap. He fiddled with the rings on his fingers. When he 
looked back up his eyes were wet. 

Sad, sexy Alfie returns! 
“We, uh, we never knew about the baby, the baby 

we lost, until it was gone.” He coughed away the frog in 
his throat. “But we’d discussed names in the past, 
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children’s names, just in passing, really. Lily was a 
frontrunner for a girl child.” 

“Is she the Little One?” I asked. 
“You both are, I guess,” he said, closing his eyes. “It 

all happened so goddamn fast. You were born only about 
six months after she would have been.” He wiped his 
nose with his sleeve like a little boy. “The line between 
you and her has always been a bit blurred in my mind.” 

It explained so much: why he’s despised me my 
whole life. It wasn’t because I broke up the band or 
ruined what he had with Sara. It was because I wasn’t 
her. Me existing reminded him that his daughter never 
got that chance. 

I wonder now if that’s why Sara hated me too.  
Would she have loved Lily? Would she have been a 

real mother to Alfie’s child?  
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 24 
 

Jett and I went to her house yesterday. What’s left of it, 
anyhow.  

We walked around the grounds and…man, I really 
did a number on that thing. The guest houses and pool 
and pool house survived, and so did the garages, but the 
main house was just a scorched shell. Like the carcass of 
a whale plopped down in the middle of Laurel Canyon. 

“I can’t believe I burnt it down,” I muttered. 
“Your father nearly burned a hotel down once,” said 

Jett. 
I turned to him to respond, but he was walking so 

close behind me that we collided.  
“Oh, sorry,” he said. 
“Dude!” I grabbed his shoulders. “We need to 

discuss this whole mother hen thing you’ve got going on 
lately.” 

“Mother hen thing?” 
“Yes! I appreciate it. I really do. You’re looking out 

for me, and that’s great. You have got to give me some 
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space, like literal space,” I said, gesturing between us. 
“Or I’m going to snap.”  

He held up his hands and took a few, dramatic steps 
back. 

“Thank you,” I said, and turned back around. “Man, 
talk about overcompensating…” 

“I heard that.” 
“Good.” 
It had been a few weeks since the fire and the 

melodramatic, global reveal that Chuck Wall had 
drugged and raped me on my 15th birthday.  

So far, I’ve played dumb in response to questions 
about how the story was leaked. I can tell Jett knows it 
was me, at least he knows I’m lying when I play dumb, 
but he won’t press me on it. He’s too busy feeling guilty 

Stephen beat Chuck unconscious before 
“Do you want to hear about Stephen burning down 

our hotel or not?” 
“Oh! Yes. Go on.” 
“It was in Berlin. A few years before the wall fell. 

It’s the reason we’re not allowed in Germany anymore.” 
“We’re not allowed in Germany?” 
“Well, you can probably get in but Wonderland and 

a group has been banned from performing there since 
the mid-eighties,” he said. “In fact, if you’re looking to 
escape your mother hen, that’d be a good place to go.” 

“I’ll keep that in mind,” I said as we reached the 
house. 

The landing of the front patio was about as close as 
we could get to the house. What was left of the front 
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door was cordoned off with police tape. The official 
police investigation was ongoing but so far I remained a 
free citizen.  

I sat down on the front step and scratched at the 
healing skin on my arm. It had been itching for about a 
week, since the pain of the burns had worn off. The 
doctor said I should have minimal scarring. That is, if I 
quit scratching at it. 

Jett sighed when he noticed me scratching and sat 
next to me, putting his good hand over mine. “I will tape 
oven mitts over your hands if you don’t quit that.” 

I grumbled and stopped.  
We looked out over the scorched earth at the foot 

of the patio and the lawn beyond it. It was a hazy day. 
The notorious L.A. smog drifted between the hills in the 
distance. 

“God, I hated this place,” I said. 
“I know,” he said. 
“Jesus, I didn’t mean to burn it down, though.” I 

glanced up at the carcass over my head behind me. 
“I know that, too.” 
“There was so much history here...” I said. 
There really was. A lot of it was bad, of course, at 

least from my perspective, but, history-wise, 
materialistically-speaking, I destroyed some pretty 
valuable things.  

Her gold and platinum albums were smashed by me 
and burned in the fire. Her clothes, her shoes, her hats 
and other accessories… they were all gone.  
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The Hall of Fame probably wouldn’t have minded 
getting their hands on that stuff. Not to mention her 
fans.  

Thankfully, I’d had her trunk of journals shipped to 
my apartment or those would be gone forever too. 

I haven’t gone through those yet. I’m not sure I ever 
will. 

“Why didn’t you ever tell me about Lily?” I asked. 
His answer came quickly. “Would it have helped 

you?” 
“I suppose not.” 
My skin began to itch again. When I scratched it, Jett 

shook his head and muttered something about how he 
hoped I enjoyed my scars. 

“I’ve started to think of her as my sister,” I said. 
Jett looked at me. “Lily?” 
I nodded. “Weird, right?” 
He shrugged. “Not so weird.”  
But it was weird. I can’t help it, though. I’ve even 

started asking her advice about things. Lily’s become yet 
another voice in my head. 

Rumors of a Wonderland curse at are spreading like 
wildfire (pun intended) around the internet. Sara died 
and then I almost died. This must mean we’re cursed.  

It couldn’t possibly be that, as a group, we’re just 
really fucked up. 

“Have you heard anything about the tour?” I asked. 
Jett scoffed. “Fuck the tour." 
“Language!” 
Of course, he had a point.  
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Stephen might be going to jail for attacking Chuck. 
I could feasibly go to jail for burning the house down, 
and it’ll be months before we know if I’ll even be able to 
sing again.  

Alfie is probably still crying in a corner somewhere.  
It’s not the best time to discuss heading back out on 

the road. 
“They can sue, for all I care,” said Jett. “They can 

sue us and take all our money. I don’t care. All I really 
want to do right now is take a fucking nap.” 

Oh boy. Jett hadn’t taken a nap in thirty years.  
“You’re starting to sound like me,” I said. 
He nodded. “Have you spoken to your father?” 
“No,” I said, though I knew he already knew the 

answer to his question. “Not yet.” 
“I think he’d really like to see you.” 
“Yeah,” I said.  
There were a lot of things I would have liked in my 

life too. A functioning father, for one. 
“Yeah, I’ll get there,” I said. “I just...haven’t yet.” 
Jett held out his hands, palms up, but instead of 

moving them when I slapped at them, he grabbed my 
hands. 

"You're going to be okay, you know.” 
“Am I?” 
He nodded. “You are.” 
He seemed sure but I wasn’t entirely convinced. 
“All right. Come on, Cherrio,” he said. “It’s getting 

late. Buy you a birthday dinner?” 
He helped me up, and we walked to his car.  
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I turned back and looked at the house one last time. 
It was the last time I would ever see it before the demo 
team arrived, and that was an oddly sad notion to me. 
Sure, I could rebuild, eventually, and probably would, but 
it wouldn’t be the same.  

I thought then I’d probably miss the house. 
And I wouldn’t say this out loud to anybody but I 

thought then I would probably miss her, too. 
Yeah, Sara should have been a better mother to me. 

I know that. The drugs that eventually killed her, and her 
inability to see beyond Alfie, robbed me of a mother. 

But I’m just one person. Millions loved her, and she 
loved them back. She saved lives with her music. Her 
words comforted millions of people in their darkest 
hours. They continue to even after her death. They will 
for generations to come. 

Maybe that will have to be enough for me.  
Because Sara wasn’t heartless. She had a lot of love 

to give; she just didn’t have any left for me.  
I don’t know. I’ll figure it out, I suppose. 
I think I’m going to take a break from writing. I need 

to get outside of my head for a while. Today is my 
twenty-second birthday, and sometimes it feels like I’ve 
been inside my head the entire twenty-two years.  

That wouldn’t necessarily be a bad thing if I could 
learn to recognize my voice among the many in there and 
ignore the rest.  

Because the rest of them are assholes. 
Except for Lily. She's okay. 
I won’t be gone long. 
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